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We live in an era of information explosion and digital revolution that has resulted in rapid
technological developments in different aspects of life. Artificial intelligence (AI) is playing an
increasingly important role in this digital transformation. AI applications require edge cloud computing
with low latency connections, where the significant challenge is that it needs a lot of computer processing
power. Recently, the implementation of AI based on optics hardware [1–5] has become a popular topic
due to its fundamentally lower power consumption and faster computation.
On the other hand, as the underlying basis of modern tele- and data-communications,
optical networking becomes more and more complex, driven by more data and more connections.
Generating, transmitting, and recovering such high-volume data requires advanced signal processing
and networking technologies with high performance and cost-and-power efficiency. AI is especially
useful for optimization and performance prediction for systems that exhibit complex behaviors [6–20].
In this aspect, traditional signal processing algorithms may not be as efficient as AI algorithms.
AI methods have recently entered the field of optics, ranging from quantum mechanics to nanophotonic,
optical communication, and optical networks.
The Special Issue is launched to bring optics and AI together to address the challenges that each
face, which are difficult to address alone. There are 12 selected contributions for the special session,
representing the fascinating progress in the combined area of optics and AI, ranging from photonic
neural network (NN) architecture [5] to AI-enabled advances in optical communications including both
physical layer transceiver signal processing [10–17] and network layer performance monitoring [18,19],
as well as the potential role of AI in quantum communications [20].
Photonic neural network architecture: Bin Shi and co-workers proposed a novel photonic
accelerator architecture based on a broadcast-and-weight approach for a deep NN through a photonic
integrated cross-connect [5]. A three-layer NN for image classification was tested and it shows that
each photonic neural layer can achieve an accuracy higher than 85%. It offers insights for the design of
scalable photonic NNs to a higher dimension for solving higher complexity problems.
The applications of AI, especially machine learning in the field of optical communications, are more
popular as reflected in the book. At the physical transceiver layer, the most discussed topic is the use of
machine learning for various linear and nonlinear effects mitigation in optical communication systems
ranging from short-reach to long-haul applications.
AI for short-reach optical communications: For short visible light communications, Chen Chen
et al. introduced a probabilistic Bayesian learning algorithm to compensate the light-emitting diode
(LED) nonlinearity [10]. Maximilian Schaedler and his colleagues investigated a deep NN-based
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nonlinear equalizer in a single lambda 600Gbps coherent short-reach link and show its superior
performance compared with the conventional Volterra nonlinear equalizer [11]. Stenio M. Ranzini and
co-workers focused on machine learning-aided tunable chromatic dispersion compensation using a
hybrid optical and digital structure in a high-speed short-reach optical link [12]. Specifically, Haide
Wang and collaborators presented an interesting work, where the NN itself was not used, but its widely
used optimization approaches including the batch gradient descent (BGD) method, adaptive gradients
(AdaGrad), root mean squared propagation (RMSProp), and adaptive moment estimation (Adam)
algorithms were examined and compared in a traditional gradient decent equalizer to significantly
speed up and stabilize the filter tap coefficient convergence [13].
AI for medium- and long-reach optical communications: For up to 100 km single mode fiber
(SMF)-based applications like data center interconnects, Rebekka Weixer et al., proposed a support
vector machine-based detection of signals and its combination with the Volterra nonlinear detection,
which shows the best trade-off between performance and complexity [14]. For a long-reach optical access
network, Ivan Aldaya and co-workers presented a novel denominated histogram-based clustering
algorithm to identify the borders of the high-density areas of the constellation and to classify the
nonlinearly distorted noisy constellations [15]. For long-haul applications, one of the major issues is the
fiber nonlinearity. Elias Giacoumidis et al. proposed a density-based spatial clustering of applications
with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm to address this challenge, which shows a significant performance
improvement compared with conventional K-means clustering [16]. In another work, Mutsam A.
Jarajreh indicated that compared to the Volterra nonlinear equalizer, an NN was shown to be able to
relax the requirement on other system parameters such as the signal quantization bits and clipping
ratio, which is valuable for practical implementation [17].
AI for optical performance monitoring: At the network level, Xiaomin Liu and teammates
presented a review which discussed the advanced optical performance monitoring enabled by
AI-based modeling and prediction approaches to maximize the quality of transmission and resource
utilization efficiency of elastic optical networks [18]. Then, concrete use cases are followed. Moreover,
Qianwu Zhang and co-workers dedicate their work to the modulation format identification and
optical signal-to-noise ratio monitoring of an optical link based on the K-nearest neighbor algorithm,
which shows a similar performance, but requires less computing power compared with using the
artificial NN [19].
AI for quantum communications: Finally, the book also includes an interesting work from
Panagiotis Giounanlis et al. on photon entanglement [20], where how AI plays a constructive role
remains a question for the interested readers to think about.
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Abstract: We propose a novel photonic accelerator architecture based on a broadcast-and-weight
approach for a deep neural network through a photonic integrated cross-connect. The single neuron
and the complete neural network operation are numerically simulated. The weight calibration and
weighted addition are reproduced and demonstrated to behave as in the experimental measurements.
A dynamic range higher than 25 dB is predicted, in line with the measurements. The weighted
addition operation is also simulated and analyzed as a function of the optical crosstalk and the
number of input colors involved. In particular, while an increase in optical crosstalk negatively
influences the simulated error, a greater number of channels results in better performance. The iris
flower classification problem is solved by implementing the weight matrix of a trained three-layer
deep neural network. The performance of the corresponding photonic implementation is numerically
investigated by tuning the optical crosstalk and waveguide loss, in order to anticipate energy
consumption per operation. The analysis of the prediction error as a function of the optical crosstalk
per layer suggests that the first layer is essential to the final accuracy. The ultimate accuracy shows a
quasi-linear dependence between the prediction accuracy and the errors per layer for a normalized
root mean square error lower than 0.09, suggesting that there is a maximum level of error permitted
at the first layer for guaranteeing a final accuracy higher than 89%. However, it is still possible to find
good local minima even for an error higher than 0.09, due to the stochastic nature of the network
we are analyzing. Lower levels of path losses allow for half the power consumption at the matrix
multiplication unit, for the same error level, offering opportunities for further improved performance.
The good agreement between the simulations and the experiments offers a solid base for studying the
scalability of this kind of network.
Keywords: artificial neural networks; deep neural network; image classification; photonic integrated
circuits; semiconductor optical amplifiers; photonic neural network
1. Introduction
The boost in data volume of the information transient and data storage continuously stimulates
the demand for high-speed information processing [1,2]. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are
becoming essential for feature extraction [3], image classification [4], time series prediction [5]
and system optimization [6] as they are able to extract meaningful information from huge
datasets more efficiently. They are also widely adopted by scientific communities to investigate
bio-structure prediction [7], astronomical pattern extraction [8], nuclear fusion environment control [9],
in telecommunication [10], etc. Novel neural network architectures based on non-von Neuman
architectures to perform parallel computation have been demonstrated based on advanced electronics.
As some examples, IBM TrueNorth [11], Neurogrid [12], SpiNNaker [13], and BrainDrop [14] are
designed for spiking neural networks, while FPGA [15], EIE [16] and Google TPU [17] are for
Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 474; doi:10.3390/app10020474 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci5
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deep neural networks. The level of energy efficiency has been reported to be in the order of a
few pJ/operation. However, the computation speed is constrained by the limited bandwidth of
the electrical interconnections. Photonics technology provides a promising approach for neural
network implementation as it offers parallel information processing when exploiting different domains
(wavelength, polarization, phase, space), resulting in ultrabroad bandwidth that outperforms the
electronics, while it decouples power consumption from computational speed. Recently, an ultrafast
leaky integrate-and-fire neuron with a fiber-based system has been employed for spiking processing [18].
Large-scale optical neural networks using discrete optical components and micro-optics [19] and
delay-based recurrent neural networks exploiting laser dynamics [20] have been reported. However,
path-dependent and phase difference make the bulky systems difficult to scale up. Today’s photonic
integration technology can provide mature miniaturized solutions for high-performance sophisticated
integrated circuits [21,22]. A photonic reservoir computing unit has been proposed based on time delays
and semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [23] or Mach–Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) [24] for
time-sequential recognition, though they are not programmable as they rely on distributed nonlinearities
in the system. A photonic programable feed-forward neural network has been proposed based on a
coherent approach using MZI elements [25], in which the optical neuron layer combines serval serial
stages, resulting in phase noise accumulation. Micro-ring resonator-based optical neural networks
with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) operation have promised to increase interconnection
bandwidth [26], however thermal crosstalk and low dynamic range complicate the weight calibration.
Recently we have demonstrated the implementation of a photonic deep neural network (PDNN) via
cross-connect circuits based on a broadcast-and-weight architecture, using SOAs and array waveguide
gratings (AWGs) [27]. By running an image classification problem, we have demonstrated that an
accuracy of up to 85.8% is possible. But, the influence of chip losses and optical crosstalk on the
ultimate prediction accuracy has not been investigated yet. This is an important step to make for
further improvement and scalability investigation.
In this work, we introduce the cross-connect-based photonic deep neural network and we simulate
the matrix multiplication unit (MMU) via the VPIphotonics Design Suit (VPIphotonics, Berlin, Germany)
simulation software. In particular, we benchmark the simulation results versus the experimental results
to offer a solid platform for further analysis. We study the influence of the optical crosstalk, coming
from the AWGs, as well as the impact of the path loss, to identify margins for further scalability per
layer and energy saving. The single neuron and complete neural network operation are numerically
simulated to provide guidelines on how to design future cross-connect photonic integrated chips
for accelerating computation on-chip. In Section 2, we introduce the exploited SOA-based PDNN.
The implementation and simulation with an optical cross-connect structure are described in Section 3,
while the weighted calibration and neuron-weighted addition are demonstrated in Section 4. The
three-layer PDNN is used to solve the image classification problem in Section 5, followed by the
conclusions in Section 6.
2. Photonic Deep Neural Network with Weight-SOAs
The implementation of deep neural networks via a photonic approach takes advantage of the
available parallelism of light beams. Figure 1 depicts the envisaged photonic deep neural network
which uses wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) input signals, from the photonic neuron to the
large-scale neural network. Here in particular, we realize multiple weighted additions, linear operations
in an artificial neuron, via a broadcast-and-weight architecture, which are the most computational
heavy elements in the neural network.
The basic element of the neural network is an artificial neuron. Figure 1a depicts the basic
neuron model with the output signal being yj = f (
∑
Wij xi + bj), where f is the activation function,
xi is the ith element of the input vector, Wij is the weight factor for the input value xi and bj is the
bias in the jth neuron, with the weighted addition given by
∑
Wijxi. The output of one full layer of
M neurons can be expressed as a vector: y = f (W·x + b), where x is the input vector with N elements,
6
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W is the M × N weight matrix, b, a bias vector with M elements, with matrix multiplication W·x.
Figure 1b illustrates the corresponding photonic implementation with SOAs. In this instance, the input
x is encoded onto several channels at different wavelengths and the individual input is weighted
with the given gain/attenuation provided by an SOA. The weighted signals are then combined into
a WDM signal and sent to the nonlinear function to provide a single wavelength neuron output.
The nonlinear activation function can be realized in several ways, e.g., by employing the combination
of a photodetector and a modulator [26], saturable absorbers [25], excitable lasers [28,29], wavelength
converters [30], and phase change materials [31]. In this simulation work, we use a photodetector and
off-line processing for nonlinear function and we mainly focus on the operation of weighted addition
for the matrix multiplication. Utilizing photodetectors at the output of the matrix multiplication, the
detected summation of all the weighted signals results in
V = (R·Z0/vπ) · x · exp [h·(I)]
where R is the signal detection response, assumed to be constant for dense WDM signals, Z0 is the
PD characteristic impedance and vπ the voltage at π phase shift. The vector h (I) has N elements, the
ith element h(Ii) is the gain integrated over the length of the SOA for weighting input xi, where the
injection current is Ii. The outputs are then sent to the nonlinear function which processes the signal
and produces the outputs of the neuron.
Figure 1. Photonic deep neural network based on the broadcast-and-weight architecture. (a) The artificial
neuron model. (b) The implementation via arrays of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs). (c) One full
layer of neurons by exploiting one wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) input, with a shaded photonic
integrated circuit micrography at the back, to underline that part of the circuitry that is realized on chip.
(d) Scheme of a three-layer photonic deep neural network. The included port selector may be used to
select the desired input source.
One full neural layer consists of linear matrix multiplications and nonlinear operations. The details
of a neuron layer with four neurons, as used in this paper, are illustrated in Figure 1c, where the input
WDM signal is selected by using a port selector that directs the desired input signal to this layer to be
processed (see chip picture). The input signal is split and sent to the neurons (one neuron highlighted
with a blue box). The AWG in the neuron de-multiplexes the input into individual channels, whose
weight is assigned with different gains by using different weighted SOAs as shown in Figure 1b.
The combined weighted signals from the four output ports pass through the activation function f,
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which is implemented via software with a hyperbolic tangent function. The output of the nonlinear
activation function is a monochromatic wave that carries the information after the nonlinear operation.
The outputs from different neurons in this layer are combined to be sent to the next layer of neurons for
deeper processing. Figure 1d shows a schematic of the implementation of a full three-layer photonic
deep neural network. The input of the neuron layers comes from the combined WDM output from the
previous layer. The gray box shows one of the layers of the PDNN. By feeding forward the processed
signals, the photonic deep neural network layer is realized. The included port selector may be used to
select the desired input source.
To verify this photonic neural network concept, the simulation of the weight tuning and four
channel weighted addition of a single photonic neuron is carried out and compared with the
experimental results for calibration. The complete three-layer network is then implemented for
solving the iris flower classification problem. A detailed analysis of the influence of the optical crosstalk
and path losses on the error at each layer and on the final prediction accuracy is also executed to
understand opportunities for improvements and scalability.
3. Optical Cross-Connect: Implementation and Simulation
We use VPIphotonics to simulate the integrated cross-connect-based weighted addition as the
basic function of the photonic deep neural network. This software allows for numerical modeling
of photonic systems as well as of photonic components within the integrated chips and for different
material platforms. The simulated set up is built with symbolic blocks and a hierarchal structure.
For the passive elements, we execute the simulation in frequency domain, while for the active elements,
such as the SOAs, the transmission-line model is applied to model them in time domain [32].
The implemented and simulated setup scheme is showed in Figure 2. Figure 2a is the complete
setup scheme for examining our cross-connect photonic integrated chip shown in Figure 1c, with
similar operating conditions as in the real experiment, for analyzing the integrated SOA-based PDNN.
The photonic integrated chip is an 8 × 8 × 8λ cross-connect, but in the experiments, a WDM input
is used which contains 4 channels. An arbitrary waveform generator (detailed scheme shown in
Figure 2b) is utilized to generate the electrical signal from the data file at 10 GSymbol/s, with 4 DACs
with 8-bit precision. Figure 2c shows 4 lasers and 4 modulators for the optical signal generation
of 4 input channels. The WDM input of four channels is generated via these four Mach–Zehnder
interferometer-based modulators, with the electrical RF signal coming from the arbitrary waveform
generator, and CW lasers at 193.1 THz, 193.5 THz, 193.9 THz, and 194.3 THz. A channel separation of
3.2 nm is used to match the channel separation of the AWG on chip. The input signal is coupled into the
photonic matrix multiplication unit (MMU) with a 0 dBm optical input peak power for each channel.
The output of the MMU is coupled to the receiver, shown in Figure 2d, which consists of a pre-amplifier
with a noise figure of 5.0 dB, an AC-coupled (i.e., with DC-removing block in the simulation) 10 GHz
avalanche photodetector (APD), and an analog-digital converter (ADC). The output from the MMU is
then coupled to a 0.08 nm optical passband filter to monitor the peak power of one single channel
at the output. The details of the schematic of part of the photonic MMU, i.e., the weighted addition
unit, are illustrated in Figure 2e for the weighted addition demonstration. This will be used as the
weighted addition part within a three-layer PDNN for demonstrating the iris flower classification.
The path loss is the attenuation of the optical signal happening along the waveguide. The input signal
is amplified with a pre-SOA and is split into 8 as for 8 neurons. Firstly, we study the performance
of one neuron so that only one path carrying one WDM input signal is connected to the next SOA,
the input vector selection SOA, that acts as a port selector as shown in Figure 1b. The WDM signal
is then demultiplexed by an AWG, and the individual channel is weighted by the weight-SOA, and
combined at the output of the unit. The parameters used in the simulation for the SOAs are listed in
Table 1. The results are reported and explained, as related to the weight calibration and the weighted
addition (Section 4), and the Iris classification application (Section 5) together with the analysis of the
impact of the optical crosstalk and the optical path loss.
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Figure 2. Photonic deep neural network (PDNN) simulation scheme on software VPIphotonics.
(a) System for examining the PDNN. (b) Arbitrary waveform generator. (c) Lasers and modulators.
(d) Receiver. (e) One photonic weighted addition unit (part of the matrix multiplication unit, MMU).
Table 1. The parameters used in the simulation of SOA.
Parameters Value Unit Parameters Value Unit
Device Section Length 1000 × 10−6 m Nonlinear Gain Coefficient 1.0 × 10−23 m3
Active Region Type MQW Nonlinear Gain Time Constant 5.00 × 10−13 s
Active Region Width 2.0 × 10−6 m Carrier Density Transparency 1.0 × 1024 m−3
Active Region Thickness 250 × 10−6 m Linear Recombination 1.0 × 108 s−1
Active Region Thickness MQW 100 × 10−6 m Bimolecular Recombination 1.0 × 10−16 m3/s
Active Region Thickness SCH 200 × 10−6 m Auger Recombination 2.1 × 10−41 m6/s
Current Injection Efficiency 1 Carrier Capture Time Constant 3.0 × 10−11 s
Nominal Frequency 193.7 THz Carrier Escape Time Constant 1.0 × 10−10 s
Group Index 3.52 Initial Carrier Density 8.0 × 1023 m−3
Polarization Model TE Chirp Model Linewidth Factor
Internal Loss 3000 m−1 Linewidth Factor 3
Confinement Factor 0.3 Linewidth Factor MQW 3
Confinement Factor MQW 0.07 Differential Index −1.0 × 10−26 m3
Confinement Factor SCH 0.56 Differential Index MQW −1.0 × 10−26 m3
Gain Shape Model Flat Differential Index SCH −1.5 × 10−26 m3
Gain Model Logarithmic Carrier Density Ref. Index 1.0 × 1024 m−3
Gain Coefficient Linear 4.00 × 10−20 m2 Noise Model Inversion Parameter
Gain Coefficient Logarithmic 6.9 × 104 m−1 Inversion Parameter 1.2
4. Implementation of Weight Calibration and Weighted Addition
For the operation of the SOA-based photonic neural network, a calibration of the weighting
is required for correctly assigning the given weight factors to the input data. For this simulation
implementation, the weight-SOAs are identical for all the input channels so that we demonstrate
the weight calibration on one of the input channels. For the weight calibration, the input can be a
non-return-to-zero on-off keying (NRZ OOK) signal or multi-level data input. As the weighting of
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the input data is performed after the AWG, the fixed optical crosstalk from the AWG will influence
the output optical signal. We consider two extreme conditions for the optical crosstalk level: when
switching ON (injection current at 70 mA) all the weight-SOAs, the optical crosstalk coming from
the adjacent channels is expected to be maximum (XTalkmax), while when all the weight-SOAs are
OFF (zero injected current), the induced optical crosstalk by that the corresponding channels will be
the minimum (XTalkmin). Due to the complexity of operation conditions, we consider the average
between these two scenarios in order to generate the weight control curve, in order to minimize the
error induced by the optical interference.
The crosstalk in the AWG in the photonic MMU (see Figure 2e) is set at −20 dB, as experimentally
measured in [33]. Firstly, when all the weight-SOAs are set to OFF (XTalkmin), but one of these
weight-SOAs is injected with currents from 0 mA to 70 mA, we record the signal peak power at channel
1, 193.1 THz, from the monitoring power meter as shown in Figure 2a. Then, we also record the signal
power when all the weight-SOAs are set to ON (XTalkmax), and one of these weight-SOAs is injected
with currents from 0 mA to 70 mA. The blue and red solid lines in Figure 3a plot the simulated result
in the condition of XTalkmin and XTalkmax, respectively. For comparison, we also superimpose the
measured curves in both cases: the blue crosses curve represents the experiment points with all SOAs
ON, and the red triangles curve plots the experimental results with all SOAs OFF.
 
Figure 3. Weight calibration. (a) Peak power of channel at 193.1 THz with minimum crosstalk (blue)
and maximum crosstalk (red), in simulation (solid line), or experiment (cross/triangle points), versus
the injection current at the weight-SOA. (b) Mean peak power of channel at 193.1 THz from the two
curves obtained in (a), and with simulated crosstalk at −15 dB, −20 dB, −25 dB and −30 dB. (c) Weight
control curves, in simulation (solid line) and experiment (dash line), with crosstalk of −20 dB and
reference power level at −25 dBm. (d) Correlation between the weight assigned by the weight-SOA and
the obtained weight at the output, in simulation (blue circles) and experiments (red crosses). The black
line is a reference line for perfect matching.
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The curve trends, in the case of simulation and experimental results, are very similar. We then
scan the optical crosstalk level to investigate the influence of the optical crosstalk on the peak power
curves. In Figure 3b, the blue, red, yellow and violet solid lines show the peak power on channel 1
(averaged from the curves shown in Figure 3a), where the simulated crosstalk for the AWG is set to
−15 dB, −20 dB, −25 dB and −30 dB, respectively. It is visible that higher crosstalk will induce greater
oscillation when tuning the injection current at the weight-SOA. The oscillation might be due to the
interference between the crosstalk and the signal in the desired path. The experimental result is also
presented with red crosses, which is the mean value of the experimental results shown in Figure 3a.
The plots indicate that a dynamic range wider than 25 dB is possible. The slight difference between
simulations and experiments may be attributed to the difference in gain efficiency as hypothesized
for the SOA modeling. The weight control curve in Figure 3c is generated by the power control
curves in Figure 3b, with reference weight ‘1’ level at −25 dBm optical input power, which is the
signal peak power when injection current of the weight-SOA is set at 70 mA. The weight calibration
curves show two semi-linear operation regimes, both for the simulation (Figure 3c, blue solid line) and
the experiment (Figure 3c, red dashed line). These two regions correspond to the two different SOA
operation regimes: the transparency operation and linear amplification. After the weight calibration,
we obtain the correlation between the assigned weight and the obtained one for the simulated and the
experimental operation in Figure 3d. An error lower than 0.12 for the simulation results is obtained,
when compared to the reference perfect linear relation as shown by the black line.
The weighted addition corresponds to the linear operation part in a neuron. The performance
of the weighted addition is of importance for the signal processing in a neural network. To estimate
the impairments induced by the weighted addition, we calculate the normalized root mean square
error (NRMSE), i.e., the discrepancy between the measured data and the expected data. We use the
calibrated weight control curve to set the weight factors for different input channels, and calculate the
NRMSE while tuning the weight factor from 0 to 1. Figure 4a plots the results of two-channel weighted
addition, where channel 2 is fixed to the weight ‘1’, while the weight for channel 1 is tuned over the
overall range from 0 to 1. We also change the optical crosstalk in the chip to see the impact of the optical
crosstalk on the weighted addition. The blue, red, yellow and violet lines show the error changes when
the crosstalk is set at −15 dB, −20 dB, −25 dB and −30 dB, respectively. The shaded area shows the
error range obtained from the experiments for two-channel addition. The error variation is attributed
to the calibration of the weight control, as already anticipated in the weight factor curve in Figure 3c.
The error related to the weighted addition operation increases when the induced optical crosstalk is
greater, as a high level of crosstalk eventually results in a lower dynamic range. The same high crosstalk
level enhances the peak power oscillation recorded for generating the weight control curve, resulting
in severe error variations, as already anticipated in Figure 3d. Nevertheless, this fits perfectly within
the error variation window we found for our experimental results (see the dashed box in Figure 4a).
The same analysis is done while changing the number of channels added to the WDM input. Figure 4b,c
plot the resulting errors for three- and four-channel weighted additions, respectively. A visibly smaller
error is presented for three-channel and four-channel weighted additions. The effect of the optical
crosstalk is reduced as the oscillation power caused by the optical crosstalk is relatively smaller with
respect to the dominating signal power coming from the addition of all the input multiple signals.
This suggests that the higher the number of inputs into the neuron, the better the accuracy when
operating within the available power budget. Finally, Figure 4d summarizes the obtained results, by
plotting the maximum errors versus the number of channels in weighted addition.
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Figure 4. (a) Two-channel weighted addition, (b) three-channel addition, and (c) four-channel addition
when tuning weights in channel 1 and fixed weight on other channels; (d) Maximum error versus the
number of channels in weighted addition. Optical crosstalk levels are −15 dB (blue), −20 dB (red),
−25 dB (yellow) and −30 dB (violet).
5. Image Classification via a Three-Layer Photonic Deep Neural Network
To investigate the performance of a complete neural network based on the combination of the
AWG and SOA technology, for a broadcast-and-weight architecture, we implement and simulate an
image classification problem, namely the iris flower classification problem, which has been reported to
be able to be solved by using a deep neural network (DNN). The iris database includes three classes
(Setosa, Versicolor, and Virginica) of 50 instances each [34]. Per each instance, the iris flower category
is identified by observing four of its attributes: length and width of its sepals and petals. For this
demonstration, we have executed the training of this DNN via the simulation platform Tensorflow [35],
where we have used 120 instances as a training database. In order to make use of 4 weighted addition
circuitries already available on chip and per layer, a feed-forward network made of 2 hidden layers
with 4 neurons each and an output layer with 3 neurons (see Figure 5b), is trained on a computer.
The attributes are encoded into 26 optical power levels at the photonic MMU input. The trained weight
matrix is mapped to the matrix multiplication on the photonic components. The simulated structure of
one layer of neurons is shown in Figure 5a, which is used to replace the photonic matrix multiplication
unit in Figure 2e. The same chip is indeed capable of eight channel inputs, but we used four inputs for
this classification problem. A total of 16 weight-SOAs in this matrix multiplication unit are used to
assign the trained weight matrix from the trained DNN model to the PDNN. The hyperbolic tangent
activation function is implemented offline after the O/E conversion. The output from the first hidden
layer serves as input to the second layer (via the arbitrary waveform generator) and the output from
the second hidden layer serves as input to the third (output) layer. Finally, the output of the third
layer, after the SoftMax transfer function, P(y = j) = eyj /
n∑
j=1
eyj , provides the predicted probability of
the output samples y of belonging to class j. Figure 5c presents the output data at the output (i) of
the 1st neuron in the 1st layer, (ii) of the 2nd layer and (iii) of the 3rd layer, with the blue line being
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the simulation results and red line the expectations and resulting in errors of 0.123, 0.051 and 0.055
respectively. These errors represent the performance of layers of photonic neurons. Higher error at the
first layer may be due to the high optical signal noise ratio (OSNR) required multilevel encoding of the
input signal, while a better performance at the 2nd and 3rd layer is attributed to the filtering of the
signal level into lower levels after the first hidden layer. Also, the output of the first layer appears to
be the most important for this classification problem, and therefore the utilization of three layers is
slightly overstated.
 
Figure 5. (a) The simulation structure of one layer of neurons; (b) Trained 3-layer deep neural network
(DNN) employed to solve the iris flower classification. (c) Output data obtained from Neuron 1 at (i)
Layer 1, (ii) Layer 2, and (iii) Layer 3, with calculated errors between simulated computation (blue line)
and the expected computation (red line), resulting in errors of 0.123, 0.051, and 0.055, respectively.
The correlation matrix between the prediction and the labels of the samples is used to show the
final accuracy obtained via the multilayer photonic neural network (see Figure 6). We consider three
cases for the sake of understanding the influence of the photonic layer implementation. In Figure 6a
we display the prediction accuracy as coming from the trained DNN on a PC. This is calculated to be
95% since 6 out of 120 iris flower instances are falsely predicted. We simulate the DNN after adding,
time by time, the photonic deep neuron network layers. The prediction accuracy decreases as the
number of layers of the photonic neural network increases. The accuracy changes from 89.7% when
the 1st layer is substituted with a photonic layer (Figure 6b), down to 86.7% when both the 1st and the
2nd layers are substituted with photonic layers (Figure 6c), and down to 85.8% when all 3 layers of
matrix multiplications are computed via three photonic layers (Figure 6d). This may be due to the
error accumulation which causes prediction accuracy degradation. Furthermore, the simulation result
aligns well with the experimental result trend as shown in Figure 7a.
Figure 7a plots the error evolution with an increasing number of the photonic layers. The solid
lines with open symbols represent the results from the simulation and the dashed lines with filled
symbols represent the experimental results. The circles show the error induced by each single layer on
the 3-layer network, where the errors keep staying almost at the same level, about 0.07 in the simulation
and 0.08 in the experiment. The triangles plot the accumulated error from layer to layer, which increases
from 0.1 to 0.18 for simulation and from 0.10 to 0.20 in the experiment. The squares represent the final
prediction accuracy as we calculated from the correlation matrix, which decreases from 89.2% to 85.8%
as shown in Figure 6 for simulation and from 91.2% to 85.8% for experiments [27]. The experimental
results show great agreement with the simulations, which means that investigating the performance
while changing some of the parameters involved in the photonic integrated circuit (PIC) will help
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to get some insight into the photonic chip architecture and scalability. From the perspective of the
final prediction accuracy and error induced by the photonic neural network chip, the impact of the
optical crosstalk from the AWG and the waveguide crossings are investigated. We tune the crosstalk
from −15 dB to −30 dB with 1 dB steps and implement the 3-layer neural network after generating
the weight calibration curves as reported in Section 4. Figure 7b plots the results at the output of
layer 1, with the blue line representing the average NRMSE from 4 neurons at layer 1 and the red line
plotting the variation of the final prediction. Similarly, Figure 7c,d illustrate the average NRMSE and
the final prediction versus the optical crosstalk in the layers. The error induced by the chip is almost in
the same range for different crosstalk values, though it slightly reduces when the crosstalk decreases.
The prediction accuracy for Layer 1 in Figure 7b shows a stronger crosstalk dependency; a smaller
optical crosstalk at Layer 1 provides a better prediction accuracy. This may be related to the fact that
the first layer operates on high resolution multilevel input signals, which require a higher optical to
signal ratio available. A better accuracy also appears when the crosstalk is high, i.e., near −15 dB.
This might be attributed to the errors leading the prediction of the flower label to a different minima
location, i.e., to changes of the state of the network, as will also be found in Section 5. Figure 7c shows
a flattened accuracy for optical crosstalk smaller than −20 dB. Figure 7d shows an even more flattened
accuracy level as the variation of the induced error is smaller. The accuracy level is maintained from
the 2nd layer onwards.
 
Figure 6. (a) Label prediction of the trained DNN, indicating an accuracy of 95%. (b) Simulated image
prediction using photonic DNN as the 1st hidden layer, with an accuracy of 89.2%. (c) Simulated
label prediction using photonic DNN as the 1st and 2nd hidden layers, with an accuracy of 86.7%.
(d) Simulated label prediction of the 3-layer photonic DNN, with an accuracy of 85.8%.
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Figure 7. Error evolution: (a) Normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) versus the number of
implemented photonic layers in simulation (solid line filled points) and experiment (dashed line
open points), from single photonic layer (circles), the accumulation (triangles) and the corresponding
prediction accuracy (squares). Crosstalk tuning: The induced error (blue circles) and the final prediction
accuracy (red circles) versus the crosstalk from AWGs, recorded simulation results from (b) output of
layer 1, (c) output of layer 2, and (d) output of layer 3.
5.1. Energy Consumption Versus Physical Layer Impairments
The performance of the PDNN is expected to be influenced also by the reference energy level used
to operate the optical engine and by the loss on chip. Therefore, we study the performances of the
PDNN by executing the iris classification problem, while tuning the reference power level of weight
factor ‘1’ used in the integrated circuit, i.e., while tuning the current used in the SOAs, as well as while
assuming different waveguide losses for the optical paths. This analysis is carried out to understand
opportunities for energy savings and best chip physical layer characteristics, which still guarantee a
high level of prediction accuracy. In particular, for this analysis, we consider only the waveguide loss
as the main loss component as this is true for large size PIC. Therefore, we calculate the NRMSE at
the output of each photonic neuron layer, as well as the prediction accuracy obtained when involving
this layer in the 3-layer DNN for the iris flower classification, and we provide 3D color maps of error
and accuracy as a function of the scanning waveguide losses and energy consumption on different
reference power levels. Figure 8a illustrates the average errors obtained at the output of the 1st layer,
the 2nd layer and the 3rd layer as a function of the waveguide loss and the energy consumption. It can
be observed that fewer losses allow less energy consumption, for the same error level. This suggests
that by only improving the waveguide loss on chip we can double the energy savings. The induced
error from the photonic DNN is expected to be greater when the waveguide losses are higher and the
energy consumption per operation at the matrix multiplication unit is lower, as the dynamic range is
not enough to be able to distinguish multilevel data. On the contrary, smaller error values are observed
with lower waveguide loss and higher energy used for the weighted addition operations (see moving
from lighter color to darker color, from bottom right to top left side in Figure 8a and for each layer).
For Layer 1 this is more evident and is coherent with our previous conclusions. It is not surprising that
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we need to either tune the reference power to higher levels or reduce the waveguide loss to obtain
smaller errors at the neuron signal processing.
 
Figure 8. Investigation performance of the PDNN on computing energy and waveguide loss.
(a) Calculated average NRMSE from output data obtained from Layers 1–3; (b) Corresponding
prediction accuracy when Layer 1, Layers 1,2, and Layers 1–3 are implemented with photonic
neuron layers.
Furthermore, the final prediction accuracies for the cases when Layer 1, Layers 1 and 2, and
all three layers are implemented by using the photonic integrated chip are shown in Figure 8b.
The yellow color corresponds to a higher prediction accuracy, while the blue color corresponds to
a lower prediction accuracy. The prediction accuracy results do not show the same trend as shown
in Figure 8a, i.e., the trend for the error induced on the layer operations, which indicates that an
induced error is not necessarily reducing the performance of the photonic neural network. The result
for Layer 1 shows that a good prediction is obtained for an error smaller than 0.09 and in that region
the accuracy remains generally very stable, while the accuracy for higher error levels is variable,
and generally worse. This suggests that there is a certain maximum level of error we should never
cross at the first layer for always guaranteeing a good accuracy. The prediction mapping from the
implementation of Layers 1 and 2 shows a slight decrease in the accuracy as the error accumulated
from the previous layer. In the case of adding the contribution of Layer 3, it is the result of the
small error accumulation as well, for the final prediction accuracy on this 3-layer photonic neural
network system. However, it is evident that the two different regions are delineated when more error
is accumulated from layer to layer. In particular, for the complete 3-layer photonic neural network,
the best performance condition (accuracy = 92%) is found when the energy efficiency is around 5.6
pJ/operation and the waveguide loss ranges between 1.5 and 3.5 dB/cm. However it is possible to
distinguish two areas where the accuracy is already higher than 89%: (1) the total energy consumption
is above 4.5 pJ/operation, irrespective of the path loss; (2) the area at the left down corner where the
averaged energy consumption is around 2.8 pJ/operation and the loss covers almost the full considered
range (up to 4 dB/cm). The region (1) performs well due to a higher signal power with higher power
consumption on the system with smaller errors induced and accumulated. We believe the region (2)
appears due to the presence of more local minima, whose presence is determined by the combination
of path losses, power level and optical crosstalk. Furthermore, the level of noise present in the network
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makes it a stochastic network where the intrinsic noise is supposed to provide better accuracy. Noise
might play a positive role for low power levels as a good prediction is presented. However, this
behavior has to be further explored for quantification. The identification of small error regions and
their slight influence on the final prediction accuracy, as well as the maximum level of error at the
first layer shown in Figure 8 suggests that the PDNN might be further scaled up, with prior physical
parameters and error optimization.
6. Conclusions
We propose a photonic deep neural network based on the use of WDM input signals, and an
SOA-based matrix multiplication unit. The integrated photonic neural network is employed as a
weighted addition, thereafter combined with an offline hyperbolic tangent function as a nonlinear
function is demonstrated on the simulation platform VPIphotonics. We study the weight calibration and
weighted addition with different crosstalk of photonic integrated AWGs and SOA-based cross-connects.
The error from the weighted addition is found to decrease when the numbers of input channels increase,
so that a high number of input channels is beneficial for the implementation of the PDNN. A trained
3-layer DNN is implemented by reconfiguring the weight setting on the subnetwork and feeding the
layer output to the next layer. The performance is simulated with different values of crosstalk, energy
consumption per operation, and waveguide loss. The experimental results are in agreement with the
simulation results, meaning that the implemented simulation offers a solid base for further study of
scalability for this kind of network architecture. The results show that the photonic DNN is robust
to the noise added during the signal processing. The error induced by the first layer is greater than
the next two layers, due to the higher resolution multilevel encoding at the input layer with respect
to the resolution at the 2nd and 3rd layer, but the error is not necessarily degrading the performance
for a maximum allowed error. The performance analysis as a function of the path losses suggests the
photonic neural network could be further optimized for lower power consumption. These results
provide enough insights for the design of scalable photonic neural networks to a higher dimension
for solving higher complexity problems. Finally, in future, a combination of the weighted addition
function with on-chip non-linearities holds the promise to enable further acceleration for computation.
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose and evaluate a novel light-emitting diode (LED) nonlinearity
estimation and compensation scheme using probabilistic Bayesian learning (PBL) for spectral-efficient
visible light communication (VLC) systems. The nonlinear power-current curve of the LED transmitter
can be accurately estimated by exploiting PBL regression and hence the adverse effect of LED
nonlinearity can be efficiently compensated. Simulation results show that, in a 80-Mbit/s orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based nonlinear VLC system, comparable bit-error rate
(BER) performance can be achieved by the conventional time domain averaging (TDA)-based LED
nonlinearity mitigation scheme with totally 20 training symbols (TSs) and the proposed PBL-based
scheme with only a single TS. Therefore, compared with the conventional TDA scheme, the proposed
PBL-based scheme can substantially reduce the required training overhead and hence greatly improve
the overall spectral efficiency of bandlimited VLC systems. It is also shown that the PBL-based LED
nonlinearity estimation and compensation scheme is computational efficient for the implementation
in practical VLC systems.
Keywords: light emitting diode; nonlinearity estimation and compensation; probabilistic Bayesian
learning; visible light communication
1. Introduction
Visible light communication (VLC) relying on white illuminating light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
has attracted extensive interest in recent years, due to its inherent advantages such as unregulated
spectrum, relatively low implementation cost, enhanced physical-layer security, and electromagnetic
interference-free operation [1,2]. The emerging VLC technology has revealed great potential for
a lot of practical applications such as high-speed communications, wireless networking, human
sensing, ranging and detecting [3,4]. Nevertheless, white LEDs have several limitations which might
greatly hinder the development and implementation of VLC systems in practical applications. One
limitation is the small modulation bandwidth (typically a few MHz) due to the physical mechanism
in the LED quantum well [5] and the long photoluminescence lifetimes of the phosphor, resulting in
inter-symbol interference [6]. Several techniques have already been reported for capacity improvement
of VLC systems, such as spectral efficiency enhancement employing orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) with high-order quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellations [7] and
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non-orthogonal multiple access [8–11], multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmission [12,13],
bandwidth extension using various frequency-domain equalization schemes [14,15], and so on.
Another limitation is that white LEDs suffer from intrinsic nonlinearity which is mainly caused
by the thermal effects. It has been shown that LEDs are the major source of nonlinearity in
typical VLC systems [16]. Due to LED nonlinearity, the input signal could be severely distorted,
especially for OFDM signals which usually have high peak-to-average power ratios (PAPRs) [17].
Generally, there are two approaches to mitigate LED nonlinearity: one is estimation and compensation
at transmitter or receiver side and the other is nonlinear equalization. For the first approach,
the nonlinear power-current curve of the LED is first estimated, which is then used to compensate
the LED nonlinearity. In [18–20], transmitter-side LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation,
i.e., pre-distortion, has been considered. In [21,22], receiver-side LED nonlinearity estimation and
compensation, i.e., post-distortion, has been applied. For pre-distortion, the estimated nonlinear
power-current curve of the LED is treated as a priori information and hence an additional feedback
channel is required. In contrast, no feedback is required for post-distortion. For both pre-distortion
and post-distortion, time domain averaging (TDA) is usually adopted for accurate estimation of the
nonlinear power-current curve of the LED before LED nonlinearity compensation. Nevertheless,
conventional TDA usually needs a relatively large number of training symbols (TSs) to achieve
the expected performance, which inevitably reduce the spectral efficiency of VLC systems. For the
second approach, LED nonlinearity is mitigated by employing various nonlinear equalizers, such
as Volterra series-based equalizers [17,23], clustering-based equalizers [24,25], deep learning-based
equalizers [26,27], and so on. However, nonlinear equalizers usually require a relatively large training
overhead and also suffer from high computational complexity, which might not be suitable for
implementation in practical VLC systems due to the limited computing capability of user terminals.
As a widely used machine learning technique, support vector machine (SVM) has already been
applied for the mitigation of fiber nonlinearity in coherent optical OFDM systems [28]. However,
SVM is a non-probabilistic machine which usually requires a large number of kernels to approximate
the optimal solution and hence its application in practical systems is limited. Recently, probabilistic
program induction was proposed, which can substantially improve the accuracy of machine learning
algorithms when only a few examples are available [29]. In [30], a probabilistic Bayesian learning (PBL)
framework was introduced which can obtain a similar generalization performance as that of SVM but
needs much fewer basis functions. The PBL technique has many potential applications such as channel
estimation [31], radar imagery [32] and frequency-hopping spectrum estimation [33].
In this paper, we for the first time propose a PBL-based LED nonlinearity estimation and
compensation scheme for OFDM-based nonlinear VLC systems. The LED nonlinearity, i.e., nonlinear
power-current curve, can be accurately estimated by PBL regression and hence the adverse effect of LED
nonlinearity can be efficiently compensated at the receiver side. Numerical simulations are performed
to validate the feasibility of the proposed PBL-based LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation
scheme in a 80-Mbit/s OFDM-based nonlinear VLC system and performance comparison between
the proposed PBL-based scheme and the conventional TDA scheme is provided. The computational
complexity of the proposed PBL-based LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation scheme is
also analyzed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first introduce the mathematical
model of an OFDM-based nonlinear VLC system. Section 3 presents the principle of the proposed
PBL-based LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation scheme. The simulation setup is described
in Section 4 and the detailed results and discussions are provided in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.
2. System Model
In this section, we introduce the model of an OFDM-based nonlinear VLC system and the block
diagram of the system model is illustrated in Figure 1. As we can see, the input bits are first modulated
22
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into real-valued OFDM symbols and then TSs are added for efficient LED nonlinearity estimation
and compensation at the receiver side. The obtained digital signal is subsequently transformed into
an analog signal through digital-to-analog conversion (DAC), and then a direct current (DC) bias is
further added to convert the bipolar signal into a unipolar signal in order to generate a real-valued
nonnegative driving signal for the LED transmitter. After that, the generated signal is fed into a white
LED which suffers from nonlinearity. In order to support a long transmission distance and a large
communication coverage area in typical indoor environments, a relatively high modulation index (MI)
is generally required when modulating the signal to the LEDs in practical VLC systems. However,
the input signal could be significantly distorted when using a high MI due to LED nonlinearity [34].
Figure 1. Block diagram of an OFDM-based nonlinear VLC system using PBL-based LED nonlinearity
estimation (est.) and compensation (comp.).
The visible light radiated from the white LED propagates through the free-space VLC channel
for simultaneous illumination and communication. For simplicity and without loss of generality, it is
reasonable to only consider the line-of-sight (LOS) component in the system model [12]. Assuming that





where m is the order of Lambertian emission which is given by m = −ln2/ln(cos(Ψ)) with Ψ being
the semi-angle at half power of the LED transmitter; ρ and A are the responsivity and the active area
of the photodetector (PD), respectively; d is the distance between the LED and the PD; ϕ and θ are the
corresponding emission angle and incident angle, respectively; Gf and Gl are the gains of the optical
filter and the optical lens, respectively. The gain of the optical lens is given by Gl = n
2
sin2Φ
, where n and
Φ are the refractive index and the half-angle field-of-view (FOV) of the optical lens, respectively. Please
note that the LOS channel gain becomes zero if the incident light is outside the FOV of the receiver.
At the receiver side, the light is detected by a PD and the obtained electrical OFDM signal can be
expressed by [31]
y(t) = P0hξ fx(t) + n(t), (2)
where P0 is the average output optical power of the LED, h is the optical channel gain defined in
Equation (1), ξ is the MI of the LED, fx(t) is the distorted version of the transmitted OFDM signal x(t)
due to LED nonlinearity, and n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) including both shot
and thermal noises. The detailed expressions of the noise variances can be found in [31]. The obtained
analog OFDM signal is then converted to a digital signal through analog-to-digital conversion (ADC).
In order to mitigate the adverse effect of LED nonlinearity in VLC systems, PBL-based LED nonlinearity
estimation and compensation are subsequently executed. The detailed procedures of LED nonlinearity
estimation and compensation using PBL are described in the next section. After that, the compensated
OFDM signal is achieved which is further demodulated to generate the output bits. The principle of
real-valued OFDM modulation/demodulation can be found in [31], which is omitted here for brevity.
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3. PBL-Based LED Nonlinearity Estimation and Compensation in VLC
3.1. PBL Regression
Following the PBL regression model described in [30,35], for a given data set of input-target pairs






μmφm(sn) + εn = μTφ(sn) + εn, (3)
where μ = [μ1, μ2, · · · , μM]T is the parameter vector with length M, {φm(sn)}Mm=1 is a set of
M basis functions and the basis vector is expressed by φ(sn) = [φ1(sn), φ2(sn), · · · , φM(sn)]T ,
and ε = [ε1, ε2, · · · , εN ]T is the error vector due to the additive noise in the VLC system. Assuming
that the error samples {εn}Nn=1 are independently and identically distributed Gaussian with zero mean
and variance σ2, a multivariate Gaussian likelihood for the target vector τ = [τ1, τ2, · · · , τN ]T can be
written as follows [30]











where Φ(s) = [φ(s1), φ(s2), · · · , φ(sN)]T is an N × (N + 1) design matrix with M = N + 1. According
to [30], the basis vector with a bias is defined as φ(sn) = [1, K(sn, s1), K(sn, s2), · · · , K(sn, sN)]T ,
in which K(si, sj) is the kernel function. In this work, the Gaussian kernel is adopted and hence the
kernel function is given by K(si, sj) = exp(−λ‖ si − sj ‖2), where λ is known as the width parameter.
From the Bayesian perspective, we can constrain the parameters by defining a zero-mean Gaussian
prior distribution over them which takes the form:




N (μn | 0, α−1n ), (5)
where α = [α0, α1, α2, · · · , αN ]T is a vector of N + 1 independent hyperparameters and each one is
used to individually control the strength of the prior over its associated parameter [30]. By combining
the likelihood and the prior within Bayes’ rule, the posterior parameter distribution conditioned on τ
can be obtained by
p(μ | τ, α, σ2) = p(τ | μ, σ
2)p(μ | α)
p(τ | α, σ2) , (6)






w = σ−2ΣΦTτ. (8)
Since it is analytically intractable to include Bayesian inference over those hyperparameters,
a type-II maximum likelihood procedure can be used to find a most-probable point estimate αMP [30].
Therefore, PBL is formulated as the local maximization with respect to α of the marginal likelihood
p(τ | α, σ2) and the logarithm of the marginal likelihood is given by [35]
log(p(τ | α, σ2)) = log
∫ ∞
−∞
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where C = σ2 I + Φ(diag(α))−1ΦT and I is an identity matrix. Hence, a point estimate wMP for the
weights can be obtained by evaluating Equation (8) with α = αMP. As a result, the final prediction of
target τ is given by τ̂ = Φ(s)wMP.
3.2. LED Nonlinearity Estimation and Compensation Using PBL Regression
The principle of the proposed PBL-based LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation scheme
is depicted in Figure 2. For simple and efficient LED nonlinearity (i.e., the nonlinear power-current
curve of the LED) estimation, a sawtooth-based vector z with N samples, i.e., z = [z1, z2, · · · , zN ]T ,
is adopted as the TS for LED nonlinearity estimation using PBL regression in this work. The TS is
known and shared by all the receivers within the coverage of the VLC system. After transmitting
through the nonlinear VLC system, a corresponding vector r = [r1, r2, · · · , rN ]T can be detected at the
receiver side, which can give the raw estimation of the LED nonlinearity. In order to obtain an accurate
estimation of the LED nonlinearity, PBL regression is performed which takes the raw estimation of
the LED nonlinearity r as the input and the actual LED nonlinearity τ as the target. Although the
design matrix is generated by using the input in [30,35], it has been found in our study that the
sawtooth-based training vector z can be directly used to generate the design matrix Φ(z), which can
achieve comparable performance as that using the input r. Taking r as the input and using the design
matrix Φ(z), PBL regression can be successfully performed to obtain an accurate estimation of τ,
i.e., τ̂.
Figure 2. Principle of PBL-based LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation.
As shown in Figure 2, after obtaining z and τ̂, a corresponding look-up table (LUT), i.e., L = [τ̂ z],
can be generated. By using the generated LUT, LED nonlinearity compensation can be executed
regarding the received OFDM signal. First, the amplitude of the received OFDM signal is scaled by a
factor P0hξ so as to match the amplitude of the transmitted OFDM signal, and hence the scaled OFDM








Then, using the obtained τ̂ = [τ̂1, τ̂2, · · · , τ̂N ]T , the index i(t) of the element in τ̂ which is closest to
ỹ(t) can be identified as
i(t) = arg min
k
{ỹ(t)− τ̂k}, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, (11)
and hence the compensated OFDM signal can be obtained by ŷ(t) = τ̂i(t).
4. Simulation Setup
Numerical simulations using MATLAB are performed to investigate the performance of the
proposed PBL-based LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation scheme in an OFDM-based
nonlinear VLC system. Key parameters of the simulation setup are listed in Table 1. The LED has a
semi-angle at half power of 60◦ and an output optical power of 10 W. The gain of the optical filter
is 0.9. The refractive index and the half-angle FOV of the optical lens are 1.5 and 72◦, respectively.
25
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The PD has an active area of 16 mm2 and a responsivity of 0.53 A/W. The vertical distance between
LED and PD is set to 2 m and the horizontal offset between LED and PD is also assumed to be
2 m. A modulation bandwidth of 20 MHz is considered and 16QAM constellation is adopted in
real-valued OFDM modulation/demodulation. Hence, the raw data rate of the OFDM-based nonlinear
VLC system is 80 Mbit/s. In OFDM modulation/demodulation, the size of fast Fourier transform
(FFT)/inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is set to 512. Due to the Hermitian symmetry constraint,
only 128 subcarriers are used to carry valid data. A total of 1000 OFDM symbols are transmitted for
bit-error rate (BER) calculation.
Table 1. Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Semi-angle at half power of LED 60◦
LED output optical power 10 W
Gain of optical filter 0.9
Refractive index of optical lens 1.5
Half-angle FOV of optical lens 72◦
Active area of PD 16 mm2
Responsivity of PD 0.53 A/W
Vertical distance between LED and PD 2 m
Horizontal offset between LED and PD 2 m
Modulation bandwidth 20 MHz
QAM constellation order 16
Raw data rate 80 Mbit/s
Size of FFT/IFFT 512
Number of data subcarriers 128
In the simulation setup, a commercially available white LED (Cree PLCC4) is used and the
measured nonlinear power-current curve is illustrated in Figure 3. It can be observed that the
normalized output optical power of the LED exhibits strong nonlinearity with the normalized input
current. Since only unipolar signal can be modulated onto the luminous intensity, a DC bias current
is generally applied to convert the bipolar OFDM signal to a unipolar one. Hence, the nonlinear
distortion is mainly caused by two factors: the DC bias current and the peak-to-peak current of the
signal. To investigate the LED nonlinearity effect on the transmission performance, as shown in
Figure 3, we define the MI as the ratio of the maximum current variation of the signal to the maximum
current variation supported by the LED without clipping, and the DC-bias index (DI) as the ratio of
the DC bias current of the signal to the maximum current variation supported by the LED without
clipping. In this simulation investigation, the LED is assumed to be biased at the middle point of its
dynamic range, i.e., DI = 0.5. Although a static LED nonlinearity characteristic is considered in this
work, the proposed PBL-based LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation scheme can be easily
generalized into an adaptive scheme by adopting the method reported in [36], which is applicable in
VLC systems with dynamic LED nonlinearity characteristics.
Moreover, the frequency selective fading effect of a VLC system is mainly caused by the LED,
which can be easily compensated by using the frequency domain pre-equalization techniques [14,34].
Thus, a flat system frequency response is considered here without loss of generality.
26
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Figure 3. Measured nonlinear power-current curve of white LED Cree PLCC4.
The original PBL regression model proposed in [30] starts with all the M = N + 1 basis functions.
The update rules for the hyperparameters depend on computing the posterior weight co-variance
matrix which requires a Cholesky decomposition operation with a complexity of O(M3). As a result,
the computational complexity of PBL regression could be very high for practical applications. To reduce
computational complexity, a fast marginal likelihood maximization method has been proposed in [35].
Based on an accelerated training algorithm, PBL regression is initialized with a single basis function,
i.e., the bias. Sequentially, the basis functions are added to increase the marginal likelihood and also
modify their weightings, and meanwhile the redundant basis functions are deleted to increase the
objective function. Hence, the new PBL regression model can achieve comparable performance as
the original one but with greatly reduced computational complexity, which is adopted here to realize
efficient LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation in OFDM-based nonlinear VLC systems.
Specifically, the width parameter of the Gaussian kernel is set to λ = 2 and the maximum number
of iterations is set to 10. For the purpose of comparison, the conventional TDA scheme employing
multiple consecutive TSs is also considered in the simulations.
5. Results and Discussion
In this section, simulation results based on the setup described above are presented and the
corresponding discussions are also provided. Figure 4 depicts the normalized signal amplitude vs. the
normalized input current for different MI values, where DI = 0.5 and the length of the sawtooth-based
TS is N = 64. As we can observe, for both MI = 0.6 and 0.8, the amplitude of the received TS has a
significant variation due to the additive noise in the VLC system. However, after performing PBL
regression, the predicted power-current curve of the LED becomes much smoother which matches
the actual power-current curve of the LED very well, indicating an accurate estimation of the LED
nonlinearity by using only a single sawtooth-based TS.
We further analyze the impact of the number of TSs on the estimation accuracy of both the
conventional TDA scheme and the proposed PBL-based scheme. Figure 5 shows the average estimation
error vs. the number of TSs with MI = 0.8, DI = 0.5 and N = 64. For the conventional TDA scheme,
it can be seen that the average estimation error is gradually reduced with the increase of the number of
TSs and it becomes stable at about 1.7 × 10−3 when the number of TSs reaches 20. In contrast, for the
proposed PBL regression scheme, a comparable average estimation error can be achieved by using
only a single TS.
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Figure 4. Normalized signal amplitude vs. normalized input current for (a) MI = 0.6 and (b) MI = 0.8.
Figure 5. Average estimation error vs. number of training symbols.
The impact of the length of the TS on the BER performance of the OFDM-based nonlinear VLC
system is also analyzed. Figure 6 shows the BER vs. the length of the TS for the conventional
28
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TDA scheme with different numbers of TSs and the proposed PBL-based scheme with a single TS,
with MI = 0.8 and DI = 0.5. Evidently, for both conventional TDA and the proposed PBL-based scheme,
the BER performance is substantially improved with the increase of the length of the TS and stable
BERs can be guaranteed when the length of the TS is about 64.
Figure 6. BER vs. length of training symbol.
Based on the analysis above, we evaluate and compare the BER performance vs. MI for the
OFDM-based nonlinear VLC system without and with LED nonlinearity compensation, where DI = 0.5
and the length of the TS is fixed at N = 64. As shown in Figure 7, when no LED nonlinearity
compensation is considered, the BER reduces with the increase of the MI and an MI of 0.87 is required
to reach the BER threshold of 10−3. Moreover, the BER improvement becomes insignificant by further
increasing MI when MI is larger than 0.9, suggesting the adverse effect of LED nonlinearity on the
BER performance of the OFDM-based nonlinear VLC system. However, when the conventional
TDA scheme is applied, the BER performance can be substantially improved. For TDA with 5 TSs,
the required MI to reach BER = 10−3 is reduced to 0.80. By further increasing the number of TSs,
the BER performance can be further enhanced. In contrast, when the proposed PBL-based scheme
with a single TS is adopted, the required MI to reach BER = 10−3 is only about 0.77. Furthermore,
nearly the same BER performance can be achieved by the conventional TDA scheme with totally
20 TSs and the proposed PBL-based scheme with a single TS. Therefore, a substantial reduction of the
training overhead for LED nonlinearity mitigation can be achieved by using the proposed PBL-based
scheme in comparison to the conventional TDA scheme, which indicates a greatly improved overall
spectral efficiency of the OFDM-based nonlinear VLC system. The corresponding 16QAM constellation
diagrams are also shown as insets in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. BER vs. MI without and with LED nonlinearity compensation.
Finally, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed PBL-based LED nonlinearity
estimation and compensation scheme. For the fast PBL regression model adopted here, PBL regression
is initialized with the bias only and the basis functions are iteratively added, updated or deleted to
increase the marginal likelihood [35]. Since adding basis functions requires most of the computations,
the worst case is that a new basis function is added at each iteration and the worst-case computational
complexity is given by O(Nit M2) with Nit being the iteration number and M being the number
of basis functions. However, the worst case scenarios are highly impossible to occur due to the
inherent sparsity of PBL regression. As introduced in [31], for common cases, an approximation of
the computational complexity is about O(NitN2nz) with Nnz being the number of non-zero elements
in the weight vector wMP. More specifically, by using the fast marginal likelihood maximization
method, only three elements out of totally M = 65 elements in wMP are non-zero, i.e., Nnz = 3.
Consequently, the proposed PBL-based LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation scheme is
computational efficient which is suitable for the implementation in practical VLC systems with
computing capability-limited user terminals.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel LED nonlinearity estimation and compensation scheme
based on PBL regression for OFDM-based nonlinear VLC systems. The performance of the proposed
PBL-based scheme has been evaluated by numerical simulations and further compared with the
conventional TDA scheme. The obtained simulation results have shown that the proposed PBL-based
scheme can accurately estimate the nonlinear power-current curve of the LED and hence efficiently
compensate the adverse effect of LED nonlinearity. More specifically, the proposed PBL-based scheme
with a single TS can achieve a comparable BER performance as the conventional TDA scheme with
totally 20 TSs. Therefore, the required training overhead for LED nonlinearity mitigation can be
substantially reduced and the overall system spectral efficiency can be greatly improved by adopting
the proposed PBL-based scheme. It is also shown that the proposed PBL-based LED nonlinearity
estimation and compensation scheme is computational efficient, which is suitable for potential
application in practical VLC systems.
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Abstract: Nonlinear distortion has always been a challenge for optical communication due to the
nonlinear transfer characteristics of the fiber itself. The next frontier for optical communication is a
second type of nonlinearities, which results from optical and electrical components. They become the
dominant nonlinearity for shorter reaches. The highest data rates cannot be achieved without effective
compensation. A classical countermeasure is receiver-side equalization of nonlinear impairments
and memory effects using Volterra series. However, such Volterra equalizers are architecturally
complex and their parametrization can be numerical unstable. This contribution proposes an
alternative nonlinear equalizer architecture based on machine learning. Its performance is evaluated
experimentally on coherent 88 Gbaud dual polarization 16QAM 600 Gb/s back-to-back measurements.
The proposed equalizers outperform Volterra and memory polynomial Volterra equalizers up to 6th
orders at a target bit-error rate (BER) of 10−2 by 0.5 dB and 0.8 dB in optical signal-to-noise ratio
(OSNR), respectively.
Keywords: deep neural networks; volterra equalization; nonlinear systems; coherent optical
communication
1. Introduction
Modern communication networks build upon a backbone of optical systems, which have fiber as
the transmission medium. Due to its physical properties, including the Kerr effect, fiber communication
is always affected by nonlinearities. This is the obvious, but not the only major source of nonlinear
distortion in optical communication systems. Regardless of the individual technology choices for the
optical transceiver architecture, it will always comprise a large number of optical/electrical (O/E)
components with nonlinear transfer characteristics, often with memory effects. Their limitations on
the achievable capacity are aggravated by measures towards higher data rates, such as symbol rate
increase or the shift to higher order pulse amplitude modulations (PAM) and quadrature amplitude
modulations (QAM). Nonlinear compensation for O/E components is not yet a standard feature in
today’s optical transceivers, but will inevitably become a key element of digital signal processing (DSP)
to keep up with ever increasing data rates. Especially when high-bandwidth (BW) communication
meets short reach, reduced fiber lengths turn components into the dominant source of nonlinearities.
Typical use cases include data center interconnect (DCI) with a range of 80–120 km [1]. Volterra
nonlinear equalizers (VNLE) have proven very effective against both, fiber nonlinearities [2] and
component nonlinearities [3,4]. They approximate with analytical models based on Volterra series,
which can be tailored to match any nonlinear system by choosing a high enough polynomial order
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P and memory depth M [5] and a set of coefficients (kernels), one for each order/memory tap
combination. Excessive scalability, however, can become a crucial downside, as the architectural
complexity of VNLEs increases exponentially with P and M. A popular reduced-size alternative
are memory polynomial (MP) VNLEs, which operate only on a subset of kernels [6]. However, this
reduction costs effectiveness.
Another critical disadvantage of both VNLEs and MP-VNLEs is numerical instability when
identifying and extracting the VNLE kernels with the preferred approach, a least squares (LS) solver.
This limits in practice the maximum polynomial order P and memory depth M. These shortcomings
make general VNLEs and MP-VNLEs far from ideal, which motivate to assess an alternative equalizer
structure based on deep neural networks (DNN) in this article. The performance of VNLEs and
MP-VNLEs is benchmarked against DNN nonlinear equalizers (NLE) on basis of coherent dual
polarization (DP) 16QAM back-to-back (BtB) offline captures, which are reprocessed for all options.
For the measurements, a DCI compatible net bit rate of 600 Gb/s with 15% FEC overhead has been
chosen. We like to highlight that the universal and flexible nature of both Volterra-based equalizers and
DNN equalizers is not limited to this exemplary configuration. One can expect benefits for different
reaches, data rates or even detection technologies, such as IM-DD with PAM modulation. We focus on
coherent systems here, since we target a single lambda system for our 600 Gb/s data rate. This is out
of scope for IM-DD, due to its limited spectral efficiency.
2. Principles of Nonlinear Equalizer
The presented BtB setup focuses on component nonlinearities, while the compensation of fiber
nonlinearities has been shown before [7]. For this paper, DNN structures have been implemented from
scratch with Matlab, not using any machine learning (ML) toolbox. Being trained on the same data as
(MP-)VNLEs, DNNs learn to capture nonlinear effects of O/E components and fiber, as well as their
memory characteristics.
2.1. General Volterra Equalizer
With y(n) and ỹ(n) representing system input and output, respectively, the Pth-order discrete
















y(n − mk) (1)
It is the most complete model for nonlinearities with memory, as the pth-order Volterra kernel
hp(m1, · · · , mp) includes all possible combinations of a product of p time shifts of the input signal up
to memory depth mp.
Figure 1 illustrates this mapping of memory and nonlinearity in respect to the input signal y(n),
which can be either real- or complex-valued. A VNLE architecture with given memory size and order
is fully described by its so-called kernels hp(m1, · · · , mp). Before operation, they have to be identified,
i.e., configured upon training data, in order to match the nonlinearities of interest. To this means,
iterative approaches exist, such as least mean squares (LMS) or recursive least squares (RLS) kernel
extraction. They are good solutions if little training data is available at a time or if channel dynamics
call for frequent kernel reconfiguration. Typical O/E channels, however, are static enough to allow
for a one shot configuration on a sufficiently large data set. The optimal solution in terms of the least
squares (LS) error criterion to match the equalizer output to the desired signal (training signal) is
achieved with a single operation LS solver. It involves inverting matrices, built from transmitted and
received training data [9]. It has been shown [10] that these matrices can be ill-conditioned, resulting
in a huge ratio between the highest and lowest eigenvalues. As a result, this matrix becomes nearly
singular. With growing matrix complexity, i.e., increasing P or M, the inverse of the matrix is computed
34
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with less and less accuracy. This calls for a trade off between matrix conditioning and the number of
kernels for maximum performance.
Figure 1. General nonlinear volterra equalizer.
2.2. Memory Polynomial Volterra Equalizer
Shrinking the architectural complexity of VNLEs makes sense for two reasons. Less digital signal
processing (DSP) resources are needed for deployment in actual transceivers and the LS matrices
become less ill-conditioned. Figure 2 illustrates the MP-VNLE structure. MP-VNLEs prune general








hpmy(n − m)|y(n − m)|p−1 (2)









hpm|y(n − m)|p−1 (3)
Given a memory tap m, gm becomes a constant gain to the memory term y(n − m). gm, in turn,
depends only on the polynomial power terms of |y(n)|. Again, y(n) can be real- or complex-valued.
Figure 2. Memory polynomial nonlinear equalizer.
2.3. Deep Neural Network Equalizer
Along with other science and engineering disciplines, the optical communication community is
adopting ML for a broad range of problems [11–13]. Neural network (NN) is a subcategory of ML,
which automatically learns systematic features within an arbitrary data set. It then can extract and
extrapolate these features to new data.
NNs computing structures are built from several layers of artificial neurons. A single artificial
neuron is a processing unit with a number of inputs and one output. Each input is associated with
a weight. The neuron firstly computes an activation by summing up the particular weighted inputs
35
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and a bias term. Secondly, an activation function σ(·) is applied to obtain the neurons’s output
a = σ(z). The neurons’s behaviour is defined by the weights, bias and the activation function [14].
Interconnecting multiple neurons builds a NN. If more than one hidden layer is used, the NN is called
a deep NN, referred to as DNN. DNNs are convenient to model unknown highly complex relations.
As such, they are capable of learning nonlinear equalization. In machine learning terms, nonlinear
equalization can be treated as a problem of supervised nonlinear regression. A regression DNN learns
a function f (·) : RM → RA by training on a dataset, where M is the input dimension and A is the
output dimension. Figure 3 shows a basic architecture of a regressive neural network with multiple
hidden layers. The bias term is included by an additional branch to each neuron. The notation is as
follows [14] :
Figure 3. L-layers feed-forward deep neural networks (DNN) with M nodes in the input layer, H nodes
in the hidden layers and A nodes in the output layer.
• s = [s1, ..., sM] denotes the input signal,
• s̃ = [s̃1, ..., s̃A] denotes the equalized signal,
• W [l] denotes a weight matrix (including the bias) between the (l − 1)-th layer to the l-th layer,
• a[l]i denotes the output of the i-th neuron in the l-th layer,
• z[l]i denotes the summed up input to the i-th neuron in the l-th layer,




i of the i-th neuron in the l-th layer,
where l denotes the current layer and H the number of nodes in the hidden layers. Using these
notations the output can be expressed as follows [14],
a[0] = s, (4)






where the first line, Equation (4), denotes the input layer and the second as well as the third
lines, Equations (5) and (6), are executed iteratively for subsequent layers to obtain the output a[L].
For regression problems, the activation function in the last layer may differ from the activation
functions used in the hidden layers. The hidden layers usually use nonlinear functions, while the type
of activation function at the last layer should be matched to the application. This output activation
function has to represent the overall dynamic range of the target signal. A common choice is therefore
the identity activation function for a regression problem. The identity activation function is applied to
each neuron at the output layer. The DNN models the relation of s and s̃ as being an output of a DNN
with respect to the input s and the nonlinear functions. The equalized signal is obtained at the output
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In order to find the weights such that the outputs a[L] are close to the target outputs s̃ and to assess
performance of the DNN, a cost function C(s, c, W) has to be introduced. The cost function is derived
using the Maximum Likelihood principle. Considering the regression problem with the training data
set of N inputs {s1, ..., sN}, along with the corresponding target output values {s̃1, ..., s̃N},
DDataset =
{
(si, s̃i) : si ∈ RM, s̃i ∈ RA, i = 1, ..., N
}
, (8)
where each si has M entries and each s̃i has A entries for all i = 1, ..., N. The error between the DNN
output and the target values is defined as
εi = s̃i − a[L](si, W [1], ..., W [L]). (9)
Using Equation (9) and assuming a Gaussian distribution of the error with zero mean and variance
σ2, as well as statistically independent symbols, the joint conditional probability density function can
be derived,
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According to the ML principle, our target is to find the Maximum Likelihood estimates of W for
the DNN which gives the highest probability of our training data. This can be done by maximizing the
joint conditional probability density function Equation (10).
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By applying the logarithm on Equation (12), we obtain the quadratic cost function. Thus,
minimizing the quadratic cost function corresponds to finding the ML estimate of weights for the DNN.
Equation (14) defines the final overall cost of all samples in the dataset. In order to find the weights,
which minimize the quadratic cost function, the gradient descent algorithm [15] is used. Here, the
gradients of the cost function have to be computed with respect to the DNN parameters. An efficient
method is the common backpropagation algorithm [16]. The backpropagation algorithm approaches
the derivatives of the cost function from the training set with respect to the network parameters.
It applies the chain rule for derivatives very efficiently. The derivation of the cost function with respect























for l = L − 1, ..., 1. (16)
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The computation of the gradients in the previous layer build on the particular gradients in the
post layer. Thus, some particular gradients of the expended chain rule expression have to be evaluated
only once. Specifying Equations (15) and (16), by considering the quadratic cost function, the single




















for l = L − 1, ..., 1, (18)
where σ′(·) denotes the derivation of the activation function in the current layer. Equation (18) is
executed iteratively for subsequent layers. The final gradients are used to update the weights by
shifting the old weight values towards negative direction of the gradient, given by the Equation
(19). The parameter α denotes the learning rate and is adaptively adjusted by the adaptive moment
estimation (ADAM) [15] in order to enable the gradient algorithm to move gently towards the global
minimum.




3. Experimental Verification and Discussion
This section outlines the measurement setup, as used to evaluate the nonlinear compensation
performance of the following four NLE architectures on basis of identical offline data: VNLE, MP-VNLE
and two types of DNN-NLEs.
3.1. Measurement Setup
A coherent single carrier transmission system over a single mode fiber (SSMF) is employed to
experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes. The dual polarization 600 Gb/s
experimental setup including the offline DSP stack is shown in Figure 4. The measurements were
performed BtB at 1550 nm with amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise loading, in order to
compare bit error rates before applying any forward error correction (pre-FEC BER) at varying optical
signal to noise ratios (OSNR). For a net bitrate of 600 Gb/s, 704 Gb/s of pseudo random data including
overheads of FEC and training have been transmitted at 88 GBd for 16QAM, at 70 GBd for 32QAM
and at 68 GBd for 64QAM.
Figure 4. Back-to-back offline measurement setup including Tx and Rx digital signal processing (DSP)
with different methods to compute the L-values.
The photos show a VEGA 100 GSa/s 4-channel DAC by Micram with 40 GHz bandwidth and
4.5 ENOB and two 2-channel 160 GSa/s Keysight Infiniium oscilloscopes with 63 GHz bandwidth.
Their nonlinear effects are mixed with nonlinear distortions from SHF 804 A drivers, a Fujitsu 64 GBd
DP-IQM and a NeoPhotonics 64 GBd class-40 HB-μICR (40 GHz). Unlike in this BtB setup, longer
38
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fiber spans as well as a WDM-setup would introduce further nonlinearities, such as single, cross and
multichannel nonlinear interferences.
The transmitter DSP inserts a CAZAC (constant amplitude zero autocorrelation) based training
sequence. These training symbols are used for framing, carrier frequency offset estimation, 2 × 2
MIMO equalization and residual chromatic dispersion compensation. These sequences of 4096 training
symbols are sent prior to more than 105 payload data symbols repetitively. This makes it a minimal
frame structure, of which the oscilloscope’s memory stores up to four per capture. The DSP uses a
linear preemphasis filter on the TX side against linear O/E component distortions.
The receiver DSP stack includes classical signal recovery blocks [17,18]. The different NLEs are
added after the timing and phase recovery and run at one sample per symbol. For fair performance
comparisons, the different NLE types operate on identical power normalized data. Regardless of the
type of NLE in use, training on the particular nonlinearities is essential before deployment. CAZAC
sequences do not capture nonlinearities very well. Hence, NLE training is done instead upon the
payload of the first captured frame for one of the OSNR captures. Once trained, the NLE can equalize
all other captures without further training.
3.2. Measurement Results over an Optical Channel with 600 Gb/s/λ
For the ultimate goal of reaching 600 Gb/s net data rate with the lowest possible BER over a
wide range of OSNR levels, an optimal combination of modulation scheme and baud rate needs to be
chosen in a first step, before improving its performance further with nonlinear equalization. Figure 5
shows the hard-decision preFEC BER for different modulation schemes with varying noise loading
without applying NLE compensation.
Figure 5. Back to back 600 Gb/s (+15% FEC) measurements of different modulations without nonlinear
equalizers (NLE).
The horizontal red dashed line indicates a typical FEC limit of 1 × 10−2. It can be observed that
for the given setup, smaller constellation sizes improve performance much more than symbol rate
reductions. DP-64QAM/58 GBd does not even reach the FEC threshold within the observed OSNR
range without NLE. DP-16QAM/88 GBd proves to be the most performant scheme and thus, it is
chosen for NLE architecture comparisons upon its offline data.
For fair comparisons, all options apply 4 memory taps. Per option, calibration is done exactly
once on the first of four frames of the capture taken at 29.7 dB OSNR (calibration point). This ensures
strict separation of calibration and measurement data, respectively training and testing data.
Figure 6 depicts the training and evaluation process. Each capture from the oscilloscope includes
up to four frames, represented by the squares. For each capture the DAC is reloaded with pseudo
random data. The blue square indicates the training data, while the green squares indicate the testing
data. The gray colored frames are not used. For each OSNR value the overall BER is evaluated over
four frames.
39
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Figure 6. Overview training and evaluation process.
3.2.1. General and Memory Polynomial (MP-) Volterra nonlinear Equalizer (VNLE)
Figure 7 shows the performance improvement by applying general VNLE full kernel architectures
of different orders. The gray dashed line depicts the theoretical upper limit for DP-16QAM at 88 Gbaud
over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The computational effort of a full kernel
architecture gets extremely high with rising orders. Thus, only up to 6th order kernels are considered
and evaluated. On the left hand side, Figure 7a plots the preFEC BER related to the OSNR. On the
right hand side, Figure 7b shows the improvements of these base-line curves. The gains in OSNR at
their crossing with the FEC threshold are plotted against the order. The general VNLE of 5th order
improves the non-equalized baseline curve by 2.3 dB at a target FEC BER of 1 × 10−2. Increasing the
VNLE order further to 6th order does not yield significant additional gain.
(a) Equalization results of general Volterra nonlinear Equalizers
(VNLEs)
(b) VNLE gain in optical signal to noise ratio
(OSNR) at FEC threshold
Figure 7. optical back-to-back 600 Gb/s/λ general VNLE preFEC measurement results.
Figure 8a shows the performance of the reduced size alternative, the MP-VNLE, which operates
only on subset of kernels. As before, the performance was evaluated for different maximum polynomial
orders. In comparison to the general VNLE, the architecture of the MP-VNLE is less complex and hence
the computational effort to evaluate the kernels is lower. Therefore, higher orders are applicable for
real systems. The MP-VNLE of 5th order improves the baseline curve by 2.0 dB at the FEC threshold
of 1 × 10−2 shown in Figure 8b. It can be observed, that the reduction costs performance of 0.3 dB and
that higher orders do not improve the performance. On the contrary, the performance is rather inferior.
This indicates that the higher order computations lead to numerical instability when identifying
and extracting the VNLE kernels with the least squares (LS) solver approach. However, besides the
numerical instability such high orders are out of scope due too high implementation complexity.
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(a) Equalization results of MP-VNLEs (b) MP-VNLE gain in OSNR at FEC threshold
Figure 8. optical back-to-back 600 Gb/s/λ MP-VNLE preFEC measurement results.
3.2.2. Deep Neural Network Equalizer
While the LS-solver calibrates (MP-)VNLE kernels in a single shot, the weights and biases for
DNN-NLE are trained in numerous iterations (epochs). The weights and biases of the DNN-NLE are
updated by shifting the previous values towards the negative direction of the gradient. Therefore, the
mini-batch backpropagation algorithm, which computes the gradients of the cost function in respect to
the network parameters, and the stochastic gradient descent optimizer ADAM are applied. The hyper
parameters are constant for all structures. The mini-batch size is set to 1% of the numbers of symbols of
the training frame, respectively to 103 symbols. The learning rate of the ADAM optimizer is set to 10−4,
which is a common value. In order to prevent overfitting, the performance of the DNN is repetitively
validated on testing data during the training phase.
The design options for DNN-NLEs are numerous and interrelated. There are no rules for the
number of layers or neurons per layer to model a given problem. The more neurons the network
interconnects, the finer the modeling capabilities become. More complexity, however, makes DNNs
prone to overfitting [19]. Figure 9 shows two DNN equalizer architectures with multiple hidden
layers and extra input nodes in order to consider the channel memory effects. On the left hand side,
four separate DNNs are depicted with one output node for handling the inphase and quadrature
components and polarization independently. On the right hand side, a DNN structure is shown that
handles the inphase and quadrature for each polarization jointly. In principle, the joint option could
learn as well nonlinear phase impairments in addition to nonlinearities. In both cases, the input nodes
feed xI(n) and xQ(n) as well as yI(n) and yQ(n). Memory effects of channel and components are
considered by adding time delayed versions of the input signal. The memory depth is defined by the
parameter M and is set to 4, equal to the previous setting of the Volterra equalizers. The number of
hidden layers layers and the corresponding number of neurons per layer of the particular networks
were varied during the examination. In order to compare learning speed and performance. Table 1 list
the different structures, where the last column represents the total number of independent hardware
multpliers to process the data stream of two polarizations. Regardless of the structure, for the hidden
neurons as well as for the output neurons a tanh has been chosen as activation functions. The design
e.g., 5|20|30|40|1 stands for 5 input neurons (input signal + 4 memory taps) followed by three hidden
layers with 20, 30 and 40 neurons, feeding into 1 output node. The higher the number of layers and
neurons, the higher the computational effort and hence the complexity.
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Table 1. DNN structures.
Number Architecture Design Multipliers
1 joint I&Q 10|20|30|40|2 (10 ∗ 20 + 20 ∗ 30 + 30 ∗ 40 + 40 ∗ 2) ∗ 2 = 4160
2 Independent I&Q 5|20|30|40|1 (5 ∗ 20 + 20 ∗ 30 + 30 ∗ 40 + 40 ∗ 1) ∗ 2 ∗ 2 = 7760
3 Independent I&Q 5|20|20|1 (5 ∗ 20 + 20 ∗ 20 + 20 ∗ 1) ∗ 2 ∗ 2 = 2080
4 Independent I&Q 5|10|10|10|1 (5 ∗ 10 + 10 ∗ 10 + 10 ∗ 10 + 10 ∗ 1) ∗ 2 ∗ 2 = 1040
(a) Independent I&Q-DNN equalizer structure (b) joint DNNs for I&Q
Figure 9. Deep Neural Network Equalizer Architectures.
Figure 10 shows the learning process of the four different independent I&Q-DNN equalizer
structures for the optical BtB 600 Gb/s measurements. The blue and the red dashed curves indicate the
cost functions, given by Equation (14), of the inphase and quadrature components for one polarization,
while the green curves represent the preFEC BERs related to numbers of epochs. It can be observed,
that the most complex design, shown in Figure 10b converges the fastest. The learning speed of the
structures depicted in Figure 10a,c,d is slightly slower, especially at the beginning. However, all options
need at least around 105 epochs for learning the component nonlinearities. The long training process is
one disadvantage of the neural network equalizer and calls for further improvement and research.
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(a) DNN 10|20|30|40|2 (b) DNN 5|20|30|40|1
(c) DNN 5|20|20|1 (d) DNN 5|10|10|10|1
Figure 10. Learning Process of three different DNN structures.
In addition to the learning behavior, Figure 11 shows the altered constellation diagrams of the
equalized signal for one polarization during the training of the DNN 5|10|10|10|1 NLE. The resulting
constellations, such as the one in Figure 11f, differ fundamentally from a classical constellation.
The DNN-NLE has the ability of concentrating the constellation points and to reduce the possible
outputs (dimensional space) to the target 16QAM points, in order to reach a low value of the cost
function. In combination with the tanh activation function, a square grid constellation occurs,
which exhibits non-Gaussian distributed noise.
The overall performance of the DNN-Equalizer is shown in Figure 12. On the left hand side,
Figure 12a plots the preFEC BER as a function of the OSNR, comparing the best performing general
VNLE of 5th order, the best performing reduced size alternative MP-VNLE of 5th order and the
proposed DNN-NLE structures. On the right hand side, Figure 12b shows the improvements of
the base-line curve. The gains in OSNR at the FEC threshold are plotted. The most complex DNN
5|20|30|40|1 design, which processes I and Q separately, performs best. This architecture improves
the base line curve by 2.81 dB and outperforms the 5th order VNLE and MP-VNLE by 0.53 dB and
0.80 dB, respectively. The performance losses of the lower complex 5|20|20|1 and 5|10|10|10|1 designs
are very low. The performance is almost identical to the much larger design. The 10|20|30|40|1 design
with joint processing, performs worst among all DNN structures. The higher number of input nodes
together with the equal number of neurons in the hidden layers as the independent I and Q equalizer
structure leads to suboptimal projection of the input signal.
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(a) epoch = 250 (b) epoch = 500
(c) epoch = 750 (d) epoch = 103
(e) epoch = 104 (f) epoch = 105
Figure 11. Constellation diagrams during the learning process.
Fair complexity comparisons are not trivial. Given 4 memory taps, a 5th order MP-VNLE requires
25 kernels, a general VNLE 3905 kernels [8]. However, most of these VNLE kernels can be safely
pruned without severe performance reduction [20]. The 5|10|10|10|1 DNN-NLE requires 291 trainable
parameters (weights, biases), respectively 1040 independent hardware multipliers, which can be
pruned considerably, too [21]. Besides the sheer number of trainable parameters, the way of using
them for polynomials or activation functions is of course decisive, too.
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(a) PreFEC BER related to OSNR (b) Gain in OSNR at FEC threshold
Figure 12. Optical Back-to-Back 660 Gb/s/λ postFEC BER measurements results applying different
Volterra and deep neural network architectures.
4. Conclusions
The algorithmic deficits in kernel identification for Volterra nonlinear equalizers and their general
large architectural complexity have motivated investigations in deep neural network nonlinear
equalizer alternatives. In coherent 88 Gbaud DP-16QAM 600 Gb/s measurements, deep neural
network nonlinear equalizers proved to reflect systematic nonlinearities more accurately than 5th order
memory polynomial and full kernel Volterra nonlinear equalizers. They outperform by 0.5 dB and
0.8 dB, respectively. Based on back-to-back measurements, where optical and electrical components
nonlinearities predominate. The disadvantages of deep neural network nonlinear equalizers include
their vast parameter space, which is hard to manage and their long training process. While this article
highlights performance gains of DNN NLEs over classical Volterra schemes, their implementation
complexity has yet to be compared in greater detail in future work, in order to demonstrate its
overall superiority.
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Abstract: In this paper, a machine learning-based tunable optical-digital signal processor is
demonstrated for a short-reach optical communication system. The effect of fiber chromatic dispersion
after square-law detection is mitigated using a hybrid structure, which shares the complexity between
the optical and the digital domain. The optical part mitigates the chromatic dispersion by slicing
the signal into small sub-bands and delaying them accordingly, before regrouping the signal again.
The optimal delay is calculated in each scenario to minimize the bit error rate. The digital part is a
nonlinear equalizer based on a neural network. The results are analyzed in terms of signal-to-noise
penalty at the KP4 forward error correction threshold. The penalty is calculated with respect to a
back-to-back transmission without equalization. Considering 32 GBd transmission and 0 dB penalty,
the proposed hybrid solution shows chromatic dispersion mitigation up to 200 ps/nm (12 km of
equivalent standard single-mode fiber length) for stage 1 of the hybrid module and roughly double for
the second stage. A simplified version of the optical module is demonstrated with an approximated
1.5 dB penalty compared to the complete two-stage hybrid module. Chromatic dispersion tolerance
for a fixed optical structure and a simpler configuration of the nonlinear equalizer is also investigated.
Keywords: chromatic dispersion; short-reach communication; neural network; hybrid signal
processing
1. Introduction
The well-known increase in information rate is a particular concern for inter-data center
communication due to chromatic dispersion (CD). Increasing the rate of information reduces the
optimal reachable transmission [1]. Using an O-band for standard single-mode fibers, where the CD
can almost be neglected, is one way to avoid needing to mitigate it. Nonetheless, transmission in the
O-band has high attenuation, which reduces the length of the transmission link [2]. Alternatively,
solutions in the C-band, which address the intersymbol interference induced by dispersion, can also
be considered [3–5].
Coherent and direct detection (DD) systems are both possible technologies for C-band short-reach
communication [3,6]. A coherent receiver has access to the amplitude and phase of the signal. Adding
it together with digital signal processing (DSP), it brings with it huge potential to mitigate transmission
impairments. However, inter-data center applications require cheaper and low-power transponders,
which can be a challenge in these systems.
DD-receivers are the current alternative, but CD cannot be fully compensated in the digital
domain as only the power is detected in the receiver. Different options for inter- and intra-data center
interconnection, as well as for mobile fronthaul application for operation on the C-band have already
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been discussed in recent years [4,5]. A few of them operate on PAM-4 modulation and different
options for DSP-based receiver equalization, such as Volterra and maximum likelihood sequence
estimation (MLSE) [7–9] and DSP-based pre-distortion, such as Tomlinson Harashima precoding and
the kramers-kronig receiver [10,11]. Works with an on-off keying (OOK) modulation format have
also been presented in the literature [12]. Recently, further signal processing technologies for this
application range have been proposed, such as DSP-implemented neural networks [13,14] or silicon
photonic-based opto-electronic reservoir computers with analog electronic processing [15].
Alternatively, optical dispersion compensation modules as fiber Bragg grating and dispersion
compensation fibers are more commonly used to compensate for the CD in the optical domain.
However, they are not easy to tune and need to be designed for a specific link. The latter also has
issues with high attenuation and a large footprint.
Here, we propose a tuneable optoelectronic solution to mitigate the CD in DD systems.
The processing structure we are investigating is located close to the approach using a simplified
optical reservoir processor, discussed in [15], together with an NN digital processor [14]. This work is
an extension of our preliminary results of [16]. Here, we improve the digital equalization by using
a neural network equalizer and propose a simplification of the optical structure to reduce footprint.
The optical module slices the signal into narrow frequency sub-bands and delays them accordingly to
the CD, before recombining everything back into a single signal. Increasing the number of sub-bands
improves performance, but increases complexity. Alternatively, we show that the performance can be
improved using the optical component with fewer sub-bands if a further stage of equalization in the
digital domain is also applied. Furthermore, a complexity reduction is demonstrated by using half of
the proposed optical module structure together with an NN equalizer. This approach slightly reduces
the gain, but can be attractive for inter-data center communication due to the reduced footprint. Finally,
the number of neurons required for the NN equalizer is analyzed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system description for short-reach
communication and simulation setup. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the hybrid signal process module.
The former is the optical structure used to mitigate CD, and the latter describes the NN equalization
and training process. Section 3 shows the simulation results starting with the complete hybrid structure
and ending with a simplified version of it. Finally, in Section 4 we summarize the main conclusions of
the paper.
2. System Description and Simulation Setup
We propose the following system for short-reach communication. At the transmitter,
a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) maps the signal to an OOK modulation format with root-raised
cosine (RRC) as pulse shaping. We believe that our method can be easily extended to a PAM-4
modulation format, which will be considered in our future works. The Mach–Zehnder modulator
(MZM) is used to modulate the signal. A standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) propagates the signal, and
an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) amplifies it. At the receiver, an optical band-pass filters the
noise outside the signal bandwidth. Before detection, an optical module is used to pre-distort the signal
to mitigate the CD. This process will be used to assist the nonlinear digital equalizer. A photodetector
(PD) is then used to detect the signal, and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) converts it to the
digital domain. A DSP with NN equalizer and RRC filter are used to equalize the signal. The optical
module, PD, and NN equalizer are the proposed hybrid optoelectronic blocks used to mitigate CD for
direct detection systems.
Figure 1 shows the simulation setup used to validate the proposed system. At the transmitter,
the DAC is the assumed ideal and an OOK 32-GBd signal is generated with 218 symbols, up-sampled
to eight samples per symbol and filtered by a RRC filter (roll-off = 0.1). The digital signal is directly
mapped onto the optical domain by assuming an ideal linear transformation. The MZM is assumed
ideal in order to neglect its nonlinear transfer function as a source of degradation and to focus solely
on the impact of CD. The CD (D = 16.4 ps/nm/km) is the only impairment considered in the optical
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fiber, and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is used to simulate the pre-amplifier at the Rx point.
The noise variance and fiber length (accumulated CD) are swept to meet the target SNR and distance.
The signal is then detected by a DD receiver.
Figure 1. Simulation setup.
Figure 2 shows different topologies of the receiver that is analyzed in the result section. For all of
them, a second-order Gaussian filter (40-GHz bandwidth) is used as a band-pass filter, which reduces
the noise-to-noise beating in the PD. Moreover, the RRC filter block (ADC is assumed ideal) is used
as a low-pass filter to downsample the signal to one sample per symbol. Receiver (a) is used as a
reference. No optical pre-processing or digital equalization is applied. Receivers (b) and (c) show the
block diagram for digital equalization with NN and MLSE (more details in Section 2.2), respectively.
Receiver (d) shows the block diagram for optical pre-processing using a complete optical module
(more details in Section 2.1). Receivers (e) and (f) show the proposed hybrid solution to mitigate CD.
The former is based on the complete optical module, together with the NN. The latter is the receiver
with the proposed simplified optical module together with an NN, respectively.
The simulation results firstly show a comparison between the performance of optical equalization
and electronic equalization, individually. This results are followed by the complete hybrid module.
Secondly, we analyze the requirements of the optical module to mitigate CD in a hybrid system.
Thirdly, we compare a simplified hybrid module with the complete hybrid module. Fourthly, we
study the tolerance of the simplified and complete hybrid module to CD. And lastly, we investigate
the performance of NN in both hybrid systems.
Figure 2. Receiver configurations.
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2.1. Optical Pre-Processing
The optical module to mitigate the CD is based on the spectrum decomposition (SD) and
spectral composition (SC) blocks [17]. SD is a technique in which the signal is sliced into narrow
frequency sub-bands. The basic building-block for this process is a phase-tunable Mach–Zehnder delay
interferometer (MZDI). Figure 3a is an example of a two-stage SD (four sub-bands). The orange dashed
lines highlight the MZDI. The bandwidth of the sub-bands and the relative position of each other
depends on the delay (Δti) and phase shift (Δφi) of the MZDI. i is the number of stages. Equations (1)
and (2) describe it.
Δti =
1
2 · di (1)
Δφi = π + k2π + ωiΔti, k ∈ Z (2)
in which ω is the angular frequency where the signal’s power is maximized in the output upper arm
of the MZDI and minimized for the other. The inverse delay, d, determines the distance in frequency
where the maximum and minimum of the signal’s power is alternated in each output arm of the
MZDI. For example, considering ω1 = 2 · π · 12 · 109 rad/s and d1 = 8 GHz, the signal’s power is
maximized at 12 GHz and alternates between minimum and maximum power every 8 GHz for the
output upper arm, and the opposite for the lower arm. For a two-stage SD, we considered in the first
stage d1 = 8 GHz and ω1 = 2 · π · 12 · 109 rad/s. For the second stage we considered, d2 = 16 GHz
and ω2 = 2 · π · 12 · 109 rad/s.
SC applies the inverse transfer function of the SD, and it is highlighted in blue dashed lines in
Figure 3b. Perfect reconstruction of the signal is obtained if the SD is applied, followed directly by the
SC. By knowing the transfer function of CD, a time delay and phase shift in each of the sub-bands of
the SD can approach the inverse of the CD transfer function. The approximation increases in accuracy
for increasingly narrower spectral slices. The values of the delay and phase depend on the number of
sub-bands and the CD. The SD and SC structures, together with the delay and phase to mitigate the
CD in each sub-band, is called the n-stage SD/SC Rx (Figure 4a) in this work.
Figure 3. Optical structure to slice the signal into frequency sub-bands (a) and reconstruct it (b).
Figure 4 shows the optical pre-processing modules. Figure 4a shows an n-stage SD/SC Rx, which
is composed of 2 × (2n − 1) MZDI modules and creates 2n sub-bands. Figure 4b shows a simplified
version of the optical module. We are proposing to remove the SC part in the two-stage SD/SC
structure. In this configuration, the optical module is acting as an optical pre-processing structure
to assist the equalization process in the digital domain. The phase shift is not considered because
the signal is directly connected to the PD. The different signals in the electrical domain need to be
recombined and the equalizer can perform this operation implicitly. An addition of three PDs is
necessary for receiving all four optical outputs of a two-stage SD. The performance of both optical
modules is analyzed in the results section.
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Figure 4. Optical pre-processing. (a) Complete optical module, (b) reduced optical module. Time delay
and phase shift were trained to find the optimal point to mitigate CD.
2.2. Digital Processing
Figure 5a shows a schematic of an NN equalizer [18]. It is a two-layer NN, performing regression,
with L neurons in the hidden layer and eight neurons in the output layer (one symbol). A hyperbolic
tangent function is used as an activation function in the hidden layer, while a linear function is used in
the output layer. The number of inputs of the NN depends on the optical module. If the n-stage SD/SC
Rx is being analyzed, there are five symbols (40 samples) in the input. Otherwise, the number of input
symbols are five per PD, which means 200 samples for the two-stage SD Rx. It is important to highlight
that the middle symbol of the input is the one being equalized (symbol #3). In this way, the NN can
take into account the symbols’ neighbors’ interference. The input window is shifted by a symbol
period. The n-stage SD/SC Rx (Figure 4a), together with the NN, is called in this work the hybrid
n-stage SD/SC. The two-stage SD RX (Figure 4b), together with the NN, is the hybrid two-stage SD.
The weights of NN, group delay, and phase of CD mitigation of the optical modules are jointly
trained when these variables are available in the simulation. The algorithm to update them is the
stochastic gradient descent with adaptive moment estimation [19]. The loss function considered is the
cross-entropy between the transmitted and received bits. During an entire simulation (218 symbols),
all the trainable variables are kept constant and they are only updated when the next simulation starts.
All the variables are updated at the same time after 600 iterations of the training process.
Figure 5b shows an example of a decided 8-bit sequence with seven memory MLSEs. The MLSE
"m" memory is an algorithm with 2m trellis states. The probability density function of the received
sequence bits are first estimated, and then used to make the decision [9].
Figure 5. Digital processing algorithms used to process the signal. (a) NN equalizer. (b) MLSE.
3. Results
All the results are shown in terms of SNR penalty at KP4 FEC, with a hard-decision BER threshold
of 2.26 × 10−4 [20]. The SNR varies from 13 to 20 dB. Each simulation is repeated five times to measure
the statistical relevance of the results.
3.1. Hybrid Signal Processing
Figure 6 shows the results comparing the performance of a complete hybrid optoelectronic
structure. Figure 6a compares the optical and electronic equalization, individually. The black curve
(right-side triangle) shows the result without optical or digital signal processing, namely our reference
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system. The blue (circle), purple (square), and dark blue (upside-down triangle) curves are the
ones with only optical pre-processing. We note that increasing the number of stages in the n-stage
SD/SC structure increases the maximum transmission reach. As we better compensate the CD, the
narrow slices are required [21]. Using four-stage SD/SC, a transmission of more than 574 ps/nm of
accumulated CD (35 km of equivalent fiber) is demonstrated with less than 1 dB of SNR penalty at
KP4, compared to a back-to-back transmission. The dark green (star) dashed line curve and yellow
(upper triangle) dashed line curve are the digital processing for MLSE and NN, respectively. It is
worth to point out that the seven-memory MLSE and the NN had similar performance. Using only
electronic processing with an NN equalizer or MLSE, we showed a transmission of 164 ps/nm of
accumulated CD (10 km of equivalent SSMF), considering a 0 dB SNR penalty at KP4 FEC compared
to a back-to-back transmission. A difference between optical and digital performance can be clearly
seen. As the phase is not accessible in the digital domain after the PD, such a difference appears [8].
Figure 6b compares the complete hybrid optoelectronic system with optical equalization only.
The red (asterisk) and grey (diamonds) show the result for the hybrid processing. We note that it is
possible to further mitigate the CD and increase the transmission reach by adding post-processing
in the digital signal part. This post-equalization is mitigating the residual CD of the system. In other
words, instead of adding more stages in the SD/SC structure, which increases the optical complexity,
it is possible to transfer part of this complexity to the digital domain. Figure 6b shows an equivalent
SSMF fiber transmission of 12 km (≈200 ps/nm) for a hybrid one-stage SD/SC module and 25 km
(≈400 ps/nm) for a hybrid two-stage SD/SC module, considering a 0 dB penalty. Another observation
is that the minimum SNR penalty is 0 dB for optical pre-processing, but less than 0 dB for electronic
processing. This indicates that the optical module is trying to compensate only for the CD, while the
electronic one is also trying to mitigate some of the effects of the square-law reception.








1PD + DSP EQ
Optical EQ + 1PD
(a) Comparison between optical
pre-processing and electronic equalization.














(b) Comparison between the complete hybrid
system and optical pre-processing.
Figure 6. Compared performance of the complete hybrid optoelectronic system. The receiver topology
considered in Figure 2 is highlighted inside the parentheses in the legend of the figures.
3.2. Delay and Phase Shift Impact on CD for Hybrid Two-Stage SD/SC
The CD transfer function shows that the modulated signal has a time delay and a phase shift
effect during propagation. In this section, we investigate these effects considering the hybrid two-stage
SD/SC structure.
Figure 7 shows these results. The blue curve (circle) shows the results achieved by applying only
the time delay. The grey curve (diamond) shows the result of applying time delay and phase shift. These
two curves show a similar performance, suggesting that the phase shift is not necessary. By applying
only the phase shift (light green curve-square), instead, the performance worsens compared to using
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only digital equalization (yellow curve-upper triangle). We can, therefore, conclude that delay is the
most significant operation in the hybrid module to mitigate CD.











Delay and phase shift
Only delay
Figure 7. Simulation results to analyze the impact of delay and phase shift in the hybrid two-stage
SD/SC structure. The receiver topology considered in Figure 2 is highlighted inside the parentheses in
the legend of the figure.
3.3. Simplified Hybrid Processing Performance
In this section, we investigate the effects of simplifying the optical module by implicitly
transferring the SC operation to the nonlinear equalizer.
Figure 8 shows a comparison between the two-stage SD/SC and two-stage SD optical modules
in a hybrid topology with an NN (L = 16). Without the SC structure, a two-stage SD module still
mitigates the CD with ≈1.5 dB of the SNR penalty at KP4 FEC. We can also note that in the back-to-back
transmission, there is almost no SNR penalty, which indicates that the NN is being able to regroup the
four signals back into a single one.











Complete optical struct. + NN(L=16)
Simplified optical struct. + NN(L=16)
Figure 8. Simulation results to compare the hybrid two-stage SD/SC and hybrid two-stage SD/SC
modules. The receiver topology considered in Figure 2 is highlighted inside the parentheses in the
legend of the figure.
3.4. Delay Tolerance for Optical Hybrid Processing
One of the challenges of the proposed optical modules was finding the optimal delay to mitigate
the CD. This happened because we used the stochastic gradient descent with adaptive moment
estimation to update the delay and the weights of the NN at the same time. This can make the
convergence process more difficult. To avoid this slow convergence and simultaneously simplify the
optical structure, we investigated the performance of the hybrid systems for a fixed delay at 12 km of
fiber transmission. Figure 9 shows the tolerance to CD in this scenario. The hybrid two-stage SD has a
CD tolerance similar to the case in which the optimal delay is calculated. In other words, almost no
penalty is introduced by fixing the delay. In contrast, the hybrid two-stage SD/SC with fixed delay
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showed lower CD tolerance. This might be an indication that the sensibility in the delay of the full
optical structure (SC/SD) is mainly related to the SC section.
Comparing both modules with a fixed delay and 0 dB SNR penalty at KP4 FEC, the hybrid
two-stage SD/SC shows a transmission of ≈370 ps/nm of accumulated CD (23 km of equivalent
SSMF). The hybrid two-stage SD shows a transmission of ≈300 ps/nm of accumulated CD (18 km of
equivalent SSMF).
Considering only the hybrid two-stage SD, there was no penalty for the distance from 7 to 18
km. Below 7 km, the performance with a fixed delay was higher, which could indicate a missing
interpolation operation from the NN to adapt to a better time delay. For distances from 18 to 23
km, we note that the fixed delay had less penalty. However, the curve with optimal delay showed a
higher standard deviation, which indicates a more difficult convergence for the trainable variables.
Fixing the delay would mean simplifying the convergence for the NN and, for this specific amount
of CD, it showed better performance. Considering the hybrid two-stage SD/SC, we note that there
was no penalty from 8 to 13 km. Outside this range, the penalty increased faster compared to the
optimal delay.









Simplified optical struct. + 16NN
Complete optical struct. + 16NN
Fixed delay @ 12 km
Optimal delay
Figure 9. Simulation results when comparing optimal delay and fixed delay for 12 km of fiber length for
hybrid processing. The receiver topology considered in Figure 2 is highlighted inside the parentheses
in the legend of the figure.
3.5. Impact of the NN in Hybrid Processing
Figure 10 shows the impact of decreasing or increasing the number of neurons in the hidden layer
for the NN. Figure 10a,b show the results for the hybrid two-stage SD/SC and hybrid two-stage SD,
respectively. The delay is fixed considering a 12 km transmission. As a reference, a hybrid two-stage
SD/SC with 16 neurons in the hidden layer with optimal delay is shown.










(a) two-stage SD/SC optical structure.










(b) two-stage SD optical structure.
Figure 10. Analyzing number of neurons for the digital equalization in the hybrid structure.
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Figure 10a shows that between 8 and 16 neurons is the optimal number of neurons in the hidden
layer. For less than 8 neurons, the SNR penalty increases. For more than 16 we cannot see significant
improvements. Although the NN could potentially find and adjust the optimal required delay, this is
not happening even by increasing the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Increasing the number
of neurons makes the convergence process more difficult. Figure 10b also shows that the ideal
number of neurons in the hidden layer is also between 8 and 16. Similar behavior as Figure 10a
for using less or more neurons is repeated here. Even considering the SNR penalty, using fewer
neurons is still a possibility for the inter-data center scenario, because of the reduced complexity of the
nonlinear equalizer.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we showed a tuneable hybrid signal processing system to increase the maximum
transmission reach for a DD system. Considering only the optical part of the hybrid module (n-stage
SD/SC), we demonstrated that adjusting only the delay in the middle of the optical structure was
sufficient to mitigate the CD. The more transmission reach was desired, the more optical complex
structure is required. Using a four-stage SD/SC, a transmission of more than 574 ps/nm of accumulated
CD (35 km of equivalent SSMF) was demonstrated with less than 1 dB of SNR penalty at KP4, compared
to a back-to-back transmission.
Using only electronic processing with an NN equalizer or MLSE, we showed a transmission with
164 ps/nm (10 km of equivalent SSMF) of accumulated CD, in the same scenario. Adding the NN
equalizer as post-processing in the hybrid module, we transferred part of the complexity from the
optical to the electronic domain. For a one-stage hybrid module (one-stage SD/SC + NN (L = 16)),
we showed a CD mitigation of ≈200 ps/nm (12 km of equivalent standard single-mode fiber length).
The tolerance was roughly doubled for a two-stage hybrid module (two-stage SD/SC + NN (L =
16)). Removing the SC from the hybrid structure (two-stage SD + NN (L = 16)) reduced the optical
complexity module without losing the capacity of mitigating the CD. However, there was a ≈1.5 dB
penalty compared to a complete two-stage hybrid module.
A key component to mitigate the CD in the optical modules is the time delay. We showed that it is
possible to keep this delay constant for a specific range of transmission reach and simplify the optical
structure. For the two-stage hybrid module and considering 0 dB SNR penalty at KP4 FEC compared
to a back-to-back transmission, we showed a transmission with an accumulated CD of ≈370 ps/nm
(23 km of equivalent SSMF) using the time delay for a 12 km transmission. For the hybrid two-stage
SD, the proposal module, there was no penalty by fixing the time delay. At the same scenario, we
showed a transmission with accumulated CD of ≈300 ps/nm (18 km of equivalent SSMF). Finally, we
analyzed the required number of neurons in the hidden layer of the NN. For both structures, the ideal
number calculated was between 8 and 16 neurons.
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Abstract: Neural networks (NNs) have been successfully applied to channel equalization for optical
communications. In optical fiber communications, the linear equalizer and the nonlinear equalizer
with traditional structures might be more appropriate than NNs for performing real-time digital
signal processing, owing to its much lower computational complexity. However, the optimization
algorithms of NNs are useful in many optimization problems. In this paper, we propose and
evaluate the tap estimation schemes for the equalizer with traditional structures in optical fiber
communications using the optimization algorithms commonly used in the NNs. The experimental
results show that adaptive moment estimation algorithm and batch gradient descent method perform
well in the tap estimation of equalizer. In conclusion, the optimization algorithms of NNs are useful
in the tap estimation of equalizer with traditional structures in optical communications.
Keywords: neural networks; optical communications; optimization; equalizer; tap estimation
1. Introduction
In recent years, since deep learning has been applied in image recognition, natural language
processing, target tracking, recommendation system, and so on, it is becoming one of the most popular
spots for academic research and industrial application [1]. Neural networks (NNs), as an important
part of deep learning architectures, can approximate complex nonlinear functions. It turns out that
NNs have great potential for solving some intricate problems that cannot be described by analytical
methods easily [2]. Research on NNs for optical communication systems has been increasingly popular
and has started to be successfully used in many optical communication systems. In coherent optical
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing systems, NNs have been tried to mitigate the nonlinear
propagation effects [3,4]. Also, NNs have been implemented in intensity modulation and direct
detection (IM/DD) systems to overcome both the linear and nonlinear distortions. To reach 50 Gb/s
four level pulse amplitude modulations (PAM4) systems over 10 GHz devices, NN was used to
optimize the equalization in the receiver side [5]. 32 GBaud and 40 Gbaud PAM8 IM/DD systems with
NN equalizers were demonstrated [6,7]. NN has been considered to be a good solution for eliminating
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the channel distortion in other communication systems. NN-based equalizers for indoor optical
wireless communications [8], 170 Mb/s visible light communications system [9] and modulation
format identification in heterogeneous fiber-optic networks were proposed [10]. As a promising type
of recurrent neural network, reservoir computing in all-optical implementation enables high-speed
signal processing and can set the framework for a new generation of hardware for computing and
future optical networks [11].
Although the use of NNs can often bring good results, the high computational complexity of
NNs is a problem that cannot be ignored. Generally speaking, the computational complexity of simple
multilayer perceptron NN-based equalizers is higher than that of the traditional linear feed-forward
equalizer (FFE) and even the Volterra nonlinear equalizer [7,12], not to mention the NNs with more
complex structures, such as long short-term memory NN or convolutional NN. The cost of training
a NN is very high in terms of computational complexity and size of the training set, which might
be not well-suited for some communication systems to perform real-time digital signal processing.
Furthermore, there are dangers of overestimating the performance gain when applying NN in systems
with pseudo-random bit sequences (PRBS) or with limited memory depths [13]. The use of PRBS
may lead to overestimation of the NN performance. However, this issue is beyond the scope of this
paper, so it is not discussed here. There is a trade-off between the accuracy and the number of training
samples used in the training process for NNs [14]. Since it is believed that more data beats better
algorithm [15], scientists in the field of artificial intelligence always use large-scale training data sets to
train NNs. As a result, many efficient optimization algorithms have been proposed to ensure fast and
stable convergence of minimizing the error function of the NNs models [16–18].
Many problems in many fields of science and engineering can be converted into the
optimization problems of maximizing or minimizing objective functions by adjusting the parameters.
Gradient-based optimization algorithms are the most commonly used optimization methods in these
fields but not the exclusive tools of NN research. The optimization algorithms mainly include the
first- and second-order optimization algorithms [19]. However, there are two main limitations in the
second-order optimization algorithm, such as Newton’s method and its variants. One limitation of
the second-order optimization algorithms is that the cost function must be smooth, and the second
derivatives are available or numerical approximation is achievable. Another limitation is that the
Hessian matrix must be positive definite, and its dimension had better not be too large, taking
the computational load into consideration [20]. Thus, the first-order gradient-based optimization
algorithms, i.e., gradient descent and its variants are widely used in deep learning problems [21].
If the first partial derivatives of the cost function are available with respect to parameters,
the gradient descent method is a very effective optimization method. To properly adjust the parameters,
in every training iteration, the optimization algorithm calculates a gradient vector. Then the parameters
is changed in the opposite direction of the gradient vector. It is worth noting that the commonly
used tap estimation algorithms in time-domain equalizers (TDE) with the traditional structures, i.e.,
least mean square (LMS) and recursive least square algorithms, are based on first-order gradient of
the cost function. Therefore, it is very possible to optimize the TDE with traditional structure by
using gradient descent and its variants. In optical communications, especially short-reach optical
communications, the distortion models are almost certain. The traditional TDE have been widely
applied in optical communication systems and achieved good performance. Therefore, NNs are not
always required in some communication systems with deterministic distortion models, taking the cost
of training into consideration. In this paper, we propose and evaluate the tap estimation schemes for the
equalizer with traditional structures in optical fiber communications using the optimization algorithms
commonly used in the NNs. The experimental results show that adaptive moment estimation algorithm
and batch gradient descent method perform well in the tap estimation of equalizer. In conclusion,
the optimization algorithms of NNs are useful in the tap estimation of equalizer with traditional
structures in optical communications.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first review the mathematical model
of FFE. Section 3 presents the principle of the proposed tap estimation schemes using optimization
algorithms of NNs. The experimental setup is described in Section 4 and the detailed results and
discussions are provided in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Optimization Problems of Equalizers with Traditional Structures
Since linear transfer function can be generated by the FFE with the feature of easy implementation,
it played a very significant role in compensating the channel impairments [22,23]. As depicted in
Figure 1, the optimal tap coefficients are estimated by the optimization algorithms. As an application
of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method , LMS algorithm aims to minimize the current square







xj−i+1 × ωi − yt)2 (1)
where N is the number of taps and ωi is the tap coefficient, for i = 1, 2, ..., N. In addition, xj is the
received signal.
Figure 1. Schematic of an FFE with N taps.
3. Optimization Algorithms for Equalizers with Traditional Structures
3.1. BGD Method
There are three variants of gradient descent, including SGD, batch gradient descent (BGD) and
mini-batch gradient descent (Mini-BGD) [21]. The main difference is that they use different number of
training sample every training iteration. SGD updates the gradient of error function with respect to the
only one training sample, while BGD uses all training samples to perform the parameters updating
every iteration. To solve the problem of sharp increase in computation by using all samples every
iteration in BGD, partial training samples are used in Mini-BGD every iteration. However, different
from deep learning training, which requires large-scale training set, in practical communication
systems, it is necessary to use as few training samples as possible. As a result, there is no need to adopt
Mini-BGD but using BGD directly with a relatively small batch size. BGD method aims to minimize












xj−i+1 × ωi − yt)2 (2)
where M is the total number of training samples. BGD method using gradients for all training samples
to perform just one update of tap coefficients and thus it is a global optimization algorithm. For better





M − N + 1 (Rω − Y)
T(Rω − Y) (3)
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where ω = [ ω1 ω2 . . . ωN ]T is the tap coefficient vector of the FFE and Y =
[ yN yN+1 . . . yM ]T is the desired training vector. The (M − N + 1)-by-N training matrix R




xN xN−1 . . . x1





xM xM−1 . . . xM−N+1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4)
where xj are the received training samples, for j = 1, 2, ..., M. Gradient of MSE with respect with tap
coefficient can be calculated as
g(ω) =
2
M − N + 1 R
T(Rω − Y). (5)
BGD method updates tap coefficient vector ω in the opposite direction of the gradient, which can
be expressed as
ωt = ωt−1 − θ × g(ωt−1) (6)
where θ is a positive step size and subscript t denotes t-th iteration.
NN researchers have long realized the fact that step size is one of the most difficult
hyper-parameters to determine but it is critical to model performance and training costs. Then the
following three adaptive step size optimization algorithms are successively proposed for NNs.
These algorithms can also be used in tap estimation of equalizers with traditional structures.
3.2. AdaGrad
AdaGrad optimization algorithm scales the step sizes of all tap coefficients inversely proportional
to cumulative squared gradient [16]. The cumulative squared gradient can be expressed as
rt = rt−1 + g(ωt−1)	 g(ωt−1) (7)
where the cumulative squared gradient is initialized as N-by-1 zeros vector and 	 denotes the
Hadamard product. Gradient can be calculated from Equation (5) and tap coefficients are updated by
ωt = ωt−1 − θδ +√rt−1 	 g(ωt−1) (8)
where a small value δ is used for numerical stability.
3.3. RMSProp
RMSprop is an unpublished, adaptive learning rate optimization algorithm [17]. By changing the
cumulative gradient into an exponentially weighted moving average, RMSProp algorithm is derived
from AdaGrad algorithm. Compared to AdaGrad, a new hyper-parameter ρ is added to control the
scale of the moving average, which can be expressed as
rt = ρ × rt−1 + (1 − ρ)× g(ωt−1)	 g(ωt−1). (9)
Tap coefficients are also updated as by Equation (8).
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3.4. Adam
Adaptive moment estimation (Adam), obtains individual adaptive step sizes for each tap
coefficients from estimates of first and second moments of the gradients [18]. The biased first and
second moment estimates mt and vt of g(ωt) are initialized as zeros vector, which are updated as
mt = β1 × mt−1 + (1 − β1)× g(ωt), (10)
vt = β2 × vt−1 + (1 − β2)× g(ωt)	 g(ωt) (11)
where β1 and β2 are set to 0.9 and 0.999, respectively. However, they are biased towards zero, especially











Tap coefficients are also updated by






The performance of the optimization algorithms of NNs that introduced to FFE are investigated
by a 129-Gbit/s optical PAM8 system. The Figure 2 shows the experimental setups. At the transmitter,
the input bits are first modulated to PAM8 symbols. After added 2000 training samples and 120
synchronized tokens, the digital PAM8 frames are uploaded into a digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
with 86-GSa/s sampling rate and 16-GHz 3-dB bandwidth to generate electrical PAM8 frames. There
are 82,360 PAM8 symbols per frames and the symbol rate of electrical PAM8 frames is 43 GBaud.
A 40-Gbit/s electro-absorption integrated laser modulator (EML) modulates the electrical PAM8 frames
to generate the optical PAM8 frames. Next, the generated optical PAM8 signals are launched into
2-km standard single-mode fiber (SSMF). At the receiver, received optical power (ROP) of the signals
is adjusted by a variable optical attenuator (VOA). Then the received optical signals are converted
into electrical signals by a photodiode (PD). The electrical signals are converted into digital signals
by a real-time oscilloscope (RTO) with sampling rate of 80 GSa/s and 3-dB bandwidth of 36 GHz.
Finally, off-line processing is implemented to deal with the digital signals, including re-sampling,
synchronization, equalization using the FFE with optimization algorithms of NNs, post filter, maximum
likelihood sequence detection (MLSD), PAM8 demodulation. The tap number of FFE is set to 101.
After equalization, the high-frequency noise is amplified, which greatly degrades the performance of
the system. So, a two-tap post filter is adopted to suppress the amplified high-frequency noise [25,26].
Furthermore, a known ISI is introduced by the post filter unavoidably, but it can be eliminated by
MLSD based on Viterbi algorithm [27,28].
Figure 2. Block diagram of 129-Gbit/s optical PAM8 system. TS, training samples; DAC,
digital-to-analog converter; EML, electro-absorption modulator integrated laser; SSMF, standard
single-mode fiber; VOA, variable optical attenuator; PD, photodiode; RTO, real-time oscilloscope;
Sync, Synchronization.
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5. Results and Discussion
In this section, experiment results based on the setup described above are presented and the
discussions are also provided. Figure 3 depicts the MSE curves of optimization algorithms versus
iteration at ROP of −1 dBm after 2-km SSMF transmission. The iteration numbers of all these
optimization algorithms are 120 times. It is clear that after 120 iteration, the MSE curves of using BGD
method and Adam algorithm is lower than those of AdaGrad and RMSProp algorithms, which need
more iterations to minimize the MSE. The MSE curve of BGD method drops rapidly and steadily
because BGD method updates the tap coefficients at the gradient direction. Although the MSE curve
of Adam algorithm fluctuates, it drops more quickly. The reason is that it does not update the tap
coefficients at the gradient direction but it computes adaptive step size for different tap coefficients
from estimates of first and second moments of gradients. It is obvious that tap estimation of FFE using
Adam algorithm converges to a lower value of MSE than the other three algorithms. As can be seen
from the insets, the diagrams of using BGD method and Adam algorithm are slightly clearer than those
of using AdaGrad and RMSProp algorithms, which indicates that BGD method and Adam algorithm
may be more effective in tap estimation of FFE.
Figure 3. MSE curves of different optimization algorithms applied to 129-Gbit/s optical PAM8 system at
ROP of −1 dBm after 2-km SSMF transmission. (a) BGD method; (b) AdaGrad algorithm; (c) RMSProp
algorithm; and (d) Adam algorithm. Insets are eye diagrams of the equalized signals using the
corresponding optimization algorithm.
The bit error rate (BER) performance of 129-Gbit/s PAM8 system versus ROPs at back-to-back
(BTB) and 2-km transmission are shown in Figure 4, which can indicate the effectiveness of applying
the optimization algorithms of NNs to tap estimation of traditional TDE. As shown in Figure 4a,
after BTB transmission, 129-Gbit/s PAM8 system using the above four optimization algorithms have
almost the same BER performance. At ROP of −5 dBm, the BER performance is below 7% forward
error correction (FEC) limit. Moreover, after 2-km transmission, the BER performance of the system
using AdaGrad and RMSProp algorithms are also almost same and below 7% FEC limit when the ROP
is greater than or equal to −2 dBm. However, the BER performance of using BGD method is better
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than those of using AdaGrad and RMSProp algorithms. Although it is believed that AdaGrad and
RMSProp algorithms are effective and practical in deep learning [29], for tap estimation of equalizer in
the communication system, it seems that BGD method is better than them in terms of BER performance
and computational complexity. The reason may be that these two algorithms are proposed to solve the
sparse gradients of the NN and are not particularly superior in the traditional equalizer with simple
structure [18]. It is empirically shown that Adam algorithm is usually better than other optimization
algorithms in deep learning [18]. In this experiment, Adam also performs better than the other three
optimization algorithms. The BER performance of using Adam algorithm is slightly better than that
of BGD method and the ROP of using Adam algorithm is more than 1 dB lower than those of using
AdaGrad and RMSProp algorithms at the 7% FEC limit. Therefore, the net rate of the system is
117 Gbit/s (3 × 43× 80,240/82,360/(1 + 7%) ≈ 117 Gbit/s).
Figure 4. BER performance of 129-Gbit/s PAM8 system versus ROPs at BTB (a) and 2-km transmission
(b) with FFE, post filter, and MLSD. FFE employs BGD (blue triangle), AdaGrad (green rhombus),
RMSProp (orange square) and Adam (purple circle), respectively.
Next, the robustness of applying these algorithms to tap estimation of traditional TDE is going to
be discussed. Just like LMS algorithm, trial and error is usually required to determine the effective
step size of these optimization algorithms, to lead to satisfaction of fast and stable convergence of
the tap estimation [30]. As a result, the range of effective step size plays an important role in the
robustness of an optimization algorithm. In a general way, the wider the effective step size range
of an optimization algorithm is, the better the robustness of the algorithm is. As shown in Figure 5,
different optimization algorithms have different effective step sizes and ranges. In this experiment,
for BGD method, AdaGrad, RMSProp, and Adam algorithms, the optimal step sizes are about 0.013,
0.3, 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. In general, when the step size is too large, they may not converge or
even diverge; but when the step size is too small, they require a lot of iteration [29]. The effective
ranges of step size of these four algorithms are respectively about 0.01, 0.87, 0.03 and 7.50. It is obvious
that the effective step size range of BGD method is significantly narrower than that of the other three
algorithms, because they are adaptive step size algorithms, which improve the robustness of the
algorithms at the cost of increasing computational complexity. It is worth noting that Adam algorithm
not only has the best BER performance, but also has the widest effective step size range, which means
that it is more robust. Their effective ranges of step size in ascending order are as follows, BGD <
RMSProp < AdaGrad  Adam.
Finally, we analyze the computational complexity per iteration of the above optimization
algorithms using in tap estimation. As shown in Table 1, BGD method has the lowest computational
complexity, i.e., the minimum number of addition (Add.), multiplication (Mul.) operations and
square root (Sqrt.) calculations. Although Adam algorithm has the highest computational complexity
compared to the other three algorithms, the difference among them is not obvious. Their complexity in
ascending order are as follows, BGD < AdaGrad < RMSProp < Adam.
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Figure 5. BER versus step size for 129-Gbit/s optical PAM8 system with different optimization
algorithms at ROP of −1 dBm after 2-km SSMF transmission. (a) BGD method; (b) AdaGrad algorithm;
(c) RMSprop algorithm; and (d) Adam algorithm.
Table 1. Computational complexity per iteration of optimization algorithms of NNs introduced to tap
estimation of traditional equalizer.
BGD AdaGrad RMSProp Adam
Add. (2N − 1)(M − N + 1) (2N − 1)(M − N + 1) +N (2N − 1)(M − N + 1) +N (2N − 1)(M − N + 1) +2N
Mul. N[2(M − N + 1) + 1] N[2(M − N + 1) + 3] N[2(M − N + 1) + 5] N[2(M − N + 1) + 9]
Sqrt. 0 N N N
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose and evaluate the tap estimation schemes for the traditional TDE
in optical fiber communications using the optimization algorithms commonly used in the NNs.
The experimental results show that the optimization algorithms of NNs are also useful in tap estimation
of optical communication system. BER performance of 129-Gbit/s PAM8 optical communication
system adopting BGD method, AdaGrad, RMSProp, and Adam algorithms are all below 3.8 × 10−3.
It is also shown that Adam algorithm and BGD method perform better in the tap estimation of
equalizer. Although Adam algorithm has the highest computational complexity compared to the
other three algorithms, its performance is best and it is most robust with the effective step size
range of ∼7.50. BGD method performs better than AdaGrad and RMSProp algorithms and it is
more straightforward to implement, but it is less robust with the effective step size range of ∼0.01.
In conclusion, the optimization algorithms of NNs are useful in the tap estimation of equalizer with
traditional structures in optical communications.
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Abstract: A support vector machine (SVM) based detection is applied to different equalization
schemes for a data center interconnect link using coherent 64 GBd 64-QAM over 100 km standard
single mode fiber (SSMF). Without any prior knowledge or heuristic assumptions, the SVM is able
to learn and capture the transmission characteristics from only a short training data set. We show
that, with the use of suitable kernel functions, the SVM can create nonlinear decision thresholds
and reduce the errors caused by nonlinear phase noise (NLPN), laser phase noise, I/Q imbalances
and so forth. In order to apply the SVM to 64-QAM we introduce a binary coding SVM, which
provides a binary multiclass classification with reduced complexity. We investigate the performance
of this SVM and show how it can improve the bit-error rate (BER) of the entire system. After
100 km the fiber-induced nonlinear penalty is reduced by 2 dB at a BER of 3.7 × 10−3. Furthermore,
we apply a nonlinear Volterra equalizer (NLVE), which is based on the nonlinear Volterra theory,
as another method for mitigating nonlinear effects. The combination of SVM and NLVE reduces
the large computational complexity of the NLVE and allows more accurate compensation of nonlinear
transmission impairments.
Keywords: digital signal processing; support vector machines; BCSVM; nonlinear equalization;
coherent detection
1. Introduction
The use of machine learning techniques in optical communication networks is currently a popular
research topic [1]. Among the various algorithms for machine learning the support vector machine
(SVM) can provide a powerful way of learning nonlinear functions. Besides noise, optical data
transmission is also affected by linear and nonlinear impairments. Using coherent detection at
the receiver, linear effects like chromatic dispersion can be successfully post-compensated by digital
signal processing (DSP). Compensation can be done through a finite impulse response filter, also known
as feed-forward equalizer (FFE). In case of long transmission distances, a separate electronic dispersion
compensation (EDC) [2] is usually implemented, since otherwise too many coefficients for the adaptive
FFE structure are required. With an increasing launch power, nonlinear effects additionally occur.
For single-carrier transmission self-phase modulation (SPM), caused by the Kerr effect and nonlinear
phase noise (NLPN), which results from the interaction between the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise of inline optical amplifiers and SPM can be regarded as the most limiting nonlinear
distortions [3]. These impairments cannot be compensated with conventional FFE structures. Previous
approaches for the compensation of these nonlinear impairments focused on replacing the FFE by
a nonlinear Volterra equalizer (NLVE) [4] or, if the fiber parameters are known, to replace the EDC with
a digital backpropagation algorithm to compensate for linear and nonlinear effects simultaneously [5].
After using these methods, a signal detection with conventional linear decision thresholds takes place.
Another approach for the compensation of nonlinear effects is an extended signal detection where
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the decision thresholds are adjusted to the disturbed constellations. In other words, the equalization
problem is defined as a classification task. To solve this problem suitable algorithms such as expectation
maximization (EM) [6,7], k-means algorithm (KMA) [8,9], neural network [10] or SVM [11] can be
found in the large field of machine learning algorithms.
The advantage of extended signal detection by SVM is already emphasized in references [3,12–14].
In order to investigate exclusively the influence of nonlinearities such as NLPN or SPM, the influence
of dispersion has been neglected deliberately in the past [3,12]. The absence of dispersion means that
the interaction between dispersion and nonlinearities is not investigated. Thus, it should be examined
whether these equalization techniques work equally well in dispersion influenced transmission.
In this paper we apply the SVM algorithm to a 64-QAM based coherent optical data center
interconnect transmission system to mitigate nonlinear impairments after 100 km transmission
distance, including the influence of dispersion. We numerically investigate, for the first time of
our knowledge, the impact of different combinations of equalizer (FFE, NLVE) with various detection
structures (SVM, KMA). Additionally, we show that the combination of SVM and NLVE can reduce
the computational complexity of the NLVE and that this combination allows a more accurate
compensation of the impairments that arise in an optical transmission system that is operated in
the nonlinear regime.
2. Theoretical Analysis
2.1. Support Vector Machine
The support vector machine is a commonly used algorithm to classify data sets with binary
output values. The method derived by Vladimir Vapnik is mainly based on the basics of statistical
learning theory and applies the quadratic optimization problem to distinguish two classes in a feature
space [15]. The training is done with a training set S of length N and consists of the input data xi
and binary classified data yi:
S = (x1, y1), ..., (xn, yn), xi ∈ Rn, yi ∈ ±1 (1)
In order to separate the input features, a hyperplane h(x) is calculated by a quadratic optimization
problem. To allow more general decision surfaces, the input data is mapped to a higher dimensional
feature space, that is, φ(x) ∈ Rm, where the data is linearly separable. The SVM classifies an estimation
according to
ŷ = sign{wTφ(x) + b}, (2)
where w and b are an orthogonal vector to h(x) and a bias term, respectively, which are determined
in a training process. The optimal hyperplane is found, if the margin—smallest distance between
the hyperplane and any of the samples—is maximized [3,16].
The mentioned optimization problem distinguishes two classes whose feature vectors are located
in an ideally delimitable area. If there are strong deviations of individual data points in the training
set, for example, if a data point is located in the area of the contrary class, it is not possible to separate
the data successfully. The problem can be solved by using a soft margin classifier. This enables
a tolerance against data anomalies. For this purpose the optimization problem is extended by an error











yi(wTφ(x) + b ≥ 1 − ξi) (4)
ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., N. (5)
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The basic algorithm of the SVM has been formulated in terms of scalar products in the feature
space F. According to Mercer’s theorem the intensive calculation in the higher dimensional space can
be significantly reduced by a suitable kernel function K(x, xi) = φ(x) · φ(xi) [16]. With the use of
different kernels, diverse problems can be solved, which opens up a wide variety of SVM learning
machines. In case of M-QAM transmission, the radial base function (RBF) is the most suitable kernel
and is defined by
K(x, xi) = exp(−γ||x − xi||2) (6)
with the kernel parameter γ > 0 [16].
SVM-based Detection
For coherent optical communications systems, the modulation format M-QAM is usually selected.
To be able to process the signals at the receiver by using an SVM, each cluster of the signal constellation
represents one class, for example, 16-QAM consists of 16 classes. Since the SVM is fundamentally
a binary classifier, an extension of the SVM structure is required. Various methods have been proposed
for combining multiple binary SVMs in order to build a multi-class SVM. Common methods to extend
the SVM are the one-vs-one (OVO), one-vs-all (OVA) and binary-coding SVM (BCSVM) or also called
M-ary SVM [15]. The OVO principle is based on the comparison of two different classes from the entire
set of all classes. If a data set contains N different classes, then N(N − 1)/2 different binary SVMs
are trained. For the concluding decision a voting procedure is used and the class with the highest
vote is detected. In the OVA scheme the data of one class is separated from the complete data of all
remaining N − 1 classes. Thus, N SVMs are trained. At the end, the class with the highest vote is
detected. For communication systems, the BCSVM is the most appropriate choice. The symbols or
classes are already labelled in binary format, enabling each individual bit to be modelled with one
conventional SVM. For M-QAM log2(M) SVMs are required.
Figure 1a shows the principle of the BCSVM for 16-QAM. The respective SVMs are color-coded
with the corresponding bits. Figure 1b illustrates the processing structure. The complex input vector
xrx contains the received symbols divided into real and imaginary parts. Training is done according to
the transmitted bit sequence y. The separating hyperplane of each SVM is determined by quadratic
programming during training [3].






Figure 1. Binary Coding Support Vector Machine (BCSVM) nonlinear classification using four support
vector machines (SVMs) [3]: (a) Coding and classification scheme for BCSVM based detection and
(b) the processing structure for BCSVM used for 16-QAM signal detection.
The output of the binary SVM array is an estimation of the transmitted bit sequence
ŷ = [ŷ1, ŷ2, ŷ3, ŷ4] . Consequently, the received signal is classified and demodulated at the same time.
Figure 2 exemplarily shows an iteration of the training process of the presented methods. The data
points of the two opposite classes are colored red or blue. It can be seen, that the OVA and BCSVM
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method, in contrast to the OVO, take into account all data points in each iteration step. This may
result in a significant computational complexity, if too much training data is used. However, the OVO
method requires significantly more iterations steps than the other methods [17].
( )a ( )c( )b
Figure 2. Illustration of one iteration during training for (a) OVO, (b) OVA and (c) BCSVM methods in
case of 16-QAM transmission. The opposite classes are marked in red and blue and the corresponding
hyperplane is indicated by the dashed line.
During the training process it is necessary to adapt certain parameters of the optimization problem
to the characteristics of the input data. The aim is to avoid over- or underfitted systems, which leads to
a significantly reduced classification accuracy [12]. The adaptation and verification is implemented
using the two optimization algorithms Grid-Search and Cross Validation [12,18]. In the optimization
process, 70% of the training data is used for training and 30% for validation.
2.2. Nonlinear Volterra Equalizer
The principle of the NLVE is based on the theory of the Volterra series, which is an important
tool for the analysis of nonlinear systems and provides a complete description of the channel
nonlinearity [19,20]. The realization can be done either in the frequency domain or entirely in the time























where xn and yn are the complex-valued filter input and output of the equalizer at the time index n, Ni
is the memory length of the i-th order and ev, ev,l , ev,l,m are the equalizer coefficients. The first term of
Equation (7) represents a linear filter, whereas the others are nonlinear.
The coefficients can be estimated using the minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion.
The dimension of the model grows rapidly, as can be seen from the total number of coefficients given by
Nt = N1 + N2(N2 + 1)/2 + N23 (N3 + 1)/2. (8)
According to Equation (7) we choose the notation NLVE[N1,N2,N3] as full description of
the Volterra filter. In this case N1-N3 represents the memory length of the 1st–3rd order of the NLVE.
3. Simulation Setup
The proposed techniques are subsequently thoroughly evaluated in numerical simulations
for a 64 GBd 64-QAM system. For simulation purposes we will initially restrict ourselves to
a single-polarization system but it can be extended straight forward to a dual-polarization system.
A schematic of the general setup is given in Figure 3. A 216 randomly generated bit sequence,
using the MATLAB R2018a (9.4.0.813654) rand function, is mapped to the 64-QAM symbols. The digital
to analog conversion is modelled as a root-raised cosine pulse shaping filter with roll-off factor β = 0.3.
The symbols are modulated on the carrier (wavelength λc = 1550 nm) via an I/Q MZ-modulator.
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The linewidth of the laser is set to zero. The modulated optical signal is coupled into the fiber after it is
amplified by the erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) with a noise figure (NF) of 5 dB.
I/Q Imbalance
2·f






















Figure 3. Simulation setup of the 64 Gbd 64-QAM single-polarization coherent optical simulation
system including two different setups for the link. By using the setup (a) a B2B transmission with noise
loading is examined. The setup (b) consists of a 100 km SSMF transmission with subsequent electronic
dispersion compensation (EDC) to investigate a dispersion uncompensated link.
In order to investigate the performance of the enhanced detection algorithms, two types of
communication systems are modeled. The link setup (a) is used to test a back-to-back (B2B)
scenario, that is, no transmission link was simulated. The setup (b) is used to examine a dispersion
uncompensated link, where the dispersion is compensated by DSP at the end of the transmission.
The parameters for the SSMF are given by the attenuation coefficient α = 0.2 dB/km, the dispersion
coefficient D = 17 ps/(nm·km), dispersion slope S = 0.06 ps/(nm2·km) and the nonlinear coefficient
γ = 1.3 (W·km)−1. For a complete compensation of span loss an EDFA (NF = 5 dB) is applied.
After transmission a Gaussian optical filter with 90 GHz bandwidth is used to reduce ASE noise.
The received signal is detected by a coherent receiver and downsampled to 128 GS/s. After matched
filtering an ideal EDC is used to compensate for dispersion. After the equalization stage, which
consists of either an FFE, an NLVE or no equalizer at all (w/o), the signal is downsampled to symbol
frequency and detected. Detection and demodulation is performed either linear by using conventional
linear decision thresholds and demapping, here called linear detection (LD), or by machine learning
algorithms such as SVM or KMA [8,9]. System performance is evaluated by BER. The hard-decision
forward error correction (HD-FEC) limit is assumed to be 3.7 × 10−3. We examine the suitability
of the SVM as a classifier and combine the mentioned equalizer schemes with the SVM to achieve
the maximum gain of the machine learning algorithm.
Since more coefficients require more training symbols, increasing the number of coefficients
without adjusting the number of training symbols might decrease the performance. Thus, for a correct
adjustment of the Volterra equalizer it is necessary to determine the optimal number of coefficients
and training symbols. For the further investigations the training length of 2048 symbols and memory
lengths of NLVE[4,2,5] was determined after optimization.
4. Results and Discussion
Initially the behavior of SVM against I/Q imbalances was examined. In an I/Q modulator,
the ideal phase shift between the I- and Q-branch is 90◦. Due to physical imperfections of the system
components and the non-perfect tuning of the π/2 phase shift, amplitudes and phase mismatches may
occur. These I/Q imbalances may considerably disturb the signal constellation [21]. We investigate
the I/Q imbalances in a B2B scenario according to Figure 3a at an optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR)
of 28 dB, where the signal is disturbed at the transmitter side. The amplitude mismatch is set to 0.125
and the phase mismatch is varied between 0◦ and 30◦. To cope with these imperfections, we examine
the performance of the BCSVM and the OVA-SVM and compare them to LD. In order to compare
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the SVM with other enhanced detection techniques, the KMA is added to this comparison. The training
length of the respective SVMs and KMA is set to 1024 symbols. Moreover, the number of iterations for
KMA is set to 5.
Figure 4 shows the performance of the various detection methods depending on the transmitter
I/Q imbalances. As expected, detection by machine learning algorithms is more robust against
I/Q imbalances compared to LD. For low phase mismatch, the performance of the two enhanced
detection techniques seems similar. However, above 12◦ phase mismatch the KMA’s performance
rapidly deteriorates. For SVM a decline in performance can be observed above 20 ◦ phase mismatch.
Compared with OVA-SVM, the BCSM achieves slightly better performance, which is in the range
of 1 × 10−4.





Figure 4. Simulations results in case of transmitter I/Q imbalances. BER vs. phase mismatch for
an amplitude mismatch of 0.125 and 28 dB OSNR.
It should be mentioned that SVM and KMA are two completely different procedures. The SVM
has already been introduced as classification algorithm in Section 2.1. The KMA, in contrast, belongs
to a cluster-based detection. The training of KMA is iterative and unsupervised, while the training
of the SVM is supervised. The KMA is initialized with the centers of the cluster. Therefore, it is
necessary to know how many clusters are present and where the centers are approximately expected.
If the actual cluster is too far away from the expected cluster, the KMA is no longer able to separate
the clusters correctly. This can be seen for example in the constellation of the KMA at 17.5 ◦ phase
mismatch, where the field at the top right has been assigned to about two full constellation points.
Although the centers of the clusters are updated in each iteration. This effect may also occur in case of
a phase rotation induced by SPM. Furthermore, the KMA is only a linear algorithm in essence, while
the SVM is a nonlinear classifier due to the usage of kernels. Accordingly, the KMA is unsuitable for
highly complex and nonlinear data distributions and is therefore no longer used as comparison in
the following investigations.
Regarding the visualization of the decision thresholds, the different working principles of
the algorithms can be observed. Based on the RBF kernel, the SVM calculates significantly rounder
and softer decision thresholds than the KMA. Additionally, a difference between the multi-class
methods of the SVM can be seen. Therefore, we would like to point out at this point that besides
the selection of the kernel also the choice of the SVM multi-class method may have a more or less
significant influence on the results.
Next, we include the fiber in our simulations. To evaluate the ability of the SVM to compensate
nonlinear impairments in the 100 km setup for different launch powers, we compare the nonlinear
detection by SVM with an FFE and an NLVE. To distort the 64-QAM constellation we set the modulation
depth of the modulator to m = Vpp/Vπ = 2.2 and generated an I/Q imbalance with 5% phase
deviation from 90◦. The number of training symbols for SVM is set to 1024.
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The BER as a function of the launch power after 100 km dispersion uncompensated transmission is
shown in Figure 5. The launch power of the 64-QAM signal ranges from −6 to +12 dBm. We investigate
different combinations of equalizers and detection techniques. Figure 5a first presents the results for
FFE[1] and NLVE[4,2,5] in conjunction with LD. In addition, the red curve shows a detection based on
SVM only without any previously inserted equalizer. It can be seen that a nonlinear detection with
SVM only is already quite powerful. Here, the lowest BER is achieved by SVM at 3 dBm launch power,
which is about six times lower than the BER using the FFE. Up to 4 dBm the best results can be achieved
with SVM detection. Above 4 dBm nonlinear effects dominate and the optimally configured NLVE
shows the best performance while the SVM is not as good as the NLVE but still better than the FFE.
The launch power to stay below HD-FEC can be increased by 2 dB, if NLVE[4,2,5] is used and by 1 dB
if the SVM is used compared to FFE[1]. If an FFE[1] or NLVE[4,2,5] is now added before the SVM,
the overall system performance can be improved significantly, as shown in Figure 5b,c. Especially
the combination of NLVE[4,2,5] and SVM further minimizes the BER significantly as can be seen in
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Figure 5. BER as a function of the launch power at 100 km dispersion unmanaged transmission: (a) shows
equalization by FFE[1] and NLVE[4,2,5] combined with LD and only SVM detection. (b) shows the combined
structure FFE[1] and SVM and (c) shows the combination NLVE[4,2,5] with SVM.
The optimum setting for the NLVE is given by NLVE[4,2,5]. So, the total number of NLVE
coefficients sums up to Nt = 82, according to Equation (8). The majority of coefficients belongs to
the third order of the NLVE. Therefore, in our further investigations we have reduced the number of
delay elements in the third order to N3 = 3. Consequently, the number of coefficients is decreased
from 75 to 18 (74%). Figure 6 shows the obtained BER as a function of the launch power for the optimal
and reduced NLVE. The SVM is trained with 1024 and the NLVE with 2048 symbols. It can be seen
that further reducing the coefficients of the NLVE leads to a decline of the overall system performance.
To stay below the HD-FEC, the launch power is reduced by 1 dB in case of NLVE[3,2,3] and LD
compared to the NLVE[4,2,5] and LD. Furthermore, NLVE[4,2,3] is continuously worse than a detection
by SVM only. By combining the reduced NLVE[4,2,3] and the SVM, it can be observed that better
results are achieved compared to the optimally adjusted NLVE[4,2,5] and LD. At 3 dBm launch power,
the BER of NLVE[4,2,3] and LD (green dashed line) is 1.2 × 10−4 and can be reduced to 1 × 10−5 by
SVM (orange dashed line).
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Figure 6. BER as a function of the launch power at 100 km for NLVE equalization with optimal
and reduced number of coefficients in combination with SVM based detection.
Finally, we examined the impact of the number of training symbols on the performance of
the NLVE and the SVM. The obtained results are presented in Figure 7 including the investigations for
the NLVE with optimal and reduced coefficients in combination with LD and SVM based nonlinear
detection plus a single detection only by SVM. We increased the number of training symbols from 512
to 3584 at 5 dBm launch power. The main improvement is observed after an increase from 512 to 1024
symbols for all investigated structures.
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Figure 7. (a) Shows the BER as function of the number of training symbols for 100 km dispersion
unmanaged transmission at 5 dBm launch power. (b) Shows the the corresponding constellation
diagram for NLVE[4,2,5] & SVM trained with 1024 symbols and (c) Shows the constellation diagram
for NLVE[4,2,5] & SVM trained with 3072 symbols.
The training of the SVM is based on the classes that are included in the classification task.
To ensure that the SVM can learn and capture link properties from ony a small amount of training
data [12], it is important, that besides a sufficient number of training symbols all classes are uniformly
distributed in the training set. For example, with the amount of 512 training symbols and 64 different
classes it is not guaranteed that each class is included in the training data, if a randomly generated
training sequence is used. Concerning the NLVE, the training is based on the amount of inter symbol
interference which is independent on the training data itself. Here, a certain number of symbols is
necessary to estimate the coefficients correctly. In case of the NLVE[4,2,5], the training length of 512 is
not sufficient to determine the coefficients correctly. However, if a certain number of training symbols
is used, the channel estimation of the NLVE can improve its performance barely, even if more training
data is used as it can be seen for the reduced NLVE[4,2,3]. While the plain NLVE and SVM structures
saturated fast, the results with combined NLVE and SVM based detection are quite remarkable.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we compared and combined nonlinear detection by SVM with post-compensation
techniques for the mitigation of nonlinearities regarding their performance and computational
complexity. Unlike clustering and classification algorithms like EM or KMA, the SVM does not
require any prior knowledge of the modulation format. We have shown that by combining NLVE
and SVM based detection it is possible to improve the overall system performance for 64 GBd 64-QAM
coherent transmission over 100 km. For example, at 3 dBm launch power, the BER is reduced from
7.7 × 10−5 to 3.1 × 10−6 by SVM. It is well known that nonlinear equalization using an NLVE is
computationally quite complex, so a trade-off between complexity and performance is often required.
Therefore, the performance of a reduced NLVE was evaluated and the obtained results have shown,
that by adding an SVM it is possible to reduce the number of coefficients by 74% while maintaining
or improving the overall system performance. The SVM classification approach provides a way to
cluster datasets without prior knowledge of the channel characteristics or the modulation format.
Based on the previous studies and discussions, we strongly believe that in context of coherent optical
transmission systems, an enhanced detection by using SVM and its methods should be further
investigated. So far, we mainly examined a single channel and single-polarization. Other effects among
multiple channels and polarization effects will be taken into account in future studies.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ASE Amplified Spontaneous Emission
BCSVM Binary Coding Support Vector Machine
BER Bit Error Ratio
B2B Back-to-Back
DSP Digital Signal Processing
EDC Electronic Dispersion Compensation
EDFA Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier
HD-FEC Hard-Decision Forward Error Correction
KMA K-Means Algorithm
LD Linear Detection
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error
NF Noise Figure
NLPN Nonlinear Phase Noise
OVA One versus All
OVO One versus One
OSNR Optical Signal-to-Noise Ratio
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
RBF Radial Basis Function
SSMF Standard Single Mode Fiber
SVM Support Vector Machine
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Abstract: In order to meet the increasing capacity requirements, network operators are extending
their optical infrastructure closer to the end-user while making more efficient use of the
resources. In this context, long reach passive optical networks (LR-PONs) are attracting increasing
attention.Coherent LR-PONs based on high speed digital signal processors represent a high potential
alternative because, alongside with the inherent mixing gain and the possibility of amplitude and
phase diversity formats, they pave the way to compensate linear impairments in a more efficient
way than in traditional direct detection systems. The performance of coherent LR-PONs is then
limited by the combined effect of noise and nonlinear distortion. The noise is particularly critical in
single channel systems where, in addition to the the elevated fibre loss, the splitting losses should be
considered. In such systems, Kerr induced self-phase modulation emerges as the main limitation
to the maximum capacity. In this work, we propose a novel clustering algorithm, denominated
histogram based clustering (HBC), that employs the spatial density of the points of a 2D histogram
to identify the borders of high density areas to classify nonlinearly distorted noisy constellations.
Simulation results reveal that for a 100 km long LR-PON with a 1:64 splitting ratio, at optimum power
levels, HBC presents a Q-factor 0.57 dB higher than maximum likelihood and 0.21 dB higher than
k-means. In terms of nonlinear tolerance, at a BER of 2×10−3, our method achieves a gain of ∼2.5 dB
and ∼1.25 dB over maximum likelihood and k-means, respectively. Numerical results also show that
the proposed method can operate over blocks as small as 2500 symbols.
Keywords: passive optical networks; nonlinear compensation; clustering
1. Introduction
The popularization of mobile multimedia applications and cloud computing, in combination
with the emergence of the Internet of Things, is forcing telecommunications operators to increase
the data capacity they can offer continuously. In this scenario, optical fibre infrastructures are
progressively being extended, making them arriving closer to the end-user [1,2]. Among the different
alternatives, passive optical networks (PONs) have been extensively employed due to their low
cost [3–6]. Given the lack of amplification, however, fibre loss usually limits the bandwidth length
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product of these systems, especially when dispersion is compensated by predistortion techniques [7].
In order to extend the range of PON networks and, consequently, enable the resource concentration
and cost reduction, two main approaches are commonly considered. On the one hand is the use of
active splitting nodes that compensate the combined loss of fibre transmission and splitting [3,4].
This approach, nevertheless, makes the distribution network architecture more complicated and
hinders its maintenance, particularly in long reach (LR) PONs where the splitting node may be far
from urbanized areas. On the other hand, the advent of high speed digital signal processors (DSPs) has
enabled the implementation of cost efficient digital coherent receivers [6], which dramatically changed
the way about which high capacity links are thought. This inflexion point is not only due to the mixing
gain they offer, but also because they permit simultaneous phase and amplitude modulation and open
the possibility to compensate system impairments in a completely new and efficient way [8].
With linear impairments such as dispersion, phase noise, polarization fluctuation,
and polarization-mode dispersion elegantly compensated in the baseband electrical domain,
the interplay between nonlinear distortion and noise emerges as the main capacity limitation [9].
In single channel systems where the transmitted signal is broadcast to several users, the received power
is reduced compared to wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) systems where demultiplexers are
used and, consequently, the impact of the receiver noise is more critical. In regards to nonlinear
distortion, the Kerr effect is widely claimed as the dominant nonlinear effect in digital coherent
systems [10,11]. It is well known that the Kerr effect further leads to self-phase modulation
(SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM), and four wave mixing (FWM) processes [12]. In the case
of multi-wavelength PON systems, it is expected that XPM and FWM will be the main nonlinear
degradation mechanisms, but for those systems operating with a single channel, the nonlinear
distortion is solely governed by SPM. SPM is particularly harmful in modulation formats with
non-uniform amplitude, for instance 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) [13]. Since SPM
causes a phase rotation that is proportional to the power of the symbol (φNL ≈ −γPLe f f , where γ is
the nonlinear coefficient, P is the symbol power, and Le f f is the effective fibre length), for moderate
and elevated launch optical power levels, the constellation points with higher amplitude suffer a
larger phase rotation than those with lower amplitude, leading to a characteristic spiral-like shape
constellation [14]. This rotation, nevertheless, cannot be completely corrected by a simple nonlinear
phase rotation because, even in a low dispersion regime, and the interplay of SPM and chromatic
dispersion leads to more complex distortion. This complex distortion can be understood by noting that
the pulse broadening caused by the chromatic distortion leads to word dependent behaviour through
intersymbol interference (ISI). Even if ISI can be efficiently compensated in the baseband domain by
DSP processing, the different superposed pulses are nonlinearly mixed through SPM. In addition,
the interaction between the linear and nonlinear impairments varies as the signal propagates through
the fibre. Thus, in the initial part of the fibre, the Kerr effect is significant, whereas the effect of the
ISI created by the chromatic dispersion can be neglected. At the end of the fibre, on the other hand,
the accumulated dispersion is high, leading to a significant ISI, but given the high transmission
loss, the Kerr effect is reduced. Both scenarios can be modelled relatively easily, the initial part by a
memoryless nonlinear phase rotation and the last part of the link by a linear time invariant system.
The intermediate part of the link, however, should consider the interaction between the two effects,
and therefore, it is complicated to model analytically.
Several nonlinear mitigation techniques have been proposed in recent years to overcome this
issue. Optical techniques, for instance mid-span nonlinear compensation [15], lack flexibility and
require a careful design of the distribution network, which is not possible in PON networks. In these
networks, electrical compensation techniques are preferable for their higher flexibility and adaptability.
Unfortunately, simple deterministic approaches based on non-uniform phase rotation cannot efficiently
compensate signal distortion as they neglect the effect of chromatic dispersion and the subsequent ISI.
More complex techniques, such as digital back-propagation (DBP) [16,17] and inverse Volterra series
transfer function (IVSTF) based nonlinear equalization [18,19], were then studied to invert the dynamic
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nonlinear time invariant behaviour of the fibre link. These techniques are capable of mitigating the
effect of the interplay between dispersion and nonlinear distortion, but suffer from a prohibitively
high computational cost, making real-time operation if not unfeasible, at least extremely challenging
and power consuming. In this scenario, machine learning emerges as a high potential set of tools to
analyse and process complex systems where analytical modelling is unfeasible or the computational
cost to solve it is excessively high [20]. Thus, several groups have proposed different machine learning
based approaches to overcome the degrading effect of nonlinear distortion in fibre communication
systems [21–24]. In [25–27], artificial neural networks were employed, whereas in [28] and in
[29,30], support vector machines (SVMs) were proposed. These approaches present a good nonlinear
compensation performance, but are all supervised and, consequently, require the transmission of
a training sequence that reduces the effective data throughput. Unsupervised machine learning,
for instance clustering, on the other hand, does not require any training sequence, but learns
from the received dataset. Among the proposed clustering algorithms, k-means is by far the most
popular due to its simplicity, its convergence speed, and robustness [31–34]. In k-means, however,
each cluster is represented by a centroid, and the decision regions are limited by straight boundaries,
which may not be optimal for constellations strongly affected by SPM. In order to find decision
regions adapted to arbitrarily shaped clusters, other clustering algorithms have been proposed: In [35],
clustering based on affinity propagation was reported. Density based spatial clustering of applications
with noise (DBSCAN) has also been applied successfully to improve the performance of systems
affected by the combined effect of noise and nonlinear distortion [36]. In [37], classification based on
expectation maximization was successfully employed to combat the effect of nonlinear phase noise.
These algorithms, however, suffer from heavy computational cost, and their performance strongly
depends on the tuning parameters. In DBSCAN, for example, it is necessary to set the values of the
parameters ε and kmin that correspond to the radius of the area and the minimum number of points in
this area, respectively.
In this paper, we present a novel clustering algorithm denominated histogram based clustering
(HBC) that partially mitigates the effect of nonlinear phase noise caused by SPM. The proposed
approach is a density based clustering algorithm that assigns to a received symbol the class of the
closest high point-density region. This is different from other clustering algorithms as k-means,
which neglects any density information, or expectation maximization, which estimates the point
distribution as a mixture of Gaussian distributions. Compared to the main density based clustering
algorithm, DBSCAN, it does not require the setting of ε and kmin; it is able to find the best point
density value automatically to have the desired number of clusters. In addition, the adopted solution
is not iterative and leads to deterministic complexity. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 explains the proposed clustering algorithm. In Section 3, the simulation setup is described,
while in Section 4, the results of applying HBC to an LR-PON network are presented and discussed,
paying attention not only to its performance, but also to the required block size. Section 4, finally,
concludes the paper.
2. Histogram Based Clustering
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the proposed HBC algorithm. For the sake of illustration,
we employed 10,000 16-QAM symbols that were obtained by applying an amplitude dependent
nonlinear phase rotation (Δφ[n] = 3A2[n], where A[n] is the amplitude of the symbol) and including
complex additive noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20 dB. It is worth noting that this
simple model was employed only for demonstration purposes because by neglecting the intersymbol
interference, the model did not accurately represent the system. In the next section, we will describe
the model used to consider simultaneously nonlinear and linear effects that result in more complex
symbol distributions. The resultant constellation is shown in Figure 1a. The histogram of the
unlabelled symbols was calculated, in this case, using 40 bins in the in-phase and quadrature directions,
resulting in the contour plot presented in Figure 1b, where the 16 clusters can be clearly identified.
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Once the histogram was calculated, the lowest value contour line led to the desired number of clusters,
16 in the case of 16-QAM. The value of this contour line represents the optimal point density. A lower
point density does not allow the correct recovery of all the clusters, while a larger value results in a too
conservative criterion that leads to poorer performance, as the decision regions are not well matched
to the data. This optimal density searching mechanism is, indeed, one of the main advantages over
other density based clustering algorithms, such as DBSCAN. In fact, DBSCAN is intended for data
clustering where the number of clusters is a priori unknown and the minimum density of clusters is
fixed through the values of ε and kmin. This was not our case, where the number of clusters was known
and the minimum density was dependent on the distortion and, therefore, also on the launch power
level. The determined cluster borders are superimposed on the histogram in Figure 1c, showing that,
especially the constellation points with stronger distortion, those in the periphery, the boundaries of
the different clusters were closer to each other. After finding the cluster boundaries, each cluster was
identified by the points that formed its boundary instead of a centroid as in k-means. Figure 1d shows
the boundaries of the different clusters on top of the received constellation, where it can be clearly
seen that the obtained cluster boundaries encompassed most of the points of their respective clusters.
Once the boundary points for each cluster were found, the distance from each received symbol to
them was calculated, and the class of the boundary point with the shortest distance was assigned to




























































































































Figure 1. Flow diagram of the proposed clustering algorithm. (a) Distorted input 16-QAM
constellation. (b) Calculated 2D histogram. (c) Optimum boundaries superimposed on the 2D
histogram. (d) Boundaries for each cluster on top of the received distorted constellation. (e) Classified
constellation.
In a systematic way, the proposed HBC algorithm consisted of the following four steps:
1. Calculation of the 2D histogram of the in-phase and quadrature components of the NS received
distorted symbols.
2. Find the lowest contour line in the histogram that results in M isolated islands, M being the
number of clusters to be identified.
3. Assign a class ID to the values of the boundary for each island.
4. For each received symbol, find the closest boundary point and associate it with its class ID.
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3. Simulation Setup
The performance of the proposed HBC algorithm was assessed employing the simulation setup
presented in Figure 2, where the electrical modulation and demodulation tasks were implemented in
MATLAB, while the conversion between the electrical and optical domain, as well as the transmission
through the passive distribution network were carried out in VPI Transmission Maker.
On the transmitter side, a 1 mW power continuous wave (CW) laser diode (LD1) operating
at 1550 nm was externally modulated using a dual parallel Mach–Zehnder modulator (DP-MZM)
driven by the in-phase and quadrature components of a 56 Gbps 16-QAM signal filtered by a fourth
order Bessel filter with a bandwidth of 10.5 GHz. The modulated optical signal was then amplified
by an erbium doped fibre amplifier (EDFA), and a variable optical attenuator was used to vary the
launch optical power between 2 and 12 mW. Since the output power of the EDFA was fixed, the noise
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise added by the amplifier remained constant. Furthermore,
given the relatively low gain of the amplifier, the signal-ASE beating at the output of the receiver was
negligible compared to the receiver noise.
The distribution network was simulated using a first span of standard single mode fibre (SSMF)
that had a length of 80 km, a one-to-64 splitter (emulated by an 18 dB attenuator), and a second SSMF
span with a 20 km length.
The coherent receiver was formed by an optical front-end where the state of polarization of the
received signal was first controlled using a dynamic polarization tracker (DPT), which made the
signal polarization match that of the local oscillator. The signal was then combined in a 90◦-hybrid
network with a 1 mW power CW laser (LD_2). The combined signals were photodetected and
filtered before being differentially amplified. Analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC) was emulated
by downsampling the signal to four samples per symbol, after which frequency domain chromatic
dispersion (CD) compensation was performed. Afterwards, the synchronization of the signal was
performed by the cross-correlation maximization method using an alternated synchronization sequence
of 64 symbols. In order to reduce the overhead, this synchronization sequence was also employed for
amplitude scaling and initial phase synchronization. After CD mitigation, synchronization, and scaling,
the signal underwent a second downsampling process in order to get a single sample per symbol.
Phase noise correction was performed by blind phase search operating on 32 symbol blocks [38].
In our simulations, we did not consider polarization mode dispersion (PMD) because, in contrast to
CD, it does not significantly interact with nonlinear distortion and could be satisfactorily compensated
in variable envelope modulations using, for example, the multiple modulus algorithm (MMA) [39].
The distorted constellations were then processed using the proposed HBC algorithm. For comparison
purposes, we also present results considering maximum likelihood, as well as k-means, which are
considered as benchmarks for linear and clustered detection, respectively.
Regarding the performance metric, we adopted the bit error rate (BER), which taking into
account the lack of Gaussianity of the constellation point distribution, had to be estimated by error
counting. In addition, we calculated the equivalent Q-factor derived from the BER according to:
Q =
√
2 · er f c−1(2BER), where er f c−1 denotes the inverse complementary error function.








































































Figure 2. Block diagram of the simulated coherent LR-PON system. S/P: serial-to-parallel conversion.
DAC: digital-to-analogue converter. LD: laser diode. DP-MZM: dual parallel Mach–Zehnder modulator.
EDFA: erbium doped fibre amplifier. VOA: variable optical attenuator. SSMF: standard single mode
fibre. DPT: Dynamic polarization tracker. LPF: low pass filter. ADC: analogue-to-digital converter.
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Table 1. Parameters used in the simulation.
System Parameters
Laser linewidth 0.5 MHz Fibre lengths (L1,L2) 80 km, 0–20 km
Laser power 1 mW Fibre attenuation 0.2 dB
MZM insertion loss 6 dB Fibre chromatic dispersion 16 ps/nm/km
Amplifier gain 20 dB Fibre PMD 3.16 fs/
√
km
Amplifier noise figure 4 dB Nonlinear coefficient (γ) 1.3·W−1·km−1
Attenuator 20 dB Fibre effective area 80 μm2
PD thermal noise density 10 pA/
√
Hz Electrical filter bandwidth 10.5 GHz
PD responsivity 1 W/A Electrical RX filter order 4
Signal parameters
Modulation format 16-QAM No. of synchronization symbols 64
Electrical TX filter 4th-order Bessel Bit rate 56 Gbps
Simulation parameters
Number of simulated symbols 16,384 Sampling rate 8.96 × 1011 s−1
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Performance Analysis
In order to analyse the performance of the proposed HBC algorithm, in Figure 3a,b, we show the
BER and the corresponding Q-factor at launch optical powers ranging from 2 to 12 mW for the three
different approaches: maximum likelihood detection, clustering using k-means, and the novel HBC
algorithm. At low power levels, the performance of all three techniques improved (BER reduced and
Q-factor increased) as the launch optical power was increased, which made sense since the additive
noise of the photodetectors was dominant.
For high power levels, on the other hand, Kerr induced SPM was the main physical impairment,
and consequently, increasing power led to higher BER and a lower Q-factor. Comparing the
performance of maximum likelihood with k-means and HBC, it was clear that all of them converged
for a low power level, while the latter two presented improved performances for high power levels.
This was an indicator that k-means and HBC were indeed compensating nonlinear distortion and not
any linear impairment such as residual phase noise or chromatic dispersion. These two clustering
algorithms, however, showed different performances, for both medium and high power levels. It can be
clearly observed that HBC outperformed k-means for launch optical powers above 5 mW, revealing that
HBC could mitigate nonlinear distortion more efficiently than the traditional k-means clustering. As a
result, the best achievable BER was reduced from 1.1 × 10−3 when using maximum likelihood and
0.8 × 10−3 when employing k-means to 0.6 × 10−3 in the case of HBC (orange polygon of Figure 3a).
Regarding the Q-factor, numerical results showed an improvement of 0.53 dB with respect to the
optimum performance of maximum likelihood and 0.23 dB when contrasted with the optimum of
k-means (orange polygon of Figure 3b). The Q-factor enhancement was higher if, instead of comparing
optimum performances, we looked at a fixed power level in the nonlinear regime. Thus, for 10 mW,
HBC outperformed k-means by 0.51 dB and maximum likelihood by 1.22 dB (purple polygon of
Figure 3b). Additionally, the optimum launch optical power where the trade-off between noise and
SPM was held shifted towards a higher power level, from 5 mW in maximum likelihood to 6 and
7 mW for k-means and HBC, respectively.
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Figure 3. Performance of the proposed. HBC compared to that of maximum likelihood and k-means in
terms of (a) BER and (b) effective Q-factor derived from BER. (c,d,e) Classified constellations using
maximum likelihood, k-means, and HBC, respectively, for a launch optical power of 3 mW. Classified
constellations at optimum launch optical powers for the different detection schemes: (f) 5 mW for
maximum likelihood, (g) 6 mW for k-means, and (h) 7 mW for HBC. (i,j,k) Classified constellations
at elevated launched optical power (10 mW) for maximum likelihood detection, k-means, and HBC,
respectively.
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A better understanding of the performance enhancement can be achieved by analysing the
classified constellations (after undergoing maximum likelihood, k-means, or HBC) for different
power levels. In particular, Figure 3c–e represents the classified constellations when using maximum
likelihood, k-means, or HBC, respectively, for a launch optical power of 3 mW (green rectangle).
Figure 3f–h shows the constellation for the optimum power levels, that is 5 mW for maximum
likelihood, 6 mW for k-means, and 7 mW for HBC (orange polygon). The constellation degradation
and classification for a relatively large power level, 10 mW, can be observed in Figure 3i–k (purple
rectangle). Looking at the point dispersion for different power levels, e.g., 3, 5, and 10 mW, shown in the
upper row, it can be seen that whereas for a low power level, the constellation shape remained, as the
launch power increased, SPM distorted the constellation leading to non-rectangular constellations.
The inner symbols seemed to be rotated clockwise, in contrast to the symbols in the periphery that
were rotated counter-clockwise. In fact, all the symbols were rotated counter-clockwise by the Kerr
effect, but the phase noise compensation stage in the DSP inverted the average rotation, resulting in
some points (those with smaller rotation corresponding to lower power) being rotated in the opposite
direction. Another feature to be noted is that the noise variance at low power levels looked higher than
for moderate power levels, but since the main noise mechanisms were the thermal and shot noises of
the photodetectors, the noise level was virtually the same for the three power levels. This is typical in
power limited coherent systems because the optical power arriving at the photodetectors is mainly that
of the local oscillator laser. The apparently lower noise was then a consequence of the higher signal
power and of the power normalization performed before clustering was carried out. Comparing the
performance of maximum likelihood, k-means, and HBC, the reader can observe that for low power
levels, the classifications obtained by the three methods were essentially identical, which agreed with
the fact that same BER and Q-factor values were yielded. This made sense because, in the absence
of non linear distortion, maximum likelihood was the optimum detection scheme [40]. As the power
level increased, so did the SNR, but SPM led to the aforementioned symbol rotation. Is in this case,
the rectangular decision regions of maximum likelihood were not optimum any more, and clustering
with non-rectangular boundaries fit the distorted data better. At even higher power levels, SPM led to
more complicated cluster sizes where decision regions with linear boundaries, as those obtained using
k-means, may result in sub-optimal classification.
The differences between the resultant decision regions using maximum likelihood, k-means,
and HBC can be better observed in Figure 4, where to make the contrast more clear, data for a
launch optical power of 10 mW were employed. First of all, we show the histogram of the received
constellation in Figure 4a to demonstrate how the distortion especially affected the symbols with
higher amplitude. A detailed view of two of the constellation points that were critically affected by
SPM (identified by a white rectangle) can be seen under the constellation plot. As can be observed,
the two clusters presented a complex shape, and therefore, an intricate border was necessary to
classify them. Figure 4b shows the constellation of the received data superimposed on the decision
regions calculated using maximum likelihood. As expected, the rectangular grid led to multiple
constellation point to invade adjacent regions even for low power symbols. The zoom-in figure clearly
reveals that the decision boundary was not optimal for the symbol distribution. When employing
k-means clustering, more sophisticated regions were calculated, as shown in Figure 4c, and the low
power constellation points were then correctly classified. For symbols in the constellation periphery,
the straight boundaries of k-means, however, were not optimal. This point can be appreciated in
the zoom-in. Finally, if we applied HBC, we obtained the decision regions represented in Figure 4d.
At first glance, the decision regions were similar to those using k-means. For low power symbols,
where SPM did not significantly affect the shape, but caused only a rotation (this can be corroborated
in the histogram of Figure 4a), the boundaries were still straight lines. For higher power symbols, in
contrast, the boundaries found by HBC were not straight lines any more. We can see a clear example
of the curved boundaries in the detailed view, appreciating that the curved line matched better the
cluster boundary expected from the histogram.
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(a) Histogram (b) Maximum likelihood (c) k-means (d) HBC
Figure 4. Analysis of the decision regions (data are for a launch optical power of 10 mW). (a) Histogram
of the received constellation. (b) Rectangular shaped decision regions obtained using maximum
likelihood. (c) Linear decision regions after k-means clustering and (d) after HBC. In (b–d), the received
constellations are superimposed on the decision regions. In addition, for all cases, we included a
detailed section of the lower left constellation, corresponding to the white rectangle in (a).
4.2. Block Size and Complexity Analysis
The proposed HBC algorithm, as already mentioned, can be regarded as a non-iterative density
based clustering algorithm. The fact of not requiring iteration was of particular importance for real-time
operation since, in principle, it implies a fixed processing time. The performance of the algorithm,
however, depended on the block size employed to estimate the histogram. To evaluate the minimum
block size requirement, Figure 5 shows the BER in terms of the block size. As can be seen after a short
erratic initial stage, the BER decreased, getting a relatively stable value for block sizes longer than
13,000. The evaluation of the performance for small block sizes was especially difficult because of the
high variance consequence of the stochastic nature of the method. We observed that the variance of
the BER reduced as the block size increased, as was expected for unbiased statistics. For this reason,
to achieve a trade-off between accuracy and processing time, the data shown in Figure 5 were obtained
by averaging results for a variable number of runs, up to 100 for 1000 symbol block size and five for
16,000 symbol blocks. In fact, we perceived that when applying HBC for short block sizes, for certain
sets of data, the algorithm did not converge to a reasonable partition. In order to quantify this effect,
for each block size, we counted the number of runs that failed, and we calculated the efficiency as the
percentage of runs that led to an acceptable classification. This region of forbidden block size that,
according to Figure 5, spanned up to 2250, should then be avoided to get an acceptable performance.
In fact, for applications requiring low latency, we can choose the minimum size of 2250, whereas when
latency is not so critical, a higher number of symbols can be employed.
Another important point to discuss is the complexity of the proposed algorithm. In order to
evaluate it, we can split the algorithm into two main steps: on the one hand, a first stage when the 2D
histogram was built and the high density points were found and, on the other hand, the stage when
each point was associated with a certain cluster. The histogram can be built in different ways, so it was
expected to be machine dependent. A possible solution was, for instance, to find the indexes of the
bins for each symbol and, then, update the value of the corresponding bin. That is, assuming that we
had Nb bins and that the maximum and the minimum of the histogram were M and m, the indexes
corresponding to the kth complex symbol s[k] = si[k] + j · sq[k] were:
indi[k] =
Nb + 1
M − m · (si[k]− m) and indq[k] =
Nb + 1





Once the indexes were found, the count of the bin indicated by indi and indq, nk−1count was
updated. Hence:
nkcount(indi, indq) = n
k−1
count(indi, indq) + 1. (2)
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Therefore, in this first stage, the processing of each symbol required five floating-point operations
(two to calculate indi, two to calculate indq, and another one to update the bin count). In order to
build the histogram of a block of Nsym symbols, the total number of FLOPs was then 5 · Nsym, and in
conclusion, its complexity was O(Nsym). The finding of the high density points required the sorting of
the values of all bins, that is the sorting of N2b points. Sorting algorithms, such as block based or binary
tree, present a complexity of O(N2b log N2b ). Therefore, the complexity will depend on the number
of symbols and employed bins. In our case, we employed 100,000 symbols and 40 bins, and as a
consequence, the histogram building process was the dominant term. The complexity of the second
stage, that is finding the closest high density point to a given symbol, depends on the number of
high density points. Furthermore, this number will vary depending on the shape of the clusters.
In particular, the noisier the clusters are, the larger the areas of relative high density and the number
of points with high density are. If we assume that we have a set of Shd of Nhd points of high density,
then for each symbol, we need to calculate Nhd distances (indeed, it is possible to calculate the square
of the distance):
D = d2[k] = (si[k]− ui[m])2 + (sq[k]− uq[m])2, where u[m] = ui[m] + j · uq[m] ∈ Shd. (3)
This distance required five real valued operations, as we needed to calculate 2 subtractions,
2 multiplications, and 1 addition. The complexity of this stage was then O(Ns · Nhd), which was higher
than that of k-means, where the number of distances to be calculated corresponded to the number of
clusters. However, it should be noted that this comparison only considered the distance calculation
and not the number of operation to find the centroids. The complexity of HBC was also higher than
that of simple nonlinear rotation, which was as small as two real valued operations.
Figure 5. BER in terms of the processed block size alongside with the efficiency of HBC for a power
level of 7 mW at which optimum performance is achieved for HBC. For comparison purposes, the BER
obtained using maximum likelihood is also included.
4.3. Discussion
In this paper, we tested the proposed HBC algorithm in a single channel coherent LR-PON,
where the transmitted signal was distorted by the combination of SPM and the noise added by the
receiver. As can be appreciated in the constellations of Figure 3c–k, the obtained symbols showed the
characteristic spiral-like constellations that were prone to be clustered. The high distribution losses,
which included the fibre and the splitting losses, however, made the constellations to have noise and
the cluster borders to appear blurred. This was not the case of WDM systems, where the lack of
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splitters leads to higher received power and the subsequent reduction of the receiver noise impact.
Indeed, for the configuration considered in this work, the launch optical power had to be increased
well above the optimum power in order for the XPM and FWM to cause a distortion comparable to
the excess splitting loss. In regards to dual polarization operation, the proposed algorithm could be
modified to account for both polarizations simultaneously. This dimensionality increase, however,
would lead to more complicated processing.
The proposed algorithm aimed to compensate the distortion in simple LR-PON systems without
requiring high computational cost and a training sequence. In this sense, HBC can be considered as
a trade-off between performance and complexity. Indeed, we can note that HBC outperformed
the nonlinear phase rotation at the cost of higher complexity and latency. On the other hand,
HBC presented a slightly worse tolerance to nonlinear distortion than other more sophisticated
algorithms (for example, 2.5 dB of HBC vs. 3 dB of EM [37]), but without requiring initialization and
the iterative process.
Another point to be considered is the employed filters, in our simulations fourth order Bessel filters.
These filters emulate the bandwidth limitation of both the transmitter electronics and PD response and
remove part of the out-of-band noise. It is envisaged that the adoption of more sophisticated filters,
Nyquist filtering in particular, could improve the performance, as they increase the SNR, thus making
the clusters easier to discriminate.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel clustering algorithm based on histograms, which we
denominated histogram based clustering. The algorithm successfully compensated the distortion
caused by Kerr mediated SPM in coherent LR-PONs with a transmission distance of 100 km and
a splitting ratio of 64. The numerical results obtained using VPI Transmission Maker-MATLAB
co-simulation showed that HBC improved the Q-factor with respect to maximum likelihood and
k-means clustering by 0.53 dB and 0.23 dB, respectively. We also showed that the proposed algorithm
could operate on blocks of 2500 symbols, but that optimum performance was obtained for blocks of
12,000 symbols.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
PON Passive optical network
LR Long reach
DSP Digital signal processor
SPM Self-phase modulation
XPM Cross-phase modulation
FWM Four wave mixing
QAM Quadrature amplitude modulation
DBP Digital back-propagation
IVSTF Inverse Volterra series transfer function
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SVM Support vector machine
DBSCAN Density based spatial clustering of applications with noise
HBC Histogram based clustering
LD Laser diode
CW Continuous-wave
DP-MZM Dual parallel Mach–Zehnder modulator
EDFA Erbium doped fibre amplifier
ASE Amplified spontaneous emission
DAC Digital to analogue converter
SSMF Standard single mode fibre
DPT Dynamic polarization tracker
ADC Analogue-to-digital converter
BER Bit error rate
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
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Abstract: Coherent fiber-optic communication systems are limited by the Kerr-induced nonlinearity.
Benchmark optical and digital nonlinearity compensation techniques are typically complex and tackle
deterministic-induced nonlinearities. However, these techniques ignore the impact of stochastic
nonlinear distortions in the network, such as the interaction of fiber nonlinearity with amplified
spontaneous emission from optical amplification. Unsupervised machine learning clustering (e.g.,
K-means) has recently been proposed as a practical approach to the blind compensation of stochastic
and deterministic nonlinear distortions. In this work, the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm is employed, for the first time, for blind nonlinearity
compensation. DBSCAN is tested experimentally in a 40 Gb/s 16 quadrature amplitude-modulated
system at 50 km of standard single-mode fiber transmission. It is shown that at high launched optical
powers, DBSCAN can offer up to 0.83 and 8.84 dB enhancement in Q-factor when compared to
conventional K-means clustering and linear equalisation, respectively.
Keywords: fiber optics communications; coherent communications; machine learning; clustering;
nonlinearity cancellation
1. Introduction
Coherent optical communications have been proposed as a viable solution for maximising the
signal capacity in both short-reach and long-haul communications [1]. However, Kerr-induced fiber
nonlinearity prevents channel capacity from approaching the Shannon limit, especially when the
signal power is high [2]. Endeavours to surpass the Kerr nonlinearity limit have been performed by
techniques that in principle compensate deterministic nonlinearities [3]. For example, nonlinearities
can be combated by either inserting an optical phase conjugator (OPC) at the middle point of the
link [4], or by inverting the fiber effects among multiple frequency stabilised optical signals [5].
However, OPC reduces the flexibility in an optically routed network, whereas in [5], a digital back
propagation (DBP) [6] pre-compensator was used, which is of excessive complexity. Other famous
techniques include hybrid pre- and post-compensation [7], Volterra-based nonlinear equalisation
(NLE) [8], phase-conjugated twin waves (PC-TW) [9], and the nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT) [10].
Unfortunately, pre-/post-compensation algorithms and Volterra-NLE present marginal performance
enhancement, PC-TW sacrifices signal capacity and NFT is unpractical for real-time signal processing.
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Above all, the aforementioned deterministic methods are unable to tackle stochastic nonlinearities,
such as the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise induced from optical amplifiers.
Unsupervised machine learning clustering has been recently introduced in optical communications
for blind (training data-free) nonlinear equalisation (BNLE). Such unsupervised algorithms can
tackle stochastic nonlinearities and include, for example, fuzzy logic C-means [11], K-means [11,12],
hierarchical [11], affinity propagation [13], and Gaussian mixture [14] clustering. The algorithms used
in [11–14] are mainly used for compensating fiber nonlinearity in long-haul transmission systems,
in which the distorted received constellation diagrams contain Gaussian-circular clusters. However,
there is an uncertainty if the machine learning clustering algorithms can be effective for non-circular
rotated clusters caused by the strong nonlinear phase noise.
In this work, the aforementioned issue is addressed by experimentally demonstrating the first
BNLE that harnesses the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [15]
algorithm in 40 Gb/s 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) coherent optical signals being
transmitted at 50 km. As a proof of concept, DBSCAN is tested for very high launched optical
powers (LOPs), where the clusters of the received constellation diagrams are vastly rotated by means
of self-phase modulation (SPM). Two modified DBSCAN methods are also adopted, in which the
“un-clustered” noisy points are further processed using (1) K-means and (2) the minimum distance
between an unlabelled point and the clustered points. It is shown that DBSCAN offers up to 0.83 dB
Q-factor improvement over K-means and 8.84 dB when compared to linear equalisation at +16 dBm of
LOP. This occurs because DBSCAN can effectively recover non-circularly-symmetric (elliptical form)
noisy clusters by effectively combating SPM.
2. Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) Description
In density-based clustering, an assumption is made: clusters are dense regions in space, separated
by regions of lower density [16]. A dense cluster is a region which is “density connected”, i.e., the density
of points in that region is greater than a minimum [17]. DBSCAN is an example that searches for
dense areas and expands these recursively to find arbitrarily dense-shaped clusters. The two main
parameters of DBSCAN are the ε (“Epsilon”) and the “minimum points”. The ε defines the radius of
the “neighbourhood region” while the “minimum points” define the minimum number of constellation
points (i.e., symbols) that should be contained within that neighbourhood. DBSCAN arbitrarily picks
up a point until all of them have been visited. If the predefined number of “minimum points” is
within the radius ε, then all these points are considered to be part of the same cluster. The clusters are
then expanded by recursively repeating the neighbourhood calculation for each neighbouring point.
However, for the unallocated points, if the number of points within the ε-neighbourhood is less than a
predefined threshold, they are designated to be “noisy” and are not assigned to a particular cluster.
Noisy data are not further processed in conventional DBSCAN. Here, a 2nd loop clustering is proposed
to be applied only for these noisy data using (1) K-means [11] or (2) the minimum distance between an
unlabelled point and the clustered points. A schematic diagram for conventional DBSCAN is depicted
in Figure 1 when the minimum points are 4. In Figure 1, the following assumptions are assumed [18]:
a. Epsilon neighbourhood (Nε): A set of all constellation points within a distance ε.
b. Core point: A constellation point whose Nε contains at least a “minimum point” (including
itself).
c. Direct Density Reachable: A point q is directly density reachable from a point p, if p is a core
point and q ∈ Nε.
d. Density Reachable: Two constellation points (p, t) are density reachable if there is a chain of
“direct density reachable” points that link these two points (p, q, t).
e. Border Point: A constellation point that is “direct density reachable” but not a core point.
f. Noise: Constellation points not belonging to any point’s Nε.
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The steps related to the conventional and modified DBSCAN are listed below, where the algorithm
converges until all constellation points have been allocated to a cluster or labelled as “noisy” only if
conventional DBSCAN is considered (step 5 below—1st loop) [17,18]:
1. Randomly select a point p (referred in Figure 1) in the constellation map.
2. Retrieve all constellation points directly density reachable from p that satisfy the condition of the
radius ε limits.
3. If the constellation point p is a core point, a cluster is formed. Search recursively and find all of its
density-connected points and assign them to the same cluster as p.
4. If p is not a core point, the DBSCAN algorithm “scans” for the rest of the unvisited
constellation points.
5. DBSCAN 1st loop: Points that are un-clustered are labelled as zero points (“noisy points”)
where linear equalisation is performed only on these points, and then the conventional DBSCAN
algorithm stops.
6. DBSCAN 2nd loop (extra novel step):
i. Method-1: K-means clustering is activated for the “noisy points” using the Lloyd’s
algorithm [11,12]:
a. Assignment: Allocate each observation to the cluster whose mean has the least squared Euclidean
distance (“nearest” mean) [11,12].
b. Update: Calculate the new means to be the centroids of the observations in the new clusters [8,9].
K-means converges when assignments do not change.
ii. Method-2: Calculation of minimum distance between the unlabelled “noisy points” and the
clustered points.
 
Figure 1. Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) example for
Min. Points = 4.
3. Experimental Setup
Figure 2 depicts the schematic diagram of the experimental setup of the 10 GBaud (40 Gb/s)
16 QAM coherent signal. In the transmitter-digital signal processing (DSP), look-up table-based
pre-distortion was used to mitigate the opto-electronic component impairments, similarly to [19].
A narrow linewidth (<100 kHz) external cavity laser (ECL) was tuned to 1549.5 nm and, using an
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) operating at 20 GS/s, two uncorrelated pseudo-random level
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signals (215−1) were applied to the in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) modulator to generate the 16 QAM
signal. After IQ modulation, the optical signal was transmitted over 50 km of standard single-mode
fiber (SSMF). At the receiver, noise loading was added using an optical amplifier to set different
optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) values and subsequently the optical signal was converted to an
electrical one using a homodyne coherent receiver. Afterwards, the signal was captured by a real-time
oscilloscope sampled at 50 GS/s for offline receiver-DSP, in which the data was first resampled to two
samples/points using prior knowledge of the clock frequency. Then the constant modulus algorithm
(CMA) combined with the multi-modulus algorithm (MMA) was utilised for signal equalisation.
An Mth power frequency drifting compensation method was employed to compensate the frequency
offset between the signal and the local oscillator in the coherent receiver. The decision-directed
phase-locked loop (DDPLL) method was employed for the carrier phase recovery. Finally, the machine





) calculation, similarly to other reported work with machine learning signal
processing [20–25].
Figure 2. Experimental setup for a 40 Gb/s 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) coherent optical
signal transmitted at 50 km, incorporating machine learning clustering. PC: polarisation controller,
OBPF: optical band-pass filter, LO: local oscillator, CMA/MMA: constant/multi-modulus algorithm,
CPR (DDPLL): carrier phase recovery (decision-directed phase-locked loop).
4. Results
A 40 Gb/s 16 QAM waveform is transmitted with +16 dBm LOP over 50 km. Two parameters are
needed to optimise the DBSCAN algorithm to produce the lowest BER, namely ε and the minimum
number of points. It is worth noting that in a real-time communication link, the optimisation process
of DBSCAN should be run offline as a training stage. In this stage, the optimal Voronoi regions would
be generated, where in the real-time processing the incoming data would be assigned directly to ideal
symbols. It is envisaged that such an approach should be very effective in optical communication links,
where linear and nonlinear effects remain relatively stable over time, and therefore the training process
should be run only once. The calculated BER while scanning for ε and the minimum number of points
is shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, it is evident that the majority of the best BER values can be found
for 0.1 < ε < 0.45. For these values of ε, the minimum points do not affect the BER much except when
0.1 < ε < 0.14, where the minimum points should be less than 110. In Figure 4, the performance of
clustering algorithms is shown for different LOPs and two values of received OSNR: 30 and 15 dB.
In Figure 4, the performance benefit of machine learning clustering over linear equalisation is significant
for both OSNR values, especially when using DBSCAN method-2, resulting in up to 8.8 dB Q-factor
improvement. This is attributed to the compensation of SPM since single-channel transmission is
carried out. Results indicate that DBSCAN-based BNLE is a robust soft-clustering method when very
strong nonlinear phase noise is present and where linear equalisation fails completely. Moreover,
DBSCAN method-2 has the highest Q-factor along the whole range of LOPs. Compared to DBSCAN
method-1 and K-means, method-2 increases the Q-factor by up to about 0.7 and 0.83 dB, respectively,
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by better handling highly rotated clusters that become almost elliptically shaped. This is because the
overlapping (soft) clustering ability of method-2 is more powerful than the common hard (exclusive)
clustering of K-means and method-2 (which also includes K-means for the noisy constellation points).
This is confirmed by the received constellation diagrams of Figure 5b, related to +16 dBm of LOP
(OSNR = 30 dB). On the other hand, the quite similar performances between DBSCAN algorithms and
K-means at lower LOPs and OSNR is due to the existence of nearly circular Gaussian clusters, which
are not rotated. This is corroborated in the received 16 QAM constellation diagrams of Figure 5a at
+10 dBm of LOP (OSNR = 15 dB). In the left constellation diagram of Figure 5a, the DBSCAN “noisy”
points are also presented in the 1st loop of the algorithm.
 
Figure 3. DBSCAN optimisation for 16 QAM transmission over 50 km at +10 dBm of launch power:
bit-error-rate (BER) vs. ε (“Epsilon”), Min. Points = 4.
Figure 4. DBSCAN vs. K-means for 16 QAM transmission at 50 km for different launched optical
powers (LOPs) when optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) is 30, 15 dB.
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Figure 5. Received constellation diagrams for (a) DBSCAN 1st loop (left), method-2/2nd loop (right) at
+10 dBm of LOP (OSNR = 15 dB); and (b) DBSCAN method-1 (left), method-2 (right) at +16 dBm of
LOP (OSNR = 30 dB).
5. Conclusions
The first DBSCAN-BNLE was experimentally demonstrated for 16 QAM at 50 km. Two novel
DBSCAN methods were proposed, in which the “un-clustered” noisy constellation points were
processed using (1) K-means and (2) the minimum distance between an unlabelled point and the
clustered points. Compared to linear equalisation, method-2 improved the Q-factor up to 8.8 dB by
combating SPM. Method-2’s ability for overlapping clustering resulted in Q-factor improvement over
method-1 and K-means (exclusive clustering), when vastly rotated clusters of nearly elliptical form
occur. Once optimised, DBSCAN proved to be a robust BNLE for very strong nonlinear phase noise.
In future work, inter-channel nonlinear effects, such as four-wave mixing and cross-phase
modulation, will be tackled using the proposed machine learning algorithm in a super-channel
transmission scenario that incorporates many wavelength channels.
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Abstract: Digital-based artificial neural network (ANN) machine learning is harnessed to reduce fiber
nonlinearities, for the first time in ultra-spectrally-efficient optical fast orthogonal frequency division
multiplexed (Fast-OFDM) signals. The proposed ANN design is of low computational load and
is compared to the benchmark inverse Volterra-series transfer function (IVSTF)-based nonlinearity
compensator. The two aforementioned schemes are compared for long-haul single-mode-fiber-based
links at 9.69 Gb/s direct-detected optical Fast-OFDM signals. It is shown that an 80 km extension
in transmission-reach is feasible when using ANN compared to IVSTF. This occurs because ANN
can tackle stochastic nonlinear impairments, such as parametric noise amplification. Using ANN,
the dynamic parameters requirements of the sub-ranging quantizers can also be relaxed compared to
linear equalization, such as the reduction of the optimum clipping ratio and quantization bits by 2 dB
and 2-bits, respectively, and by 2 dB and 2 bits when compared to the IVTSF equalizer.
Keywords: optical Fast-OFDM; neural networks; nonlinearity compensation; optical fiber communications
1. Introduction
As one of the most dominant high spectral-efficiency methods, optical-orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (O-OFDM) can virtually eliminate the interference among received symbols
induced by fiber dispersion and the effect of random polarization rotation [1]. In OFDM equally
MHz-spaced parallel subcarriers are used to form low capacity data transmission signals [2].
However, Rodrigues and Darwazeh recently proposed an alternative ultra-high spectral-efficient
scheme, the Fast-OFDM [3], which harnesses the compression properties of Inverse Fast Cosine
Transform (IFCT). In Fast-OFDM the frequency spacing between sub-carriers is considerably decreased,
resulting in increased bandwidth efficiency compared to the traditional O-OFDM. This occurs
because Fast-OFDM uses only half of the sub-carrier spacing [3]. Though, sub-MHz sub-carrier
spacing produces significant distortion in phase-modulated signals, thus it is essential to apply
single-dimensional modulation formats such as amplitude shifted-keying (ASK) [3]. IFCT-based
optical Fast-OFDM has been previously demonstrated for long-haul coherent optical double-side
band signals [4,5]. Furthermore, direct-detected optical Fast-OFDM was employed for cost-sensitive
local networks that make use of multimode fiber links [6], due to the high cost-efficiency of the
technique [5]. However, similarly to conventional O-OFDM, the Fast-OFDM signals also suffer from
a high peak-to-average power ratio resulting in similar transmission performance with O-OFDM
under the same signal capacity [6]. In the same work from Giacoumidis et al. [6], the dynamic
parameters requirements of the sub-ranging quantizers (well-identified as digital-to-analogue and
analogue-to-digital converters, DACs/ADCs [7]) involved in optical Fast-OFDM signals were also
analyzed as a proof-of-concept for future-proof real-time implementation. On the other hand,
while linear equalization has been an easy task for both OFDM and Fast-OFDM signals, fiber-induced
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nonlinear distortion compensation has not been properly addressed in optical Fast-OFDM. In traditional
O-OFDM, several digital signal processing (DSP) techniques for mitigation of fiber nonlinearities
have been proposed, such as the digital back propagation (DBP) [8], the inverse Volterra-series
transfer function (IVSTF) [9], and hybrid pre- and post-nonlinearity compensators [10,11]. In DBP the
equalizer attempts to reverse the channel non-linear effects, where the SMF channel is thoroughly and
extensively modelled, thereafter, the received signals are digitally back-propagated over the modelled
channel with the help of the split-step Fourier (SSF) operations at a very small distances may be
40 FFT/IFFT operations per span; which makes this method impractical and computationally expensive
for real-time applications as there are a huge number of computation steps [12,13]. On the other hand,
The IVSTF algorithm was presented in order to reduce the complexity of digital back-propagation
(DBP); this removed the necessity for the split-step Fourier (SSF) method, which is computationally
incompetent. The VSTF offers an analytical tool for expressing the fiber non-linear effects by similarly
constructing the inverse channel based on IVSTF depending upon the number of fiber spans not the
fiber length as in DBP; which significantly reduces computational complexity compared to DBP [12–15].
Moreover, IVSTF has shown marginal signal quality-factor improvement for coherent O-OFDM using
16-quadrature amplitude modulated (16-QAM) sub-carriers but at lower DSP computational effort [11].
Very recently, artificial neural network (ANN), which is a mimic of the conceptual and behavioral nature
of the biological networks neural networks, have proven abilities and have been applied to various
fields such as, competitive learning [16], finance [17], control system [18], energy management [19],
and telecommunications where it has been recently used as an equalizer for coherent O-OFDM signals
revealing promising results for long-haul links [14].
Due to the very low frequency spacing between sub-carriers, Fast-OFDM signals suffer more from
inter-carrier interference compared to the conventional O-OFDM [3,15], consequently, the importance
of realizing an equalizer to mitigate nonlinear impairments in optical Fast-OFDM is much higher.
An attempt to tackle nonlinearities in optical Fast-OFDM systems was made via a Wiener-Hammerstein
electrical equalizer, with however marginal performance improvement [20]. Unfortunately, the use of
ANN nor IVSTF has not been reported yet, therefore in this work, for the first time, a low-complex
ANN-based machine learning NLE is numerically demonstrated in low-cost intensity-modulated and
directed-detected optical Fast-OFDM links using a standard single-mode fiber (SMF) as a transmission
medium. A comparison is also made with the deterministic IVSTF which is also implemented for
the first time in optical Fast-OFDM. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the linear
equalization performance of the direct-detected-based optical Fast-OFDM system over additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN). In Section 3, there are details on the adopted ANN algorithm and IVSTF
for optical Fast-OFDM signals. In Section 4, ANN is tested over an SMF-link, while in Section 5,
a comparison between ANN and IVSTF is conducted for Fast-OFDM signals over SMF, considering the
impact of key DAC/ADC parameters when compared to linear equalization. Thereafter in Section 6,
a detailed computational complexity analysis of the ANN-NLE and IVSTF-NLE is conducted in terms
of number of subcarriers for different system parameter is discussed. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 7.
2. Impact of Directed-Detected Optical Fast-OFDM Signals over AWGN Using
Linear Equalization
For our numerical simulation, the direct-detected optical Fast-OFDM transceiver design is similar
to [6], using 64 sub-carriers and ASK formats for modulation with 4, 8, and 16 amplitude levels [6].
The adopted sampling rate was taken at 6.25 GS/s, resulting in sub-carrier frequency bandwidth of
about 98 MHz and a length per symbol of 12.8 ns, out of which 3.2 ns were wasted by the insertion of a
cyclic prefix (CP) to avoid interference among symbols during transmission.
In Figure 1, the optical Fast-OFDM modem performance over an AGWN channel is illustrated in
terms of optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) at 0.1 nm without using any form of nonlinear equalization.
In Figure 1, the DAC/ADC clipping noise (or ratio) and quantization bits were isolated to investigate
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the true impact of OSNR on the developed optical Fast-OFDM modem. From Figure 1, it is noticed
that for a fixed bit-error-rate (BER) value, a higher order modulation format needs higher OSNR.
More specifically, the OSNR is required for achieving a BER of 10−3 when using 4-ASK is 18.5 dB,
25.5 dB for 8-ASK, and 36 dB for 16-ASK. It should be noted that simulated results agree very well
with the analytical results reported in [6], which confirms the validity of the used model.
Figure 1. Optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) vs. bit-error-rate (BER) performance of optical
Fast-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (Fast-OFDM) over an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel.
3. ANN and IVSTF Nonlinear Equalizers
ANN using nonlinear decision boundaries [21] via the multilayer perceptron has been considered
as a promising alternative for combating impairments in wireless communications [22,23]. In ANN,
complex mapping between input and output spaces could be achieved, however, at the cost of
complexity [14,24]. The proposed ANN for ASK-based optical Fast-OFDM signals reduces the
complexity of the equalizer since it processes only amplitude levels and not phase data nor complex
data. A schematic diagram is depicted in Figure 2b, in which s(k) FOFDM denotes the training
transmitted Fast-OFDM sub-carriers, k (FOFDM refers to Fast-OFDM). The developed NLE using ANN
consists of k neural-sub-networks in which the inherent neurons are interconnected with the Fast-OFDM
weights values wFOFDM (k,i). The number of neurons in every neural sub-net is proportional to the
level of modulation format; for example, it is 16 for 16-ASK. In the output layer, the output signal
sums-up all Fast-OFDM neurons ŝ(k)FOFDM. To calculate the error, the minimum mean-square error
(MMSE) is estimated, after which the neurons/weights are updated similarly to an adaptive digital
filter [14]. Such learning process continues until a very low error value is reached (convergence rate).
Equation (1) shows how this error is estimated:
e(k)FOFDM = s(k)FOFDM − ŝ(k)FOFDM, (1)





wFOFDM(k, i)ϕFOFDM(k, i)(s(k)FOFDM), (2)
In Equation (2), ϕFOFDM(k, i) represents a nonlinear sigmoid “activation function” [14]. It should
be also noted that the total number of neurons adopted is also proportional to the number of sub-carriers,
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as the Fast-OFDM signal consists of (k) number of subcarriers; thus, the ANN equalizer consists of (k)




Figure 2. (a) Optical Fast-OFDM received diagram showing the equalizer that is based on
IVSTF [11]. (b) 16-ASK optical Fast-OFDM received diagram illustrating the ANN sub-neural
network equalizer. LPF: low-pass filter; ADC: analogue-to-digital converter; CP: cyclic prefix;
DCT: Discrete-Cosine Transform; NLE: nonlinear equalizer; ANN: artificial neural network; n: neuron;
MMSE: minimum mean square error; HCD: nonlinear system chromatic dispersion.
The designed ANN for NLE operation in optical Fast-OFDM performs Riedmiller-resilient based
back-propagation (RP) [24–27] for the purpose of updating the weights. The steepest descent algorithm
is also used to find a global-data minimization [14]. In ANN numerical demonstration, a differentiable
hyperbolic tangent function was employed for the hidden layer (which is only one to further reduce
complexity) [26,27] and the linear function “purelin” for the output layer. In Figure 2b the MMSE is
processed via the RP algorithm in order for ANN to find the weights that minimize the error in terms
of the vectors S(n) FOFDM and Ŝ(n) FOFDM:
E(n)FOFDM =‖ S(n)FOFDM−Ŝ(n)FOFDM ‖2, (3)
In the developed NLE using ANN the weights are updated according to the five steps presented
in [14,26]. Figure 2a, illustrates the benchmark received IVSTF based NLE with identical procedure
to [11], which is of deterministic nature since it can tackle deterministic linear and nonlinear crosstalk
effects. IVSTF was used as a comparative NLE and it was implemented in time domain in contrast to
ANN-NLE, which is processed in frequency domain after the DFCT block. It should be noted that the
Volterra-based equalizer is of reduced complexity compared to the well-known full-step digital back
propagation [11], using up to 3rd order kernels to account for up to 2nd order chromatic dispersion.
The complexity, however, of IVSTF is much higher than ANN since it consists of multiple FFT & IFFT
blocks for fiber dispersion and nonlinearity compensation, respectively.
4. Direct-Detected Optical Fast-OFDM System Model Equipped with NLEs and Performance
over SMF
The proposed direct-detected optical Fast-OFDM system equipped with either ANN or IVSTF
was implemented in a hybrid MATLAB with VPI® simulation platform. Similar equalizers have
been previously employed in [11,14], which validates the model used in this work. Moreover, the
Fast-OFDM system was modulated using 4-, 8- and 16-ASK signal formats at a signal capacity of
9.69, 14.53 and 19.3 Gb/s, respectively, for both equalizers using 64 sub-carriers and 1000 Fast-OFDM
symbols. The transmission-reach of the developed system was set at 640 km (8 spans with a fiber-link
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length of 80 km). The length of CP was set at 25% to ensure effective elimination of inter-symbol
interference [28,29]. At the receiver-end of the simulation set-up a single low pass filter (LPF) unit
was employed having 3 dB bandwidth of approximately 3 GHz. For optical amplification per span,
Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) were used having a realistic noise figure of 6 dB.
The sampling rate of the DAC at the transmitter and the ADC at the receiver was chosen at
6.25 GS/s, while the ratio of clipping and quantization bits were optimally set to 7 dB and 10, respectively,
which has been reported as the optimum values for high level modulation formats in O-OFDM [6].
The optimum launched optical power for our system under test was found at −6 dBm. A single
unit positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) photo-detector with 0.9 A/W of responsivity was adopted at
the receiver-side for direct-detection, while the SMF-transmission-link had the following parameters:
16.9 ps/nm/km fiber dispersion, 0.21 dB/km fiber loss, 0.07 ps/km/nm2 dispersion slope, 0.11 ps/km
0.5 polarization-mode-dispersion coefficient, 2.69 × 10-20 m2/W Kerr-induced nonlinearity coefficient,
and 80 μm2 effective core area. The key simulation parameters for the developed ANN-based
Fast-OFDM transmission model are depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. Key optical Fast-OFDM transceiver parameters.
Parameter Description & Unit
Signal modulation format 4-, 8-, 16-ASK
Signal data bit-rate 9.69, 14.53, 19.37 Gb/s
Operating wavelength 1550 nm
Number of sub-carriers 64
Cyclic prefix (CP) length 25%
Forward-error-correction 7%
ANN training vector length 5%
Photo-detector type PIN
PIN sensitivity −19 dBm
DAC/ADC sampling rate 6.25 GS/s
DAC/ADC quant. bits 7
DAC/ADC clipping ratio 13 dB
LPF roll-off function Bessel-Thomson
LPF 3 dB bandwidth (order) 3 GHz (2nd order)
EDFA gain (noise figure) 16 dB (6 dB)
SSMF span (length) 8 (80 km)
The transmission performance of the direct-detected optical Fast-OFDM system over SMF links
for different modulation formats is shown in Figure 3. It is evident from this figure that for a fixed
BER at 10−3 (the selected forward-error-correction limit at 10−9) the maximum transmission-reach is
at about 380 km, 240 km, and 200 km for 4-, 8- and 16-ASK modulation, respectively. This can be
explained by the fact that a higher level of modulation that carry higher data rate increases the SNR on
Fast-OFDM sub-carriers, due to the increased amplitude distortions induced by the combined effects
of fiber chromatic dispersion and nonlinearity at higher transmission distances.
Figure 3. Optical Fast-OFDM transmission-reach in terms of BER.
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5. ANN vs. IVSTF in Direct-Detected Optical Fast-OFDM
The capability of ANN for nonlinearity compensation in optical Fast-OFDM with
intensity-modulation and direct-detection is illustrated in Figure 4 in terms of BER vs. distance.
In Figure 4, a 4-ASK modulation was considered for simplicity at a signal capacity of 9.69-Gb/s.
The optimum transmitted power was found at −6 dBm for ANN-NLE, as well for the benchmark IVSTF
and without (W/O) using NLE (i.e., considering only linear equalization). It is revealed from Figure 4
that 160 km extension in transmission-reach is achieved by ANN compared to linear equalization for
the adopted BER threshold. In the same manner, 80 km extension in transmission-reach is observed
when using ANN compared to the Volterra-based NLE. The latter can be explained by the fact that
while IVSTF compensates deterministic intra-channel nonlinearities, ANN can tackle both deterministic
and stochastic nonlinearities, i.e., parametric noise amplification from concatenated EDFAs and the
interplay between nonlinearity and polarization-mode-dispersion.
Figure 4. BER vs. transmission distance for 9.69-Gb/s optical Fast-OFDM at optimum launched
optical power of −6 dBm for Volterra-series transfer function (IVSTF)/ANN-NLEs and without (W/O)
using NLE.
On the other hand, the performance difference between ANN and linear equalization can be
explained in Figure 5, where the BER distribution on the sub-carrier index is depicted. The figure
essentially shows that a few Fast-OFDM sub-carriers under ANN equalization have decreased BER
(corresponding to increased SNR) compared to linear equalization. This happens because ANN can
reduce the effects of inter-carrier four-wave mixing.
Figure 6 depicts the received optical power at the PIN versus the transition distance while adopting
the 4-ASK modulation format; it is worth noting that the optical received power values are different at
different fiber lengths, varying from −7 dBm for 80 km to −18 dBm for 560 km.
Figure 7a shows the effect of the IVSTF and ANN equalizer on the optimum quantization bit. As it
can be seen from this figure, utilizing the ANN equalizer relaxes the requirement of a high-resolution
DAC/ADC, and reduces the requirement of high quantization bits by 2-bits for the same transmission
distance (for the case of 580 km) when compared with case of without equalizer, and by 1 bit when
compared with the case of utilizing the IVSTF equalizer. Similarly, this is also applied for the case
of clipping ratio, as depicted in Figure 7b: using the established ANN equalizer, an increase in the
transmission distance is observed when utilizing the optimum clipping ratio (7 dB); while for a fixed
distance of 580 km, a 2-dB reduction in the required clipping ratio is observed when using ANN
compared W/O ANN, moreover a reduction of 1 dB when compared with the IVSTF equalizer case.
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Figure 5. BER vs. optical Fast-OFDM sub-carrier index, with IVSTF-NLE, ANN_NLE and without
utilizing ANN at 320 km of fiber transmission.




Figure 7. Effect of DAC/ADC components on 4-ASK optical Fast-OFDM transmission performance
with the use of IVSTF equalizer, with ANN equalizer and W/O ANN at a signal bit rate of 9.69-Gb/s for
a transmitted power of −6 dBm: (a) Quantization bit vs. Distance. (b) Clipping ratio vs. Distance.
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6. Computational Complexity Analysis
When evaluating and comparing equalizers complexity it is essential to take the nature of the
equalizer in to considerations, such as the DBP and IVSTF are essentially different from machine
learning-based NLEs such as ANN and SVM. That is, as the IVSTF equalization mechanism is based
on the idea of reversing of the effect propagation model; consequently, which makes it dependent on
the number of fiber spans and the oversampling rate, therefore complexity, does not depend on other
signal parameters such as modulation format levels [13].
As the IVSTF equalization is implemented in the hybrid time and frequency domain, it requires
several conversions from time to frequency domain and vice versa, which intern makes the complexity
depends on the FFT/IFFT pairs that operate on data blocks of size Nblock = K ∗ Nsub, where k is the
oversampling constant and Nsub is the number of subcarriers. Consequently, the total number of









NBlock + 16(NSpan + 1), (4)
On the contrary to IVSTF, ANN based NLEs complexity depends upon some signal parameters,
such as the number of modulation forma level and the number of OFDM subcarriers.
The idea behind the ANN concept is based on the imitation of the human brain, as it utilizes a
large number of low complexity neurons, which makes their implementation require fewer FLOPs
when compared to other approaches like IVSTF. Therefore, the total number of operations performed
for processing each Fast OFDM symbol can be obtained by Equation (5) [12,13].




+ [(NSC ∗M)2 ∗ (NHL − 1)] + [NSC2 ∗M], (5)
where the NopIL, NopHL and NopOL are the Flop count for input-, output-, and hidden-layers which are












where NSC is the number of subcarriers, M is modulation format level and NHL is the number of
hidden layers.
It is worth noting that in the Fast-OFDM case the complexity is reduced by a factor of two when
compared to the conventional Optical-OFDM ANN-NLE case as shown in Equation (9), this is due to
the fact that in Optical OFDM signals has real and imaginary components that the ANN-NLE has to
deal with, where for the Fast-OFDM case the equalizer only deals with the real data [13].




+ 2[(NSC ∗M)2 ∗ (NHL − 1)]+2[NSC2 ∗M], (9)
Below, Figure 8 illustrates a comparison between ANN-NLE and IVSTF-NLE in terms of subcarriers
versus Floating points Operations (FLOPs). As the ANN-NLE is a modulation format dependent,
therefore, different modulation formats M-ASK (M = 4, 8, and 16) has been used, moreover for the case
of number of spans dependent IVSTF-NLE, the modulation formats has been set to 4 ASK, thereafter the
number of span has been changed as follow 1 span, 10 spans, and 20 spans.
In terms of computational complexity FLOPS, it is shown that for all the number of subcarriers,
ANN-NLE outperforms IVSTF-NLE. This is true even, when the best-case scenario of IVSTF-NLE,
at 1 span, is compared to the worst-case scenario of ANN-NLE at 16 ASK, while fixing the number of
subcarriers. This superiority is due to the utilization of a large number of low complexity neurons,
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which results in a low computational complexity when compared to the IVSTF-NLE that requires
several FFT/IFFT blocks to perform the equalization.
It is worth noting that the proposed nonlinear equalizer can be very useful when applied in
cost-sensitive metro-regional and short-reach networks. In future work, ANN-NLE will be implemented
in wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) Fast-OFDM signals where IVSTF cannot tackle effectively
inter-channel nonlinearities [30].
Figure 8. Computational complexity comparison between ANN-NLE and IVSTF-NLE versus the
number of sub carriers, whereas the M-ASK modulation formats (M = 4, 8, and 16) corresponds to the
ANN-NLE FLOPS and the 1 span, 10 span and 20 spans corresponds for the IVSTF-NLE FLOPS.
7. Conclusions
Reduction of intra-channel nonlinearities in low-cost direct-detected optical Fast-OFDM was
numerically demonstrated, for the first time, using a low-complex version of an ANN nonlinear
equalizer. In contrast to conventional ANN designs for coherent optical OFDM that employs two
real-valued activation functions (“split” complex function) to process in-phase and quadrature
components separately, here, only amplitude data were processed, thus significantly reducing the
computational complexity of the equalizer (e.g., far less neurons were adopted). ANN-NLE proved to
be a robust nonlinearity DSP technique for up to 19.37-Gb/s 16-ASKdirect-detected optical Fast-OFDM
signals. It was shown that an 80 km extension in transmission-reach was feasible when using
ANN compared to the benchmark Volterra-based NLE for 9.69-Gb/s 4-ASK modulated Fast-OFDM
sub-carriers. This occurred because ANN can tackle stochastic nonlinear impairments such as
parametric noise amplification. Finally, the dynamic parameters requirements of the sub-ranging
quantizers were relaxed (DAC/ADC limitations) compared to linear equalization, namely the clipping
ratio and quantization bits by 2 dB and 2 bits, respectively moreover 1 dB and 1 bit when compared
with the IVSTF NLE performance. Regarding the computational complexity analysis, the ANN-NLE
over-performs the back propagation equalizers such as the IVSTF due to the use of low complexity
neurons where the IVSTF uses a large number of FFT/IFFT blocks as a part of the equalization process.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the proposed nonlinear equalizer could be implemented in
both state-art-of-the-art optical modems and future super-high-speed optical communication systems,
supporting > 40-Gb/s per wavelength. More importantly, due to the low complexity of both Fast-OFDM
based DSP and ANN-NLE, the proposed hybrid solution should be more practical for real-time signal
processing than benchmark approaches (e.g., conventional optical OFDM and IVSTF or DBP).
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Abstract: With the development of 5G technology, high definition video and internet of things,
the capacity demand for optical networks has been increasing dramatically. To fulfill the capacity
demand, low-margin optical network is attracting attentions. Therefore, planning tools with higher
accuracy are needed and accurate models for quality of transmission (QoT) and impairments are the
key elements to achieve this. Moreover, since the margin is low, maintaining the reliability of the
optical network is also essential and optical performance monitoring (OPM) is desired. With OPM,
controllers can adapt the configuration of the physical layer and detect anomalies. However,
considering the heterogeneity of the modern optical network, it is difficult to build such accurate
modeling and monitoring tools using traditional analytical methods. Fortunately, data-driven artificial
intelligence (AI) provides a promising path. In this paper, we firstly discuss the requirements for
adopting AI approaches in optical networks. Then, we review various recent progress of AI-based
QoT/impairments modeling and monitoring schemes. We categorize these proposed methods by
their functions and summarize advantages and challenges of adopting AI methods for these tasks.
We discuss the problems remained for deploying AI-based methods to a practical system and present
some possible directions for future investigation.
Keywords: optical transmission; optical networks; machine learning; artificial intelligence; quality of
transmission; optical performance monitoring; failure management
1. Introduction
The progress of 5G mobile networks, internet of things and cloud services has raised high
demands and new requirements for the capacity and reliability of optical networks. To serve the rapidly
increasing number of internet service users, the technologies of optical networks are continuously
evolving. The development of elastic optical networks (EON) [1] enables network controllers to
scale up or down resources in order to utilize spectrum resources efficiently [2]. However, the EON
architecture increases network complexity because of the various configurations of links and signals,
which makes it more challenging to maintain the high transmission quality of a lightpath from the
beginning of life (BoL) to the end of life (EoL). Since a large amount of data is transmitted in each link,
even a brief disruption of traffic flows can lead to disastrous degradation [2]. Therefore, improving the
reliability of optical networks is also important.
To reach a high capacity, optical networks should better utilize network resources. In many
scenarios, since a planning tool cannot accurately estimate the quality of transmissions (QoT), a high
design margin is mandatory, which accounts for the difference between the planned metrics and the
real value to ensure proper operations of networks [3]. A high margin can lead to the underutilization
of spectrum resources. Therefore, to build a low margin optical network to increase network
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capacity, a more accurate planning tool is needed to estimate the QoT prior to link deployment or
reconfiguration [4]. In this case, an accurate QoT model is essential and impairment models can
improve the accuracy of the QoT model. On the other hand, to improve the reliability of optical
networks, controllers should be capable of obtaining the real-time status of networks to prevent the
serious degradation of systems. To achieve this, advanced optical performance monitoring (OPM)
techniques are essential to enable needed functionalities to monitor the QoT and impairments. If failures
occur in optical networks, the monitoring mechanisms should be capable of detecting, identifying and
localizing them. Therefore, in summary, the modeling and monitoring techniques are the key building
blocks for the next generation EON. The basic architecture of the modeling and monitoring techniques
is shown in Figure 1.
    
        
        
    














Figure 1. Applications of modeling and monitoring techniques in optical networks.
For the modeling, some models are applied to judge whether one lightpath meets the requirement
for establishment in terms of the QoT [4]. Some are applied to estimate the specific value of the
QoT or impairments [5]. In EON, there are some challenges for traditional analytical models. Firstly,
there exists typically a tradeoff between complexity and accuracy. Some sophisticated analytical
models, e.g., the split-step Fourier method (SSFM) [6], are capable of capturing different impairments
with great precision, but the complexity may be prohibitively high. Some approximate models, e.g.,
the Gaussian noise (GN) model [7], can be calculated in a short time, but the accuracy needs to be
improved especially for heterogeneous and dynamic links. Moreover, because of the diversity of EON,
it is difficult to obtain one specific model for all scenarios. In this case, the estimation results of models
may appear a large deviation for some scenarios.
Artificial intelligence (AI) [8] technologies provide new opportunities to solve these problems.
In many scenarios, machine learning (ML) methods can obtain a higher accuracy and/or a lower
complexity compared to analytical models. For instance, in [5], an artificial neural network (ANN)
is adopted to estimate fiber nonlinear noise more accurately and efficiently compared to the original
analytical model. The accuracy of this ANN-based nonlinear estimator is higher than the incoherent
GN (IGN) model and the complexity is much lower than the SSFM. Moreover, for situations where there
is no suitable traditional model, ML methods can make estimations utilizing the data extracted from
simulations or real scenes. For example, the filtering effect brought by reconfigurable optical add-drop
multiplexers (ROADM) can be modeled with an ANN [9]. Finally, many data-driven methods with
ML can be adopted to adjust analytical models to be scalable for more scenarios where they show large
deviations. For instance, in [10], ML algorithms are used to improve the performance of the analytical
model with data collected from an established lightpath.
The transmission performance of an established light path is not always reliable due to the various
changes of link conditions. Therefore, optical performance monitoring (OPM) is a key building block,
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which enables network controllers to adjust link configurations according to the real-time status
of a system. Moreover, monitoring results can be used to detect, identify and localize failures in
EON’s. However, the heterogeneity of EON’s has also raised many new challenging requirements
for the monitoring techniques, and ML shows a potential in building more intelligent and efficient
monitoring schemes. Firstly, faster response time is desired for monitoring [2]. Since a monitoring
agent should provide information for optimizing lightpath configurations and diagnosing the anomaly,
the monitoring scheme needs to be capable of tracking the change of the network performance.
According to [2], the monitoring time of some network applications is required to be at the order of
milliseconds. Therefore, some traditional methods with complex data processing and a long-time
window may not be compatible with dynamic real-time applications. To solve this problem, advanced
ML methods with forward propagation mechanisms [11], such as ANN, convolutional neural networks
(CNN) and so on, can be employed to accomplish the feature extraction and estimate real-time status
in a short time period [5,12,13]. These monitoring tools can be trained offline before deployment.
When estimating the signal performance, the pre-trained monitors can respond in a very short time.
Secondly, monitoring techniques should be cost-effective [2]. In particular, they should not necessitate
expensive external devices, and one OPM block is preferable to monitor multiple impairments. It may
be difficult for analytical models to achieve these two goals simultaneously but ML-aided methods
can help to fulfill these requirements. For instance, samples of received signals can be input to ML
algorithms for monitoring the chromatic dispersion (CD), polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) and
optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) at the same time [14]. Moreover, when obtaining information from
the receiver digital signal processing (DSP) modules, ML methods may be able to monitor the QoT or
impairments without any external devices such as the optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) [15].
Therefore, for the next generation EON, applications of ML techniques for modeling and monitoring
can provide strong support to build a reliable and intelligent optical network with lower design margins.
This paper is intended to review recent progress in AI-enabled modeling and monitoring techniques for
EON. Since optical networks are full of data with heterogeneous sources and various characteristics, it is
possible to improve the accuracy and/or sensitivity of optical performance estimation functionalities
with these data. However, the large number of data also makes it more challenging to discover
useful information from them. In this case, data-driven ML methods are essential tools for network
planning and management, but these methods should be improved to be cost-effective and reliable
for deployment. Several previous review works have provided comprehensive summaries of the
applications of ML techniques in optical networks [2,16–19]. They discuss the ML-based techniques
adopted in various domains and point out many possible directions for the future deployment strategies.
In this paper, we focus on the AI-based techniques specifically for link modeling and monitoring in
optical networks. In addition, we discuss and summarize the advantages and challenges for adopting
the AI-based modeling and monitoring methods in the future EON. This paper is organized as follows.
• In Section 2, we firstly introduce the background and challenges for modeling the QoT and
impairments in EON’s. The potentials of applying ML to estimate network performance are also
discussed. Then, we review many previous works on ML-based modeling techniques.
• In Section 3, we firstly review various previous works on ML-based monitoring techniques.
Afterwards, the monitoring techniques specifically for failure management are elaborated.
• In Section 4, the use cases for AI-based modeling and monitoring techniques are discussed.
• In Section 5, we provide a lookout for the future of utilizing ML methods in EON by discussing
both the challenges and opportunities.
• In Section 6, a conclusion for this paper is provided.
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2. AI-Based QoT and Impairment Modeling
2.1. Background and Challenges
QoT modeling for an unestablished lightpath can help planning tools in the control plane to develop
proper strategies of routing, wavelength assignment and signal configurations [20–25]. In EON, during
the phase of network planning, the accuracy of QoT and impairment models is influenced by various
configurable parameters like modulation format, symbol rate and physical path in optical networks.
If these parameters are not accurate, the estimations of QoT may have deviations compared with the
real value [5,26,27]. In this case, due to the inaccuracy of planning tools, a large design margin [3]
is needed and networks are overutilized to avoid network degradation until the EoL. As a result,
QoT models with a higher accuracy are desired and impairment models can provide an insight into
the contributions of each individual impairment to help QoT estimators reach a better performance.
For the QoT modeling, some traditional methods [28] can estimate the performance of an optical
link in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), pre-forward error correction (FEC) bit error rate (BER),
OSNR and so forth. For the impairment modeling, traditional methods can estimate some important
physical layer effects, such as fiber nonlinearity, optical filtering effect and amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) noise. The requirements for QoT and impairment modeling techniques of the
next-generation EON are illustrated as follows.
• Self-adaptiveness: Analytical models are essential for estimating the QoT of unestablished
lightpaths. However, they may not be scalable for all scenarios since the assumptions for these
models may be inappropriate when the configuration of traffic optical paths evolves continuously.
For instance, the optical amplifier gain spectrum is wavelength-dependent but some models
assume the gain to be identical for all channels. This kind of improper assumption may lead to
an inaccurate estimation of the ASE noise. Therefore, network planning tools with self-adaptive
QoT and impairment models are highly desired to guarantee a high-quality transmission from the
BoL to the EoL.
• Efficiency: For many QoT and impairment models, traditional models with high precision may
incur burdensome computational requirements. For example, to model the nonlinear impairment,
the SSFM [6,29–31] can reach a high accuracy if the step size is sufficiently small, which leads to
a high complexity. The GN model [7] can provide results in a very short time but the precision
is lower than that of the SSFM in most scenarios. Therefore, models that can efficiently make
estimations with a high accuracy are desired.
• High tolerance to parameter uncertainty: In a practical system, link parameters can be uncertain
due to inaccurate measurements and other reasons. If the uncertainty of the model input exists,
there might be a significant deviation between the real value and the model estimation [5].
Therefore, models that are less sensitive to parameter uncertainty are also desired.
To fulfill these requirements, data-driven ML methods open new opportunities. Firstly,
ML methods are mostly data-driven [32], which means they enable the model to learn the characteristics
of the dataset, in principle even without any theoretical information [4,33–36]. This specific ability of
learning adaptively with data allows ML models to be easily extended to any scenarios if the simulation,
experiment or field-trial data for this situation can be obtained [13,23,37]. Secondly, for most optical
networks, the number of tunable parameters for link configurations is limited. Therefore, the number of
input parameters for QoT or impairment models are relatively small [5,33,38], which enables ML models
to reach a good performance with simple structures such as the ANN with a small number of nodes
and hidden layers [23]. In this case, these low-complexity ML models can calculate faster compared
with some traditional models. Many previous works using a simple ANN or linear regression have
already achieved good performances [5]. Finally, advanced ML algorithms like ensemble learning [39]
and Theil-Sen regression [40] can address the drawbacks of the least squared algorithms and make
models less sensitive to the outliers and fluctuations of data. Besides, training techniques like data
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augmentation [41,42] can improve the model robustness to parameter uncertainty and avoid overfitting
by adding interference manually. In this section, we reviewed various previous works for AI-based
QoT and impairment modeling techniques.
2.2. AI-Based QoT Modeling
For the QoT modeling, there are many types of metrics, such as BER, Q-factor, SNR, OSNR and
margin. The aim of the QoT modeling is to precisely estimate the link performance and then build low
margin networks. The requirement of the QoT estimations differs in different scenarios. Some need to
judge whether one light path can be established or not [4,21,38], and some need the specific value of the
QoT metrics. For the former, ML classification methods [43] can be used such as K-nearest neighbors
(KNN), random forests (RF), support vector machine (SVM), logistic regression (LR), ANN and so
forth. For the latter, ML regression methods [43,44] can be employed such as network Kriging (NK),
Gaussian process (GP), CNN [45], ANN and so forth. We provided a review of some recent ML-based
QoT modeling techniques in the literature for different metrics in this section. They are listed in Table 1
and elaborated as follows.
Table 1. Summary of the machine learning (ML)-based quality of transmission (QoT) modeling







Traffic volume, modulation format, total length of




Generalized OSNR, baud rate, modulation format,
FEC, slot-size
Deep Graph Convolutional Neural
Networks [46]
Total length of the path, span length, central
frequency, number of slots in each path,
modulation format, number of Erbium-doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA), number of links, BER
Q-factor
Case-based Reasoning [47,48]
Route, selected wavelength, total length of the path,
sum of the co-propagating lightpaths per link,
standard deviation of the number of total
co-propagating lightpaths




Average PMD of each link, accumulation value of
CD, the self-phase modulation (SPM) quantified
through the nonlinear phase of the signal
Gaussian Process Regression [50] Wavelength, OSNR of the established wavelength
SNR
Combination of Machine Learning
and Physical Layer Model [10]
Lightpath length, link load, number of
crossed EDFAs






Number of hops, number of spans, total link length,
average link length, maximum link length, average
span attenuation, average CD
For the BER estimation, in [4], an ML-based classifier is used to decide whether the BER of
an unestablished lightpath can achieve the network requirement. Features of the model are the traffic
volume, modulation format, lightpath total length, length of the longest link and number of lightpath
links. The training dataset is obtained from the deployed lightpaths. The employed ML classifier
algorithms are KNN and RF with various kernel settings. Moreover, this work comprehensively
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compare the performance of different ML algorithms. The influences of different combinations of input
features and different sizes of dataset are also analyzed. The result shows that RF outperformes KNN
in accuracy and efficiency in most cases. The result also shows that a bigger dataset can help to reach
a higher accuracy. In [21], the generalized optical signal-to-noise ratio (gOSNR), baud rate, modulation
format, FEC, slot-size and so on are used to estimate the BER and the training data is obtained from
a practical system. Therefore, this model can enable controllers to find the optimum configuration of
a light path for each specific network. In [46], a deep graph convolutional neural network (DGCNN)
is applied to estimate the feasibility of the network state. This work considers the crosstalk between
unestablished and established light paths according to historical data.
For the Q-factor estimation, in [47,48], a cognitive QoT estimator classifies lightpaths to high-
or low-quality categories. The classification method is case-based reasoning (CBR), which is based
on the prior experiences or cases to make estimations. Features for this model include the route,
selected wavelength, total length of a path, sum of the co-propagating lightpaths per link and standard
deviation of the number of total co-propagating lightpaths. To extend a pre-trained model to more
scenarios, transfer learning is proposed in [52] to make use of collected data from new scenes for
retraining. This method can effectively reduce the training time when configurations of the optical
networks change. Methods mentioned above all use historical data from real scenes and they all
achieve a good performance for estimating the QoT. Therefore, we can infer that data-driven ML
methods can improve the training efficiency and the scalability of models to more systems.
For the OSNR estimation, in [49], regression methods like network Kriging (NK) and least-squares
minimization with l2-norm regularization are utilized. The parameters used for estimations are the
average PMD of each link, accumulation value of CD, and SPM quantified through the nonlinear phase
of the signal. The algorithm is based on established light paths to evaluate an unestablished path for
transparent optical networks. This method successfully helps to design a reliable light path efficiently.
According to [50], in some practical systems, the noise figure and gain of amplifiers and fiber loss are
wavelength-dependent. In this case, the Gaussian process regression (GPR) is used to estimate the
OSNR with a confidence output.
For the SNR estimation, in [10], the combination of the ML model (ML-M) and physical layer model
(PLM) is applied to build a framework called ML-PLM to estimate the QoT performance. This model is
based on the data from the existing connections of a network. Features used for estimation are the light
path length, link load and number of crossed Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). The simulation
shows that, this method can reduce the influence of the uncertainty of parameters such as the fiber
attenuation, dispersion, nonlinear coefficients or amplifier noise. Moreover, the more light paths
the model can get from the network topology, the higher accuracy the model can achieve. In this
way, ML-PLM can reach better performances and makes the model suitable for a dynamic network.
In [51], gradient decent is used to correct the deviations of the input parameters for the QoT estimators.
This method takes advantage of back-propagation algorithms embedded in many neural networks,
which successfully reduces the uncertainty of models.
For the margin estimation, in [38], ML models such as KNN, LR, SVM and ANN are proposed to
judge whether the residual margin is positive. The input features are the number of hops, number
of spans, total link length, average link length, maximum link length, average span attenuation and
average dispersion. To build a better classifier, those models for classification are investigated with
different kinds of kernels. Then, to obtain the specific value of the residual margin an ANN is employed.
In [38], the performances of the adopted ML algorithms are compared with each other and they all
reach a decent performance.
2.3. AI-Based Impairment Modeling
Accurate modeling of impairments can provide more information to improve the accuracy of QoT
models. Moreover, the estimation of specific impairments can help controllers design an optimum
configuration of a light path. In this section, since impairments like CD and PMD can be compensated
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in the receiver, we focus on the impairments that may cause performance degradation. A few recent
works using AI-based modeling methods for estimating fiber nonlinearity, filtering effect and ASE
noise are investigated in this section. They are listed in Table 2 and introduced as follows.
Table 2. Summary of the ML-based impairment modeling techniques discussed in Section 2.3.
Modeling Targets Algorithms Input Features
Nonlinear Noise Artificial NeuralNetworks [5]
Nonlinear SNR from the GN model, span number, maximum
span length, average span length, optical launch power, link
length, net CD, average gamma of fiber spans, average
attenuation of fiber spans, number of wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) channels
Optical Filtering Effect Artificial NeuralNetworks [9]
Number of ROADMs, OSNR, loaded noise distribution,
bandwidth distribution
Gain Spectrum of EDFA Deep NeuralNetworks [34] Power levels of all WDM channels
EDFA Gain Excursion MultilayerPerceptron [35] Gain setting, total input power, input power of each channel
2.3.1. Nonlinear Noise
For the nonlinear effect modeling, sophisticated analytical models such as the SSFM [6] can provide
accurate estimations. However, these methods also result in a long computation time. Although
approximate models can calculate much more quickly [53], they cannot guarantee the accuracy in all
scenarios, thus leading to a high design margin and an inefficient utilization of network resources [3].
In [5], a combination of analytical models and ML methods is proposed to reach a higher accuracy for
nonlinear noise estimation.
2.3.2. Filtering Effect
In future EON, ROADM can enable optical networks to support the flexible multiplexing and
demultiplexing, which is important for build an intelligent network with more capacity and dynamicity.
However, in this case, the filtering effect caused by cascaded ROADMs can also influence the QoT
much more significantly because of the reduced guard band between channels. In [9], an ANN-aided
approach is introduced to estimate the filtering effect. The input features of the neural network are
the ROADM number, OSNR, loaded noise distribution and bandwidth distribution. A one-hidden
layer ANN can estimate the SNR of the light path induced by the filtering effect with error mostly less
than 1 dB. In practical systems, the filtering effect can be more significant when multiple impairments
co-exist such as nonlinearity. Besides, the filtering effect is not a kind of additive noise and SNR
may not be the best metric for evaluation. Therefore, problems like how to model the filtering effect
together with other impairments and how to quantify the filtering effect using a proper metric should
be further investigated.
2.3.3. ASE Noise
In a practical system, to accurately model the ASE noise generated by EDFAs, the noise figure (NF)
of each EDFA at each wavelength should be precisely known. According to [36], the NF of an EDFA is
related to the gain at each wavelength. Therefore, the ASE noise can be more accurately estimated with
the aid of an accurate EDFA gain model. However, the spectral hole burning [54] (SHB) effect makes
the spectral gain profile of an EDFA change dynamically under channel reconfigurations, thus leading
to a power excursion. Since it is hard for the traditional model to efficiently model the gain spectrum
of an EDFA with different power loadings in each channel, data-driven ML methods can be adopted.
In [34], deep learning is adopted to estimate the gain of each channel individually. To simplify the
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structure of ML algorithms, a multilayer perceptron neural network is introduced to estimate the gain
of all channels at the same time [35].
3. AI-Based Optical Performance Monitoring
OPM is key to ensure the reliability of optical networks [16]. According to [2], monitoring
techniques can enable several essential and advanced network functionalities. Firstly, a precise
monitoring of QoT and impairments [55,56] can make the control plane accurately assess the signal
quality. Therefore, the monitoring information can guide the network self-reconfiguration and also
enables receivers to adapt some impairment compensation algorithms. Secondly, the real-time
monitoring can continuously obtain the condition of the physical layer. If the QoT deteriorates,
monitoring agents can detect failures. Then, the controller can reconfigure the network to avoid further
degradations. Finally, monitoring data from real scenes can be used to retrain the planning model.
This retraining scheme can improve the accuracy of planning tools and make the design margin lower.
At the same time, there are also some challenging requirements for deploying an OPM in an EON,
such as how to track the real-time change of the optical networks accurately in a short response time
and how to monitor multiple impairments simultaneously. These challenges have been elaborated in
Section 1. ML shows its potential to fulfill these challenges. In this section, we review various works
using ML for OPM. According to their different functions, these approaches are divided into two
categories. We firstly introduce some use cases of monitoring the QoT and impairments of a lightpath.
Then, we review the monitoring techniques for detecting, identifying and localizing soft failures in
a network. These two aspects are discussed as follows.
3.1. AI-Based QoT and Impairment Monitoring
For the QoT monitoring, the evaluation of BER, SNR, Q-factor, QSNR and so forth can enable
controllers to assess the transmission performance of each established light path and provide
a quantitative measure to check whether the designed QoT can be ensured. At the same time,
impairment monitoring is also needed to provide an insight into each specific effect in the physical
layer. In this section, various applications of ML for monitoring QoT and impairment are discussed.
A brief summary of methods discussed in this section is shown in Table 3 and the details are elaborated
as follows.
In [14], an ANN is used to monitor the OSNR, CD and PMD simultaneously with empirical
asynchronously sampled signal amplitudes. In [57], to make an easier monitoring procedure without
labor-intensive feature engineering, deep neural networks (DNN) are used to monitor the OSNR with
asynchronously sampled raw data. For this work, neural networks with an advanced structure perform
the feature extraction and monitoring calculation at the same time. Moreover, the results show that
a larger training dataset and a deeper neural network can help to increase the estimation performance.
As more advanced neural network structures emerge, CNN is also introduced to monitor the OSNR
and modulation format simultaneously [13,58,59]. In [37], ANN is adopted to monitor the OSNR
based on the historical data collected from real systems. In [60], principle component analysis (PCA)
and ANN are used to monitor the OSNR, bit rate, modulation format, CD and DGD by asynchronous
delay-tap plots. In this case, PCA can reduce the number of input parameters, thus reducing the
complexity of the ANN. A similar approach is investigated in [61] to monitor the OSNR and identify the
modulation format by asynchronous single channel sampling, which makes the algorithms simple and
low-cost. In some other situations, ML-methods are also employed to monitor specific impairments.
In [62], DNN is proposed to monitor the OSNR and modulation format with signals’ amplitude
histograms. This method only requires few DSP blocks, which makes it cost-effective for deployment.
In [63], kernel-based ridge regression is used to monitor the CD and differential group delay (DGD)
simultaneously. This method is validated by simulations and experiments. In [64], the long short-term
memory (LSTM) neural network is applied to monitor the OSNR with the four-tributary digital
outputs. The mean absolute error can be significantly reduced from 0.4 to 0.04 dB compared with other
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ML algorithms. In [65], OSNR and nonlinear noise power are monitored simultaneously based on
frequency domain signals. In [66], to identify the impairment causing the transmission degradation,
SVM can accurately make classifications between CD, PMD and noncoherent crosstalk.
Table 3. Summary of the ML-based monitoring techniques discussed in Section 3.1.
Algorithms Features Monitoring Targets
Artificial Neural Networks [14] Empirical asynchronously sampled signalamplitudes OSNR, CD, PMD
Deep Neural Networks [57] Asynchronously sampled raw data OSNR
Convolutional Neural Network [58] Constellation-diagram OSNR, Modulation Format
Convolutional Neural
Networks [13,59]
Horizontal and vertical polarization,
in-phase and quadrature-phase components
of optical signals
OSNR, Modulation Format
Artificial Neural Networks [37]
Launched power, EDFAs’ input powers,




Artificial Neural Networks [60] Asynchronous delay-tap plots
OSNR, CD, Differential Group




Artificial Neural Networks [61] Asynchronous single channel sampling data OSNR, Modulation Format
Deep Neural Networks [62] Signals’ amplitude histograms OSNR, Modulation Format
Kernel-based Ridge Regression [63] Asynchronous delay-tap sampling data CD, DGD
Long Short-Term Memory Neural
Networks [64] Four-tributary digital output OSNR
Long Short-Term Memory Neural
Networks [65] Frequency domain signal OSNR, Nonlinear Noise Power
Support Vector Machine [66] Eye diagrams CD, PMD, Noncoherent Crosstalk
Artificial Neural Networks [67]
Amplitude noise and phase noise
correlation (ANC, PNC), number of WDM
channel, total CD
Nonlinear SNR
Artificial Neural Networks [68]
Accumulative logarithmic ANC (ALANC),
number of WDM channel, total CD, noise
tangential and normal component
Nonlinear SNR
Support Vector Regression [69] Amplitude noise correlation, logarithmicaccumulated CD Nonlinear SNR
Artificial Neural Networks [5]
Nonlinear SNR from GN model, span
number, maximum span length, average
span length, the launch power, link length,
net CD, average gamma of fiber spans,
average attenuation of fiber spans, number
of WDM channels, ANC, PNC
Nonlinear SNR
In many scenes, obtaining specific features strongly related to an impairment can improve
monitoring accuracy. In [68], the amplitude noise correlation (ANC) and phase noise correlation (PNC)
are proved to be related to nonlinear impairments and an ANN is applied to monitor the nonlinear
SNR based on them. In [69], multiple logarithmic ANCs are directly input to an estimator using
support vector regression for monitoring the nonlinear SNR, which can estimate nonlinear noise
without features like the number of WDM channels. Moreover, in [5], the ANC and PNC are combined
with an analytical model such as the GN model to estimate nonlinear noise. Simulation results in [5]
prove that this combination can improve the monitoring accuracy.
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3.2. AI-Based Failure Management
Link failures can be classified into hard failures and soft failures. Hard failures in the link cause
immediate disruptions but can be easily detected and restored. Soft failures just gradually deteriorate
the performance of the link and they are hard to be detected. In addition, the causes behind them are
challenging to be identified. Therefore, detecting and identifying soft failures are of great importance
and highly desired. In this section, we review some recent works for failure management based on AI
techniques and they are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Summary of the AI-based failure management techniques discussed in Section 3.2.
Targets Algorithms Input Features
Detection, Identification Finite State Machine [70] BER, received power in receiver
Detection, Identification Random Forests, Support Vector Machine [71] The trend of BER
Identification Convolutional Neural Networks [12] Optical spectrum
Detection Support Vector Machine, Decision Trees [15] Optical spectrum
Detection One-class Support Vector Machine [72] Tap value of the adaptive filter
For the soft failure detection, current detection methods in a deployed network usually rely on
a pre-defined threshold. However, because of the high complexity of modern optical networks, it is
hard to set an accurate threshold. If it is set too loose, some soft failures may be ignored, and if too
tight, false detection may occur. For soft failure identification, it is generally difficult to accomplish
accurate identifications using analytic methods. To address the challenges faced by the traditional
methods, many works are proposed to utilize the ML techniques to perform failure detection and
identification. In [70], finite state machine (FSM) is used to detect and identify the soft failures caused
by laser and wavelength selective switch (WSS). In [71], the trend of the BER is monitored and analyzed.
The statistical characteristics of BER are input to the RF and SVM to detect the soft failure, and an ANN
with a hidden layer is applied to identify the cause of the soft failure between EDFA and WSS. In [15],
the optical spectrum is monitored using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The features of it are
extracted and analyzed to detect the soft failure caused by WSS. Then, controllers identify the anomaly
between filter shift (FS) and filter tightening (FT). In [72], the tap value of the adaptive filter is analyzed
using one-class SVM to detect the soft failure caused by laser, WSS and fiber nonlinearity. To summarize,
ML techniques pave a promising way to address the problems of failure detection and identification.
With the powerful learning capability of ML, the hidden patterns of the monitored data can be learned
to enable various failure management functionalities. As optical networks becoming more dynamic
and heterogeneous, traditional techniques for soft failure detection and identification may not be able
to adapt to the complex scenarios well. Therefore, more applications of ML techniques are expected to
be investigated in this field.
4. Use Cases
4.1. Use Case 1: AI-Based Nonlinear Noise Modeling
A use case for modeling the nonlinear SNR with ML is discussed as below. This use case is based
on the methods proposed in [5]. The structure of the ML-based estimator is shown in Figure 2a. For this
model, an analytical model provides a relatively low-accuracy result in a short time. Afterwards,
the pre-calculated result is input to a ML engine together with the processed system features related
to nonlinear interference. The system features are shown in Table 5. These features can be easily
obtained by a central controller and the processing time is short. For this modeling scheme, the GN
model can provide an approximate value with lower precision compared with the SSFM, and the
ANN only needs to learn the residuals between the real value and the approximate one. In this way,
only with a simple-structure ANN, the estimation result can be accurate. The simulation setup is
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shown in Figure 2c and the detailed description can be found in [5]. In Figure 2b, results show that
when combining the ANN with the coherent GN model (CGN) or the IGN model, the estimation
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Figure 2. (a) The structure of the proposed modeling scheme in [5]. (b) The comparison of cumulative
distribution functions (CDF) [5]. SNRSSFMNL means the nonlinear SNR estimated by the SSFM. SNR
EST
NL
means the estimation made by the model proposed in [5]. ΔSNR means the estimation error between
the SNRESTNL and the SNR
SSFM
NL . (c) The simulation setup.
Table 5. Summary of the modeling input features used in [5].
Features of modeling
1. SNRNL from the GN model
2. Span number
3. Maximum span length




8. Average gamma of fiber spans
9. Average alpha of fiber spans
10. Number of WDM channels
4.2. Use Case 2: AI-Based Nonlinear Noise Monitoring
As elaborated in Section 3.1, many ML-based methods are proposed to monitor the nonlinear
SNR in [66,67,72]. To improve the monitoring accuracy, in [5], the AI-based monitoring method
combines the analytical models and the monitoring features such as ANC and PNC. As shown in
Figure 3a–c, when combining monitoring features with analytical models, the maximum error reduces
from 1.2 to 1 dB and 0.8 dB using the IGN and CGN, respectively. Moreover, the comparison of
the CDF in Figure 3d also shows that the CGN model outperforms the IGN model to improve the
ANN performance by 0.35 dB. In this work, the analytical model provides an approximate estimation.
Afterwards, monitoring features are applied to improve the estimation accuracy based on the prior
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approximate estimations made by analytical models. Therefore, we can infer that ML can reach a higher







Figure 3. The estimation performance of the monitoring scheme proposed in [5]. (a) The error
histogram of monitoring performance without any analytical model input. (b) The error histogram
of monitoring performance with the incoherent Gaussian noise model (IGN). (c) The error histogram
of monitoring performance with the coherent GN model (CGN). (d) The CDF of three monitoring
strategies proposed in [5]. SNRANN−ESTNL and SNR
EST
NL means the nonlinear signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
estimated by methods proposed in [5]. SNRSSFMNL means the nonlinear SNR estimated by the SSFM.
ΔSNR means the estimation difference between the proposed method and the SSFM.
4.3. Use Case 3: AI-Based Soft Failure Identification
A use case for failure identification is elaborated in [12]. In addition to the filtering effect of WSS
and ASE noise, fiber nonlinearity is also considered. Compared with the previous works, a deep
learning algorithm is used and the power spectrum density (PSD) is extracted from a coherent receiver.
The overall architecture is shown in Figure 4.
The SDN agent monitors the physical layer continuously and uploads the PSD to the control layer.
Once the anomaly is detected, the CNN embedded in the anomaly identification module analyzes the
PSD stored in the database. Finally, the identification results are output to the failure management
module and proper actions are taken to restore the optical link.
The identification results are shown in Figure 5a. The results demonstrate a high accuracy of
the proposed method when there exists only one type of anomaly. In the scene when multiple types
of anomalies exit, the probability output by the SoftMax layer is utilized to gain insight into their
respective influences on the system. The result is shown in Figure 5b. The influences of ASE and
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nonlinear interference (NLI) on the system are similar at first since the output probabilities of the two
causes are both about 50 percent. Then, with the OSNR increasing, the NLI gradually becomes the
dominant cause.
 





Figure 5. The performance of the method in [12]. (a) The accuracy of the proposed method. (b) The
probability information output by the softmax layer.
5. Future Work
To build a reliable optical network with a lower margin, ML methods provide a promising way.
By reviewing the previous works using ML techniques for the modeling and monitoring, we observed
that ML outperformed many traditional approaches for its scalability, efficiency and robustness.
In future, more research with ML will be carried out for building an efficient, reliable and autonomous
optical network. At the same time, there are also some challenges for ML-based techniques for
practical deployments.
1. Efficient adaptation scheme. For most of the works mentioned above, the ML-based methods
are trained offline with data from simulations or lab experiments before deployment. Since the
weights and parameters of the ML-based methods are fixed after training, the calculation time
will be short when using these methods in a practical system. This firstly-trained-then-deployed
scheme is efficient for adopting ML-based methods for situations that require a fast response
time. However, the data from real scenes may be different from the simulation data. Therefore,
a reasonable adaptation scheme is also needed after deployment. In EON, online learning
approaches such as retraining are preferable to cope with time-evolving network scenarios [73].
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Even though collecting data from the practical system for retraining has been proposed in many
works, the rationality for the retraining scheme needs to be reconsidered. Since the change of
the EON may be unpredictable, data collected from the real scenes may not follow the same
distribution with the original training data. In this case, the collected data cannot be mixed with
the pre-training data to adapt the ML-based modeling/monitoring agents. Besides, if retraining
agents only use the data collected from the practical system, there are other problems. On the one
hand, if retraining is performed frequently for a better adaptation, dataset collected in a short
period is relatively small and overfitting may occur. On the other hand, if the retraining is not
frequent, estimators may have large deviations when the network state changes at a fast pace.
Therefore, how to deploy an efficient adaptation scheme should be carefully considered.
2. Reasonable design of ML structure. To reach a higher accuracy, ML algorithms with more complex
structures are introduced, such as DGCNN, reinforcement learning and generative adversarial
network (GAN). However, these ML methods with complex structures may be hard to deploy
in an optical system since they require large memories. Therefore, cost-effective ML methods
are desired for EON and the structures of ML methods need to be adjusted to be tailored for the
optical system.
3. Interpretability of ML-based approaches. Many works discussed in this paper are based
on a neural network, which is a flexible structure for classification and regression. However,
those ML algorithms often cannot provide concrete explanations for their decisions to a satisfactory
extent [74]. Therefore, it is difficult to guarantee the algorithmic fairness of ML methods, which is
an obstacle for deploying ML techniques to real systems. More works are desired to make ML
methods interpretable to scientifically make sure that these methods can perform as expected.
4. Deployment of the ML engine. Many approaches for modeling and monitoring with ML have
been proposed recently. Where to deploy these ML engines is another problem. Some ML engines
can be embedded in receivers to build a low latency system while some need to be deployed in the
control plane to obtain information from the whole optical networks [75]. Therefore, the strategies
for the deployment of the ML engine can be carefully designed to reach an optimum performance
of the ML-based method.
6. Conclusions
To improve the capacity of optical networks, planning tools with higher accuracy are required.
To improve the reliability of optical networks, accurate optical performance monitoring is also desired.
In this paper, we review many previous works on machine learning (ML) aided modeling and
monitoring techniques in elastic optical networks. We firstly analyzed the requirements of QoT and
impairment modeling. Then, by reviewing many ML-based modeling techniques, we analyze the
advantages of applying ML methods for this task. Afterwards, we review and discuss various works
for ML-based monitoring techniques for QoT/impairment estimation and failure management. Finally,
we summarized the opportunities and challenges for the application of ML methods. Looking forward
to the future, we can foresee a vital role played by ML-based mechanisms to build an intelligent optical
network with high efficiency.
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Featured Application: This paper provides a feasible method for modulation format identification
and OSNR monitoring. The application of KNN reduces complexity.
Abstract: In this study, a joint modulation format identification and optical signal-to-noise ratio
(OSNR) monitoring algorithm is proposed and experimentally demonstrated using the k-nearest
neighbor algorithm for intensity modulation and direct detection (IMDD) orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. A modified amplitude histogram of received signal is
employed to serve as the classification feature to simplify the computation. Experimental results show
that five common quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) modulation formats, including 4-QAM,
16-QAM, 32-QAM, 64-QAM and 128-QAM, can be identified under 100% accurate estimation at the
received optical power of −11 dBm. Robustness of the proposed scheme to constellation rotation is
also experimentally assessed. At the same time, system OSNR monitoring also can be achieved and
the average prediction mean square error (MSE) is 0.69 dB2, which is similar to that using an artificial
neural network. Computational complexity assessment demonstrated that similar performance but
less computing resource consumption can be achieved by using the proposed scheme rather than the
artificial neural network-based scheme.
Keywords: k-nearest neighbor algorithm; modulation format identification; OSNR monitoring
1. Introduction
The elastic optical networks [1] (EONs), as one of the solutions of the next-generation fiber-optic
communication network, have recently attracted a great deal of attention. Optical orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OOFDM) is considered a promising alternative to the EONs because of its
advantages, including its high spectral efficiency, good resistance to chromatic dispersion, as well as
its provision of hybrid dynamic bandwidth allocation in both frequency and time domains. IMDD
realizations, e.g., directly modulated laser (DML) based OOFDM transceivers [2], are usually applied in
cost-sensitive systems, e.g., optical access networks or data centers, because of their simple structure and
DSP (digital signal processing) [3]. With adaptively modulated optical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (AMOOFDM) [4–9], systems can maximize capacity and achieve flexible bandwidth
allocation simultaneously. However, to achieve the bandwidth on demand (BoD) approach, the EONs
are expected to be able to dynamically adjust various transmission parameters, e.g., modulation
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formats, OSNR, spectrum assignments, etc., depending on the adjusting traffic demands and network
condition. Negotiations between the transmitters and receivers are vital for adjusting the modulation
format or other parameters before resetting the bit rate. To achieve the flexible bandwidth provision,
one of the critical functional requirements for intelligent receivers in EONs is the ability to identify the
modulation formats and monitor OSNR of received signals without any prior information through the
negotiations between transmitters and receivers.
Modulation format identification has aroused growing attention from researchers in recent years.
Bo investigated and characterized a blind modulation format recognition method by projecting partial
received data in Stokes space onto a 2-D plane to plot a converted binary graph [10]. Based on
the evaluation of the peak-to-average-power ratio of the incoming data samples, Bilal presented a
simple novel digital modulation format identification scheme for coherent optical systems after some
independent DSP processing at the receiver [11]. Liu proposed a modulation format identification
technique based on the extraction and identification of specific features of received signal power
distributions in digital coherent receivers, which successfully identified six modulation formats [12].
However, the method described in [10] requires the approximate OSNR and the carrier frequency of
the received signals, the method in [11] requires additional hardware components as well as the OSNR
of received signals, and the scheme in [12] requires the computation of the received signal power
distributions for digital coherent receivers.
In recent years, several machine learning-based modulation format identification (MFI) techniques
have been proposed both in digital coherent and directly detected receivers [13–22] for optical
communications systems because of their excellent learning ability from data, which can avoid the
requirement of pre-information. Khan proposed a deep machine learning method to identify three
modulation formats at an accuracy of 100% in a wide optical signal-to-noise ratio range [13]. A simple
and cost-effective MFI technique was also proposed by his teams using an artificial neural network
based on asynchronous amplitude histogram (AAH) [14]. Guesmi experimentally demonstrated
a cost-effective technique to achieve optical performance monitoring functionalities and enable
simultaneous symbol rate and modulation format identification based on artificial neural networks [15].
Jiang introduced a novel modulation format identification method based on intensity fluctuation
features using support vector machines [16]. Zhang utilized an artificial neural network to identify
modulation format and a genetic algorithm to simplify the structures of an artificial neural network for
directly detected receivers [17]. However, these methods focus merely on identifying the modulation
format of the received signal and do not provide any information about the quality of signal in terms
of OSNR. Joint OSNR monitoring and modulation format identification in digital coherent receivers
using deep neural network (DNN) was performed in [18]. The excellent experimental effect of DNN
was considered, but the problem of high complexity was neglected.
In this study, a joint modulation format identification and OSNR monitoring algorithm is proposed
and experimentally demonstrated using the k-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm for IMDD OFDM
systems. A modified amplitude histogram (AH) of received signal is employed to serve as the
classification feature to simplify the computation. Experimental results show that five common QAM
modulation formats including 4-QAM, 16-QAM, 32-QAM, 64-QAM and 128-QAM can be identified
under 100% accurate estimation at the received optical power of −11 dBm. Robustness of the proposed
scheme to constellation rotation is also experimentally assessed. At the same time, system OSNR
monitoring can also be achieved with an average prediction MSE of 0.69 dB2, which is similar to what
is achieved using an artificial neural network. Computational complexity assessment demonstrated
that similar performance but less computing resource consumption can be achieved by using the
proposed scheme rather than the artificial neural network (ANN)-based scheme. AMOOFDM without
transceiver negotiations can also be achieved using the proposed scheme, showing its good potential
for intelligent transceivers in elastic optical networks.
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2. Operation Principle of Proposed KNN Based Scheme
The KNN algorithm [23] was first proposed by Cover and Hart, which is commonly employed for
text categorization, a process of identifying the class to which a text document belongs. The KNN
algorithm is considered a simple and intuitive algorithm: comparing the features of a testing data set
with a training data set and finding the k instances closest to the instance in the training dataset under
a given training dataset, for the new input testing instances. Moreover, the category corresponding to
testing data is the one with the largest number of occurrences in k instances. The operation procedure
of the KNN algorithm is described as follows:
Firstly, the input dataset is written as:
T =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xN, yN)
}
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (1)
where xi ∈ χ ⊆ Rn denotes the feature vector of the instance; yi ∈ Y = {c1, c2, . . . , ck} is the category of














∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣xi(2) − xj(2)
∣∣∣2 (2)
where i and j denote the instance of training data and testing data, l denotes the dimension.
Subsequently, the distance is sorted according to the rising relation of distance.
Next, following the given distance measurement, the k nearest points to x are found in the training
set T before determining the occurrence frequency of the categories of the preceding k points. And the
neighborhoods of x covering the k points are expressed as Nk(x), which is used in Equation (3).
Finally, the category with the highest frequency in the preceding k points is returned as the










, i = 1, 2, . . . , N; j = 1, 2, . . . , K (3)
where I denotes the indicator function. When yi = cj, I is 1, otherwise 0.
As shown in Figure 1, the green dot represents the test data, blue squares represent category
A of the training set, and red triangles represent category B of the training set. If the value of k
is set to 3, the number of red triangles will be 2 greater than the blue squares, of which there is
1. Thus, the category of green dot is red triangle. However, when the value of k increases to 5,
the category of green dot belongs to blue square since the number of blue squares is greater than the
red triangles. The special case of the k-nearest neighbor algorithm is k = 1, which is named as the
nearest neighbor algorithm.
Figure 1. The k-nearest neighbor (KNN) schematic diagram.
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There are two situations dealing with the complex data. One is the training stage in which
modulation format of training data is known, and the other is the testing stage, which is the unknown
data waiting for identification with the KNN classifier obtained in the training stage. For the training
data, the KNN algorithm is utilized to process the feature vector to build a model which is virtually
the KNN classifier. For the unknown data, the feature vector is fed into the KNN classifier, and the
modulation format of this data can be obtained. It is worth mentioning that KNN does not have an
explicit learning process. In fact, it is a well-known representative of lazy learning. This kind of learning
technology only saves samples at the training stage. After receiving the test sample, the subsequent
processing is carried out, including comparing the test data with the stored data.
In the receivers of the noted OOFDM systems, fast Fourier transform (FFT) processing is first
performed on the received signal to obtain the complex signal data, and then the features of the data
can be abstracted from the complex signal data. The AH is introduced in the proposed scheme in
which only the real part of the received signals is involved to abstract features. In this study, 30 samples
are selected as a training data set, of which every sample is a subcarrier transmission data of OFDM
signals. Subsequently, for every subcarrier, 3000 data points are selected from whole 20,400 data points
to obtain features. Accordingly, for the 4-QAM, 16-QAM, 32-QAM, 64-QAM and 128-QAM, 2, 4, 6, 8
and 12 peaks should be observed in corresponding AHs. The clustering degree of peaks represents
different OSNR. Obviously, when the peak is prominent, the value of OSNR is large.
To simplify the computation complexity and improve the robustness of the algorithm, a data
preprocessing scheme is first implemented. The real part of the complex data is divided into 100
intervals from −1.5 to 1.5, after taking real part operations for each data point. The number of points
falling in different intervals is used as input feature vector data for KNN. To reduce the effect that
computational overhead increases with the increase in data size, each interval is processed as follow:
(a) If the number of points in an interval ≥256, the value of this interval will be set to 32.
(b) If the number of points in an interval ≤32, the value of this interval will be set to 0.
(c) If the number of points in an interval is between 32 and 256, the value of this interval will be set
to an integer obtained by using the number divided by 8, which can be conveniently performed
by a commercial processor in the future.
Then, the final features of each interval can be obtained.
3. Experimental Verification and Discussions
An IMDD OFDM transmission system over an SSMF (standard single mode fiber) as illustrated in
Figure 2 is employed to experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme [24]. Detailed
transceiver and system key parameters can be found in Table 1. In this system, all DSP procedures for
both transmitter and receiver are achieved by an offline approach. At the transmitter side, the input
pseudo random data (PRBS15) is first mapped into parallel complex data with five modulation formats
from 4-QAM to 128-QAM. A 64-point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) module is then applied for
the generation of OFDM time-domain symbols, in which 30 of them can be used to allocate user data to
satisfy the Hermitian symmetry for a real-valued IMDD signal approach. Next, an arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG) is employed to generate analog signals at a sampling rate of 2 GSa/s. The analog
OFDM signals are then fed into the preamplifiers to adjust the signal amplitude before directly driving
a DFB laser at 1550 nm with bandwidth of 2 GHz. Subsequently, the DFB laser converts the electrical
signals to optical signals and sends them to the 25 km SSMF.
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Figure 2. The experimental setup of intensity modulation and direct detection (IMDD) orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system.
Table 1. Transceiver and system parameters.
Parameter Value
Modulation format 128/64/32/16/4-QAM
IFFT/FFT size 64 points
CP length 16 points
Bit rate 4.28 Gb/s
OFDM symbols per frame 100 symbols
SSMF length 25 km
DFB modulation bandwidth 2 GHz
DFB wavelength 1550 nm
PIN detector bandwidth 12 GHz
AWG sampling rate 2 GS/s
DSO sampling rate 10 GS/s
DSO/AWG resolution 8 bit
Training set sample size 30 sample
Data points per sample 3000 points
At the received side, a 12 GHz PIN (positive intrinsic-negative) with trans-impedance amplifier
(TIA) is utilized for O-E conversion by directly detecting the optical OFDM signals. The received
optical power (RoP) can be adjusted by a variable optical attenuator (VOA). The received signals are
then captured by the digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) with 10 GSa/s sampling rate ADC to convert
analog signals to digital signals for offline DSP processing.
During the offline DSP processing, the received data is converted to complex data after symbol
synchronization, cyclic prefix (CP)/training sequence (TS) removal, FFT, and channel equalization,
as shown in Figure 2. The model of KNN is obtained by training, and then the modulation format
is predicted by this model. Once the modulation format is realized using the proposed scheme,
the complex data can be decoded to get the original transmit data and to calculate the BER (bit error
rate). Meanwhile, OSNR is predicted based on the corresponding modulation formats. The specific
recognition and prediction algorithm based on KNN is explained in detail in Section 2.
To investigate the feasibility of the proposed scheme, subcarrier bit loading profiles corresponding
to a total bit rate of 4.28 Gb/s shown in Figure 3 are employed for the measurements, including five
different mixed QAM modulation formats from 4-QAM to 128-QAM. In this paper, we intentionally
chose the bit loading profiles to ensure that every type of modulation format was introduced in the
experiment. In fact, in practical application, the proposed algorithm will certainly be used with
an adaptive bit-and-power-loading algorithm. The constellations and corresponding abstracted
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representative AHs when the RoP is −11 dBm are shown in Figure 4a. The Figure suggests that
different peak profiles can be observed for different modulation formats. We can see from Figure 4a
that the constellation maps of 4-QAM and 16-QAM have good performance, and that the modulation
formats can be easily distinguished. When it comes to 32-QAM, the constellation becomes blurred,
but obvious peak value can be seen by the AH method, which means that the modulation format can
be well recognized, as shown in Figure 4b. When the modulation formats are 64-QAM and 128-QAM,
not only the constellation map is blurred, but also there is no obvious peak value in the AH map.
Therefore, KNN is used to process data to get the correct modulation format. As shown in Figure 4b,
the shape of AH when RoP is −11 dBm is different from that when RoP is −6 dBm. Thus, as long
as the corresponding OSNR under each RoP is known, OSNR value can be predicted according to
different AH under different RoP. Consider that KNN has the function of regression prediction [25,26],
which can be used in achieving OSNR monitoring [18].
Figure 3. Subcarrier bit allocation profile for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signals.
Since identification accuracy is affected by the number of training samples and the k value of
the KNN algorithm, two different sets of samples and k value, being 30, 1 (case 1) and 60, 3 (case
2) are introduced in the construction of the classifier. The accuracy identification for 4 different sets
of bit loading profiles while maintaining the same bit rate under case 1 and case 2 are shown in
Figure 5. In general, the accuracy increases with the increase in the number of samples and the k value.
Besides, there is no exception in this measurement. However, the improvement in accuracy is not
significantly obvious as the performance of case 2 (dotted line) is only slightly improved at the RoP of
<−12 dBm and cannot reach 100%. Once the RoP reaches −12 dBm or higher, the performance of the
two mentioned cases will be the same. This suggests that the number of training samples and the k
value are not the main influencing factors of the proposed algorithm. To increase the transmission
efficiency, the number of training samples is 30, and the k value is 1 in the proposed KNN training
model during the measurements. As shown in Figure 4, when RoP is −11 dBm, the constellation map
is already blurred. However, the identification accuracy of this algorithm can reach 100%, which shows
that the algorithm also has a good recognition effect in the case of a relatively high error rate.
Subsequently, the above measurement is repeated under different RoP for both optical back to
back (OBTB) and 25 km SSMF configurations. The experimental results involving the mentioned 4 sets
of different bit loading profiles are shown in Figure 6, in which the BERs under each bit loading profile
is also plotted. Note that the identification accuracy of proposed MFI increases with the increase in RoP.
Almost the same performance is obtained for 25 km SSMF transmissions compared to the BTB case,
which shows that fiber dispersion does not significantly affect BER and the proposed MFI for current
system configuration. This is mainly because our focus in this paper is on the algorithm verification
for different types of modulation format, the signal rate involved in our experiment is not very high,
and the chromatic dispersion induced system degradation is relatively small. For both 25 km SSMF
and OBTB cases, 100% accurate identification can be achieved when the RoP is higher than −11 dBm.
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For the RoP >−10 dBm, the BER performance of OBTB and 25 km SSMF can be lower than the adopted
HD-FEC limit of 3.8 × 10−3 and power penalty is <0.5 dB for 4 different bit loading profiles. System





Figure 4. (a) The constellations, (b) AH (RoP = −11 dBm and −6 dBm) of mixed QAM modulation
format from 4-QAM to 128-QAM.
Figure 5. The comparison of identification accuracy with different samples and k value.
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From Figure 6, identification accuracy depends on the receiving optical power, that is, the signal-
to-noise ratio. Employment of a stronger equalization algorithm can improve the BER performance and
also should improve the identification accuracy at low optical power regions. In practical deployment,




Figure 6. The BER curves and identification accuracy for (a) OBTB and (b) 25 km SSMF configurations.
In practical application, constellation rotation after equalization affects the performance of MFI
performance. Further experimental investigation is undertaken to assess the effects of constellation
rotation. The bit loading as shown in Figure 3 is employed, and additional constellation rotation of
π/64, π/48, π/32 and π/28 is added during the measurements by adjusting the initial phase of the QAM
constellation in offline DSP procedures of transmitter. The identification accuracies under different
additional phase rotations are shown in Figure 7. It is noteworthy that the identification accuracy
increases with the increase in RoP. For the additional phase rotation of π/32, 100% accuracy cannot
be achieved until the RoP meets −6 dBm for the 25 km SSMF case and −7 dBm for the OBTB case.
However, for the additional phase rotation of π/28, 100% accuracy cannot be achieved even under RoP
of −6 dBm. For the additional phase rotation of <π/32, identification accuracy is nearly unchanged




Figure 7. The identification accuracy under different residual phase rotation for (a) OBTB and (b) 25 km
SSMF configurations. 4-QAM rotated constellation diagram for the additional phase rotation of π/32 at
a specific RoP (−11 dBm) is embedded.
When it comes to OSNR monitoring, the k value should also be determined first. As shown in
Figure 8a, as the k value increases, the difference between the estimated and true OSNR increases in
general. Specifically, when the k value is small, the estimated OSNR is approximately proportional
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to the true OSNR. However, when the k value is large, the estimated OSNR is almost unaffected by
the true. The MSE between estimated and true OSNR is then calculated to determine the value of k.




Figure 8. (a) Estimated versus true OSNRs with different k values and (b) MSE versus k values for 128
QAM (OBTB).
The OSNR monitoring results for five signal types are shown in Figure 9. It is clear from the figure
that OSNR estimates are quite accurate for both OBTB and 25 km SSMF configurations. Hence, the mean
OSNR estimation error for the three signal types considered in this work is 0.69 dB, which is similar to
the ones reported for the OSNR monitoring [18]. It is worth mentioning that the proposed algorithm
can also work for coherent optical systems and single-carrier modulation.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 9. Estimated versus true OSNRs for (a) OBTB and (b) 25 km SSMF configurations.
We also compared the complexity of the proposed KNN algorithm with artificial neural
network [13]. The complexity calculation of ANN [27,28] and KNN are listed in Table 2, in which the
complexity calculation involves two parts, namely the training part and the prediction part. For ANN,
Nep is the number of samples in a training set and ni, nhid and no are the number of neurons on the
input, hidden and output layers, respectively. For KNN, NTS is the number of samples in a training set
and n is the number of features. The identification accuracy results of both algorithms under the same
condition are shown in Figure 10 and the identification accuracy is similar. MSE of OSNR monitoring
for both algorithms when RoP is −11 dBm is listed in Table 3. The average MSE of KNN algorithm
is 0.69 dB2, and that of the ANN algorithm is 0.71 dB2. In general, compared to the ANN, the KNN
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algorithm can effectively reduce multiplication operations. However, the KNN algorithm has similar
performance to the ANN algorithms.
Table 2. The complexity comparison between KNN and ANN.
Algorithm Multiplications MFI OSNR Monitoring
ANN
Ctrain = Nep(ninhid + nhidno)
Cpredict = ninhid + nhidno
CANN = Ctrain + Cpredict
Ctrain = 100× (101× 4 + 40× 5) =
424, 000
Ctest = 101× 40 + 40× 5 = 4240
CANN = 428, 240
Ctrain = 100× (101× 40 + 40) =
408, 000
Ctest = 101× 40 + 40 = 4080
CANN = 412, 080
KNN CKNN = Ctrain + Cpredict =2Ctrain = 2NTSn




Figure 10. The identification accuracy of (a) ANN algorithm and (b) KNN algorithm.
Table 3. The MSE of KNN and ANN algorithm.
MSE 4-QAM 16-QAM 32-QAM 64-QAM 128-QAM
KNN(dB2) 0.66 1.3 0.77 0.3 0.42
ANN(dB2) 0.87 0.65 0.69 0.84 0.49
4. Conclusions
In this study, a joint modulation format identification and OSNR—monitoring algorithm is
proposed and experimentally demonstrated using the KNN algorithm for IMDD OFDM systems.
A modified AH of received signal is employed to serve as the classification feature to simplify the
computation. According to the experimental results, five common QAM modulation formats can be
identified with a 100% accurate estimation at the RoP of −11 dBm. At the same time, system OSNR
monitoring also can be achieved with an average prediction MSE of 0.69 dB2, which is similar to that
using artificial neural network. Robustness and computational complexity of the proposed scheme are
also experimentally assessed.
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Abstract: CMOS technologies facilitate the possibility of implementing quantum logic in silicon.
In this work, we discuss a minimalistic modelling of entangled photon communication in
semiconductor qubits. We demonstrate that electrostatic actuation is sufficient to construct and
control desired potential energy profiles along a Si quantum dot (QD) structure allowing the
formation of position-based qubits. We further discuss a basic mathematical formalism to define the
position-based qubits and their evolution under the presence of external driving fields. Then, based on
Jaynes–Cummings–Hubbard formalism, we expand the model to include the description of the
position-based qubits involving four energy states coupled with a cavity. We proceed with showing an
anti-correlation between the various quantum states. Moreover, we simulate an example of a quantum
trajectory as a result of transitions between the quantum states and we plot the emitted/absorbed
photos in the system with time. Lastly, we examine the system of two coupled position-based qubits
via a waveguide. We demonstrate a mechanism to achieve a dynamic interchange of information
between these qubits over larger distances, exploiting both an electrostatic actuation/control of qubits
and their photon communication. We define the entanglement entropy between two qubits and we
find that their quantum states are in principle entangled.
Keywords: entanglement; charge qubit; position-based semiconductor qubits; cryogenic technologies;
semiconductor photon communication; Jaynes–Cummings–Hubbard formalism
1. Introduction
In a world where the quantum technology rapidly emerges, CMOS technologies seem to be
attractive candidates for a successful widely spread realization of quantum computers. Recently,
efforts have been reported towards the construction of quantum computers on a silicon chip [1–4].
When cooled down to cryogenic temperatures, CMOS allows constructing effective quantum potential
energy profiles where particles can realize their nano-world properties. Such implementations can be
based on spin-spin interaction or in the position of single and/or multiple fermions or even Majorana
particles [5–10].
The manipulation of semiconductor qubits can be carried out in principle by the application of
an electric/magnetic field. The control over semiconductor position-based qubits (also known in the
literature as charge qubits) can be achieved by using only a static electric field, which is of interest
in this work. It can be shown that one can move the charge between neighboring quantum dots
(QD) by applying appropriate voltages across a given array of a quantum register/structure. The fine
lithography of nanometer-scale CMOS allows the use of single-electron devices (SED) for the injection
and detection of single electrons, as well as their qunatum transport through the quantum register.
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Correlated oscillations and signatures of entanglement of silicon-based qubits have been demonstrated
in the literature, making the construction of quantum gates and algorithms possible [11–15].
At the same time, the possibility of integration of double-quantum-dots (DQDs) with microwave
cavities was recently demonstrated, where an absorbed photon facilitates tunneling of electrons
between QDs by means of pumping energy into the system. However, a reversed phenomenon is also
possible, i.e., a photon emission due to the tunneling of particles in a quantum transport operation,
where the DQDs are coupled through a cavity [16–21]. Previous experiments showed that the cavity
photon emission can be enhanced as a result of entangled states between coupled atoms. It is also
known that semiconductor quantum dots, acting as artificial atoms, can emit photons, opening a
possibility to achieve communication between qubits within a chip. This photon exchange via a
waveguide is expected to enhance the coupling between DQDs by introducing a superposition of
many quantum paths [22–25]. By proper manipulation of the system and by exploiting its optical
properties, one could control the transport of flying qubits and, as a result, the dynamic interchange
of information.
In our previous work, we showed that it is possible to control and construct semiconductor
position-based qubits in DQDs in nanometer-scale CMOS. We also showed that electrostatically
coupled interacting DQDs are in principle entangled [26,27]. In this paper, motivated by the recent
demonstrations of semiconductor-based photon communication, and expanding our previous work
on modelling of position-based semiconductor qubits, we will focus on a minimalistic modelling of
two-coupled DQDs in silicon interconnected with a waveguide.
To start, we illustrate that electrostatic actuation is sufficient for the construction of valid potential
energy profiles. This allows the formation of position-based qubits in a DQD. We show how one
can apply voltages and voltage pulses to manipulate the tunneling rates and energy levels in a
quantum register.
We continue by describing a system of a position-based qubit exhibiting four energy levels,
coupled with a cavity. We demonstrate photon emission and absorption through quantum paths by
capturing the dynamics of the various quantum states of the system. Remarkably, anticorrelations of
quantum states can be observed, even in a single-qubit system.
Finally, we expand our description to a system of two coupled position-based qubits via a
waveguide. We define the Von Neumann entanglement entropy of the system, and then show that
anticorrelation and entanglement between the quantum states of the two qubits can be achieved
through an interchange of photons. The electrostatic actuation of the position-based qubits coupled
through a cavity allows quantum communication via longer distances, opening the possibility of the
formation of quantum gates between non-neighboring qubits.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the system under study. Section 3
introduces a brief description of the position-based qubit and the basic transitions between the
quantum states that can take place in the system. Section 4 develops a minimalistic modelling based on
the Jaynes–Cummings–Hubbard formalism. We examine selected case studies and present simulation
results demonstrating photon absorption, emission and entanglement.
2. Statement of the Problem
The quantum structure under study is realized in a CMOS fully depleted silicon-on-insulator
(FDSOI) technology. A transistor-like CMOS device is depicted in Figure 1a. When operating
at cryogenic temperatures, such devices can be seen as artificial atoms, giving rise to a
double-quantum-dot (DQD). DQDs can be arranged in series forming a quantum register of an
arbitrary number of qubits. The quantum transport can be achieved electrostatically by manipulating
the electrical potential, i.e., by applying appropriate DC and pulsed voltages at the gates. For a more
detailed description of this system, an interested reader can refer to [26].
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Figure 1. (a) Cross-section of an FDSOI transistor-like ‘quantum’ device, without the source/drain
diffused regions. Details of the specific technology are omitted. As the device dimensions decrease,
one can achieve quantum operation at cryogenic temperatures. Various layers of the device facilitate
different properties which are essential to the resulting potential energy profile. (b) Each device can
facilitate a double-quantum-dot (DQD). When interconnected via a waveguide, it can couple the
entangled qubits. This can be achieved with the use of high-ε materials and proper isolation of the
quantum core from the rest of the surrounding circuitry of a chip. (c) Top-view of a layout structure of
two coupled DQDs interconnected via a waveguide. (d) 1D representation of two coupled (DQDs).
Each DQD can facilitate a qubit. In the schematic, the two states of each qubit are denoted, as |0〉A,B,
corresponding to a particle in the left QD of system-A or system-B (of the corresponding potential
energy profile of a device), and as |1〉A,B, corresponding to a particle in the right QD. (e) 1D schematic
representation of a potential energy profile formed by a chain of devices forming a series of QDs.
The absorption of a photon can cause a transition to a higher energy level. Similarly, the emission of a
photon can occur when a particle transitions from a higher energy level to a lower energy level.
In Figure 1b, the concept of coupling two qubits over longer distances, in the case electrostatic
(Coulomb) interaction is negligible, is demonstrated. The coupling is expected to be achieved through
a waveguide by means of a high-ε material layer. Figure 1c visualizes a top-view layout of two coupled
DQDs with a waveguide. Each DQD realizes a qubit. In this work, we will focus on the modelling
of a qubit coupled into a cavity and two coupled qubits coupled via a waveguide. As visualized
in Figure 1d, each qubit has two states, denoted as |0〉 and |1〉. These are localized states which
correspond to the presence of a particle in a given well of an electrostatically shaped potential energy
profile. In other words, the quantum logic in such a system is based on the position of the particle in a
given quantum register.
By manipulating the potential energy of a particle one can achieve photon emission and absorption.
An example of the potential energy on the surface of silicon channel of a quantum register, as obtained
from electrostatic finite-element-method (COMSOL) simulations, is shown in Figure 2a. At the
beginning (and also at the end) of the chain, the first (and the last) device serves as a reconfigurable
injector/detector. The injector, in this context, is typically a single-electron device responsible for
injecting individual electrons into the quantum register. The detector is an analog circuit which can
detect (by a weak or strong measurement, depending on a particular configuration) a presence of a
single electron. In the schematic, “S” and “D” denote Source and Drain regions (i.e., highly doped
silicon), while “I1–I7” denote imposers (gates). One can apply precisely controlled DC voltages and
pulses to the source/drain and the imposers to achieve desired modes of operation.
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Figure 2. (a) Finite element method (FEM) COMSOL simulations of the electrostatically shaped
potential energy as a function of distance assuming carrier freezout operation for a chain of six
devices for a quantum register. Appropriate voltage configuration allows one to construct a desired
potential energy profile of a desired mode of operation. In the figures, “S/D” denote the source/drain,
while “I1–I7”denote the imposers (gates). It can be seen that the potential energy profile can be
approximated by an equivalent square-potential energy profile. The position-based qubit can be
defined in a region of two potential wells separated by a barrier. For example, as shown, a qubit
can be defined between the imposers “I3–I5”. The double well can be approximated by a DQD,
The smaller the dimensions of the structure the more accurate this approximation. (b) By manipulating
VGS (gate-source) and VDS (drain-source) applied voltages, one can achieve various potential energy
profiles. In the schematic, the potential well bottoms between the imposers “I3–I5” are raised, which is
equivalent to a lowered energy barrier between them. With the use of such an electrostatic mechanism,
one can manipulate the resulting tunneling probability between the wells. Such an alteration of a
potential energy profile can be achieved in a specific implementation by keeping VGS, VDS voltages
constant and by applying pulses at the imposers at precisely controlled time instances, duration and
magnitude. Depending on the magnitude of the pulse, one can pump enough energy into the system
so the particle (assuming in the ground state) gets excited from the ground energy and jumps to a new
energy level. These transitions between energy levels due to the perturbed driving field can cause
photon emission, typically of the same energy as the perturbation. This mechanism is similar to the
absorption of a photon from a cavity. In this case, if the photon’s energy is similar to the gap between
the two energy levels in a potential well, the particle (assuming already in the ground state) can become
excited to allow tunneling.
In such a geometry, with specifically voltages applied, barriers (or wells) are formed between
(or under) the imposers. In principle, the resulting potential energy profile can be approximated by
an equivalent square potential energy profile. The DQD, defined as an abstract approximation of
a double-well, i.e., in this example in the region between any two imposers I3–I5, can represent a
position-based qubit. This will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
It is also possible to slightly alter the potential energy profile with purely electrostatic actuation,
i.e., by applying positive or negative voltage pulses of a specific width and magnitude at the
gate(s). The outcome is schematically illustrated in Figure 2b, where the well bottoms between
imposers “I3–I5” are raised, which is equivalent to a lowered barrier between the wells. With such
an electrostatic mechanism, electron tunneling can be induced or prohibited (more accurately,
the probability of tunneling can be increased or decreased). In other words, by lowering (raising) the
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barrier, the probability of tunneling increases (decreases) drastically. Depending on the magnitude
of perturbation, one can excite a particle by pumping energy into the system. From this point
of view, an electrostatic driving field/perturbation can have a similar result as photon absorption
(electromagnetic driving field) from a cavity. A tunneling electron will then emit photons of specific
(discrete) energies related to the bounded energy levels of the constructed potential wells.
To sum up, as with the electrostatic actuation, photon absorption can also activate tunneling.
Therefore, as discussed and demonstrated later in this paper, the coupling between DQDs via a
waveguide allows the manipulation of qubits, exploiting both the electrostatic manipulation and
photon exchange.
3. Position-Based Semiconductor Qubits in the Frame of Semiconductor Photon Communication
3.1. Rabi Flopping Frequency of a Position-Based Qubit
We start our analysis by considering the system of a CMOS double-quantum-dot (DQD).
We assume initially that only the two lowest states can be populated. In this case, the system can be
seen as a two-level system: the ground state, denoted as |g〉, and the first excited state, denoted as |e〉.
In this basis, the wave-function can be expressed as a superposition of the two eigen-functions:
|ψ〉 = cg
∣∣ψg〉+ ce |ψe〉 (1)
where cg and ce are the probability amplitudes of each energy state, with c2g + c2e = 1. The energy
difference between the ground state, Eg, and the first excited state, Ee, defines the occupancy frequency,
ω0 = (Ee − Eg)/h̄. When in relaxation, the system is expected to be in the ground state. However,
one can excite the system by applying a driving field, which can be a square or a sinusoidal pulse
of a given width. Assuming initially a small pertubative pulse, the system will be in a quantum
superposition of the first two states, and it will display occupancy oscillations [26].
The Hamiltonian of the system can be written as:
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤI (2)
where Ĥ0 is the Hamiltonian of the system in equilibrium, with Ĥ0 = p̂2/2m∗e + U0, ĤI = UBI cos ωt
is the interaction Hamiltonian and m∗e is the effective electron mass. UBI denotes the change to the
initial potential energy profile, U0, of the DQD system, when an arbitrary bias voltage waveform of
frequency ω is applied at the gates (The interaction Hamiltonian due to a single-mode cavity field of
frequency ω will have the same effect and can be represented qualitatively by the same expression). In
the rotating wave approximation, the Rabi flopping frequency, ωR, is [28]:
ωR ≡ 12
√
(ω − ω0)2 + (UBI/h̄)2 (3)
and




cos (ωRt/2)− i δωR sin (ωRt/2)
} (4)
where δ = ω − ω0 is the detuning term. In this work, we are not interested in investigating the effects
of detuning, therefore we assume δ = 0. The transition probability, Pg→e ≡ Pe(t), can be written as:
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3.2. Representation of the System in a Position Basis
Qualitatively, we can write the Hamiltonian in the tight binding approximation:
H =
∣∣∣∣∣ Ep ts,0→1ts,1→0 Ep
∣∣∣∣∣ (6)
where ts,i→j = 〈i| Ĥ |j〉 , i = j = {0, 1} are the tunneling (also known as hoping) terms in the
tight-binding formalism which express the tunneling probability between the two neighboring
quantum dots. Now, if we set Eg = E − Δ and Ee = E + Δ, then Ee − Eg = 2Δ and ω0 = 2Δh̄ ,
so (6) can be written as [29,30]:
H =
∣∣∣∣∣ E −Δ−Δ E
∣∣∣∣∣ (7)
with eigen-values λ = E ± Δ. The wave-function, in a position basis can be written as:
|φ〉 = c0 |0〉+ c1 |1〉 (8)
where c0 and c1 are the occupancy coefficients in the Wannier-position basis {|0〉,|1〉}, with








The time evolution of the system, starting from state |0〉 (t=0) is:
|φ〉 (t) = 1√
2
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The above time-dependent oscillations have frequency probabilities:










Notice that we can write:
|φ(t)〉 = c0 |0〉 eiω0t + c1 |1〉 e−iω0t (12)
4. Photon Emission Due to Transitions in a Semiconductor Position-Based Qubit—Description
Based on a Jaynes–Cummings–Hubbard Formalism
4.1. Description of the System of Coupled Position-Based Qubit with a Cavity
In this section, we will expand the system of semiconductor position-based qubit by including a
Jaynes–Cummings–Hubbard formalism for the full description of the system of a coupled qubit with
a cavity. We will additionally assume four energy levels, and a square double-well potential energy
approximation for the potential energy profile of the double quantum dot, as they are depicted in
Figure 3. All the simulations in this study were performed assuming the potential energy profile and
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energy levels of Figure 3. In this case, the four bound states of the system can be expressed in the
position basis {∣∣0g〉 |n〉 , ∣∣1g〉 |n〉 , |0e〉 |n + 1〉 , |1e〉 |n + 1〉}:
∣∣0g〉 |n〉 = 1√
2
(
|ψ0〉 |n〉+ |ψ1〉 |n〉
)
,
∣∣1g〉 |n〉 = 1√
2
(
|ψ0〉 |n〉 − |ψ1〉 |n〉
)
|0e〉 |n + 1〉 = 1√
2
(
|ψ2〉 |n + 1〉+ |ψ3〉 |n + 1〉
)
, |1e〉 |n + 1〉 = 1√
2
(
|ψ2〉 |n + 1〉 − |ψ3〉 |n + 1〉
)
(13)
where the localized |0, 1〉g,e states are expressed as a superposition of |ψi〉 , i = 0, . . . , 3 eigen-states,
and n ∈ N denotes the number of photons. In this basis, the Hamiltonian of the system in spectral
representation can be written as:
Ĥ = ∑
i={0,1},k={g,e}
Ep,k |ik〉 〈ik|+ ∑
i =j={0,1},k={g,e}
ts,ik→jk |ik〉 〈jk|+ ∑
i={0,1},k =l={g,e}
tc,ik→il |ik〉 〈il | (14)
where Ep denotes the potential energy terms of each site, ts denotes the hopping terms of the tunneling
between neighbor quantum dots of the same energy level, |g〉 or |e〉, and tc denotes the frequency of
transitions between the lower |g〉 and upper |e〉 energy states of the same localized state, |0〉 or |1〉.
We should also note that we consider photon emission only in transitions from the ground energy split
(the first two eigen-energies, E0, E1) to the excited energy split (eigen-energies E2, E3) without losing
generality of our results. Then, from (14), the time-evolution of the system can be found from the







where cm are the probability amplitudes of each coefficient of the superposition of quantum states.
For the given initial conditions, a solution of (15) will have the form:
|ψ(t)〉 = c0g(t) |ψ0〉+ c0e(t) |ψ1〉+ c1g(t) |ψ3〉+ c1e(t) |ψ4〉 (16)
where in this notation, for example, amplitude c0g corresponds to the ground localized state,
∣∣0g〉, i.e.,
where “0” is the position (state |0〉) and “g” is the energy level (state |g〉). Then, the time evolution of
the probability of the particle to be found, for example in the state
∣∣0g〉, will be denoted as:
P|0g〉(t) = |c0g(t)|2 (17)
or in general
P|nm〉(t) = |cnm(t)|2, n = 0, 1 m = g, e (18)
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Figure 3. Potential energy profile as a piecewise approximation of a double-well with four energy-levels.
This function is extracted from COMSOL electrostatic simulations, assuming carrier freezout operation.
The number of bound states in the double well depends on a particular voltage configuration applied
at the gates. Therefore, it is possible to electrostatically control the energy gaps between the different
energy levels. In addition, the energy levels of a given potential energy double well determine the
allowed energies of photons that are possible to emitte and absorb during the quantum operation
between communicating qubits.
4.2. Simulation Results
The time evolution of the probabilities of different quantum states, as obtained from solving (15),
is depicted in Figure 4. The probability of the states
∣∣0g〉 and |0e〉 is visualized in Figure 4a.
The probabilities of the localized states |0〉 are, as expected, anti-correlated. Similarly, the probabilities∣∣1g〉 and |1e〉 are also anti-correlated, as shown in Figure 4b. Therefore, the evolution of quantum states
in terms of ground |g〉 and excited |e〉 energies exhibits an anti-correlation. Moreover, in Figure 4c one
can see that the anti-correlation occurs also in the probabilities of the two localized states
∣∣0g〉 and ∣∣1g〉,
of a quantum particle of the same ground level, |g〉, i.e., this is a positional anti-correlation. The same
positional anti-correlation occurs between the two localized states, |0e〉 and |1e〉, but now of the same
excited energy level, as depicted in Figure 4d.
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Figure 4. (a) Evolution of the probability of the states
∣∣0g〉 and |0e〉. These states correspond to the
same position (localized state |0〉) but different energy levels (ground state |g〉 and excited state |e〉).
It is observed that they are anti-correlated. (b) Time Evolution of the probability of the states
∣∣1g〉 and
|1e〉. Similarly, these states correspond to the same position (in this case the localized state |1〉). Energy
anti-correlation is also observed in this case. (c) The time evolution of the probability of the states∣∣0g〉 and ∣∣1g〉. These states correspond to the same ground energy level (energy state |g〉) but different
position (localized states |0〉 and |1〉). Therefore, they are anti-correlated. (d) Time evolution of the
probability of the states |0e〉 and |1e〉. These states correspond to the same excited energy level (in this
case energy state |e〉) but different position (localized states |0〉 and |1〉). They are also anti-correlated.
Finally, to conclude the analysis of the system of a single qubit, an example of a typical quantum
path following the time evolution of (15) is presented in Figure 5, where a photon is absorpted during
a transition from a localized ground state |g〉 to a localized excited state |e〉, while a photon is emitted
during a transition from the state |e〉 to the state |g〉. After obtaining the expressions for the evolution
of various amplitude probabilities from (17), we follow the numerical approach of [23] to simulate the
quantum path.
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Figure 5. (a) Simulated quantum path as a result of transitions from the localized ground state |g〉,
to the localized excited state |e〉. The transitions take place in a probabilistic manner, following the time
evolution determined from the solution of (15). (b) Number of emitted/absorbed photons as a result
of transitions between the ground |g〉 and the excited |e〉 states for the simulated quantum path. It is
evident that transitions from the ground state |g〉 to the excited state |e〉 correspond to an absorption
of a photon, while the transitions from the excited state |e〉 to the ground state |g〉 correspond to an
emission of a photon.
4.3. Description of System of Two Entangled Coupled Position-Based Qubits with a Cavity
The system of two qubits, A and B, each one defined by a particle confined to its respective
double-well, as shown in Figure 1d, can be expressed by the wavefunction:
|Ψ〉 = ∑
nA=0g ,0e ,1g ,1e
∑
nB=0g ,0e ,1g ,1e
cnAnB
∣∣∣n(A)A n(B)B 〉 (19)
where we again assume four quantum states for each particle. The Hamiltonian of the system can be
written as:
H = H(B) ⊗ I4 + I4 ⊗ H(A) (20)
where H(A) and H(B) are the Hamiltonians of the first particle (system-A) and second particle
(system-B), respectively, of the form (14), and I4 is a 4x4 identity matrix.
4.4. Maximally Entangled States and Entanglement Entropy
To investigate the entanglement and the dynamics of the system of two qubits, we will use the
Von Neumann entanglement entropy SN. The density operator is given by the expression:
ρ̂AB = |ψ〉 〈ψ| (21)
Then, the Von Neumann entanglement entropy SN is defined as follows:
SN = −tr(ρ̂A ln ρ̂A) = −tr(ρ̂B ln ρ̂B) (22)









∣∣∣ ρ̂AB ∣∣∣0Ag 〉+ 〈0Ae ∣∣∣ ρ̂AB ∣∣∣0Ae 〉+ 〈1Ag ∣∣∣ ρ̂AB ∣∣∣1Ag 〉+ 〈1Ae ∣∣∣ ρ̂AB ∣∣∣1Ae 〉 (23)
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which is defined generally between any two systems A and B. Writing this state in the basis of our
system with system-A (qubit #1) and system-B (qubit #2), we get:
|ΦAB〉 = 1√
2
(∣∣∣0Ag 0Bg〉+ ∣∣∣0Ag 0Be 〉+ ∣∣∣0Ae 0Bg〉+ ∣∣∣0Ae 0Be 〉+
+
∣∣∣1Ag 1Bg〉+ ∣∣∣1Ag 1Be 〉+ ∣∣∣1Ae 1Bg〉+ ∣∣∣1Ae 1Be 〉) (25)
and
ρ̂A = trB (〈ΦAB |ΦAB〉|) = 12 I4 (26)
In this case, from (22) SN = 2 ln 2.
In general, the maximum value of SN is ln N, where N is the number of states of one qubit.
The system will be maximally entangled when all the probability amplitudes cm, for m = 1, 2, ...N,
reach the same value, cm = 1/N [32].
4.5. Simulation Results
Considering the system with the Hamiltonian (20) and by solving Equation (15), we obtain the
amplitudes cnAnB that describe the examined system. The evolution of the probability of the system to
be found in a specific state will be given by expressions similar to (18)
P|nAnB〉(t) = |cnAnB(t)|2, nA,B = 0A,Bg , 0A,Be , 1A,Bg , 1A,Be (27)
Then, the probability of finding each particle in a specific position and energy state will be given
as a sum of combined probabilities since we assumed a combined wave-function to describe the system.
In particular, we can write:
P|0Ag 〉(t) = |c0Ag 0Bg (t)|
2 + |c0Ag 0Be (t)|
2 + |c0Ag 1Bg (t)|
2 + |c0Ag 1Be (t)|
2
P|0Ae 〉(t) = |c0Ae 0Bg (t)|
2 + |c0Ae 0Be (t)|
2 + |c0Ae 1Bg (t)|
2 + |c0Ae 1Be (t)|
2
P|1Ag 〉(t) = |c1Ag 0Bg (t)|
2 + |c1Ag 0Be (t)|
2 + |c1Ag 1Bg (t)|
2 + |c1Ag 1Be (t)|
2
P|1Ae 〉(t) = |c1Ae 0Bg (t)|
2 + |c1Ae 0Be (t)|
2 + |c1Ae 1Bg (t)|
2 + |c1Ae 1Be (t)|
2
P|0Bg 〉(t) = |c0Ag 0Bg (t)|
2 + |c0Ae 0Bg (t)|
2 + |c1Ag 0Bg (t)|
2 + |c1Ae 0Bg (t)|
2
P|0Be 〉(t) = |c0Ag 0Be (t)|
2 + |c0Ae 0Be (t)|
2 + |c1Ag 0Be (t)|
2 + |c1Ae 0Be (t)|
2
P|1Bg 〉(t) = |c0Ag 1Bg (t)|
2 + |c0Ae 1Bg (t)|
2 + |c1Ag 1Bg (t)|
2 + |c1Ae 1Bg (t)|
2
P|1Be 〉(t) = |c0Ag 1Be (t)|
2 + |c0Ae 1Be (t)|
2 + |c1Ag 1Be (t)|
2 + |c1Ae 1Be (t)|
2
In Figure 6a, the probability as a function of time of the ground state of system-A,
P|gA〉 = P|0Ag 〉(t) + P|1Ag 〉(t), is plotted together with that of the ground state of system-B, P|gB〉 =
P|0Bg 〉(t) + P|1Bg 〉(t). Remarkably, the energy states of the two qubits are anti-correlated. This result
is significant since the coupling between the two qubits in this model is achieved through a photon
communication. For instance, in Figure 7a, typical quantum paths of system-A and system-B are
plotted. It can be seen that the quantum trajectories of the two systems are anti-correlated. This is
also visible from Figure 7b, where the emitted and absorbed photons between the two systems are
anti-correlated as well. When system-A emits a photon, system-B absorbs a photon, and vice versa.
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Figure 6. (a) Evolution of probability as a function of time of the ground state of system-A,
P|gA〉 = P|0Ag 〉(t) + P|1Ag 〉(t), together with that of the ground state of system-B, P|gB〉 = P|0Bg 〉(t) +
P|1Bg 〉(t). Remarkably, the energy states of the two qubits are anti-correlated. (b) Evolution of the
probability of the localized state
∣∣0A〉 of system-A, P|0A〉(t) = P|0Ag 〉(t) + P|0Ae 〉(t), together with the
evolution of probability of the localized state
∣∣0B〉 of system-B, P|0B〉(t) = P|0Bg 〉(t) + P|0Be 〉(t) as a
function of time. In this case, the anti-correlation is not trivial, and the result will depend on initial
conditions. This is expected, since we assumed that there is no electrostatic interaction between the
two particles, i.e., the Coulomb force is negligible. Considering this, the position of each particle is not
expected to be “strongly” affected by the position of the other, only their energy states.
Figure 7. (a) Quantum paths of system-A and system-B. The methodology to obtain these graphs is
similar to the one discussed for the system of a single qubit. It can be seen that the quantum trajectories
of the two systems are anti-correlated. In other words, when system-A is in the ground state |n + 1, g〉,
system-B is in the excited state |n, e〉; (b) The emitted and absorbed photons between the two systems
are anti-correlated. When system-A emits a photon, system-B absorbs a photon, and vice versa.
However, we also plot in Figure 6b the evolution of the probability with time of the localized state∣∣0A〉 of system-A, P|0A〉(t) = P|0Ag 〉(t) + P|0Ae 〉(t), and the evolution of the probability with time of the
localized state
∣∣0B〉 of system-B, P|0B〉(t) = P|0Bg 〉(t) + P|0Be 〉(t). In this case, the anti-correlation is not
trivial, and the result will depend on initial conditions. This is expected since we assumed that there is
no electrostatic interaction between the two particles, i.e., the Coulomb force is negligible. Considering
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this, the position of each particle is not expected to be “strongly” affected by the position of the other,
only its energy states. Here we should note that if one considers a non-negligible Coulomb force,
the positional anti-correlation will be also observed. This was also demonstrated in [26] where the
quantum states entanglement was due to a Coulomb interaction.
To conclude this section, we investigate the entanglement in the system under study. Figure 8
plots the Von Neumann entanglement entropy SN defined between system-A and system-B. As shown
in Section 4.4, the maximum value of SN for this system is 2 ln 2. At such an instance of time,
when SN = max, the quantum states are maximally entangled (inseparable). Thus, the wave-function
cannot be represented as a product of the wave-functions of each particle. From the plot, one can
observe that SN is a time-dependent quantity and for this system, it reaches the maximum value
of 2 ln 2. We conclude that the states of the two coupled qubits via the waveguide are entangled.
Therefore, when a photon communication is allowed between two qubits, as constructed via the
methodology discussed in this study, one is expected to achieve quantum operations between the
qubits over longer distances.
Figure 8. Von Neumann entanglement entropy SN defined between system-A and system-B.
The maximum value of SN for this system is 2 ln 2. When this is the case, the quantum states are
maximally entangled (inseparable). Thus, the wave-function cannot be represented as a product
of the wave-functions of each particle. One can observe from the plot that SN is a time-dependent
quantity. For this system it reaches a maximum value 2 ln 2. The states of the two coupled qubits via
the waveguide are entangled.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we investigated semiconductor position-based qubits (a.k.a. charge qubits) in
the context of photon communication. Electrostatic simulations under the assumption of freezout
operation show that with appropriate voltages applied to the gates of CMOS devices (based on
FDSOI technology) it would be possible to achieve the desired potential energy profile meeting the
requirements of a specific quantum operation. This can allow one to control the energy levels of the
bound states of the system and the tunneling probabilities of particles between the barriers separating
quantum wells. We discussed that the system can be approximated as quantum dots (QD), and each
double QD (DQD) implements a position-based qubit.
We defined position-based qubits and their coupling with a cavity. We showed that in the presence
of an external perturbative driving field, in the rotating wave approximation, the Rabi flopping
frequency predicts analytically the evolution of the quantum states. The various states of the system of
the simple qubit are found to be anti-correlated, both in energy-basis and position-basis representation.
We further expanded the model to include the description of the photon emission and
entanglement of coupled position-based qubits based on the Jaynes–Cummings–Hubbard formalism.
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We demonstrated that for a given geometry and potential energy profile it is possible to construct
entangled states and trace their time evolution. We quantified the magnitude of entanglement due
to the photon communication by calculating the entanglement entropy. The modelling provided in
this work can offer the tools towards the optimization of relevant semiconductor photon-assisted
applications and can easily be expanded in a straightforward manner to describe multi-particle systems.
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